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Chapter 1
Introduction
A b s t r a c t
This chapter aims to  give a brief in troduction  to  the  N uclear M agnetic Resonance (NMR) 
phenom enon. The basic in teractions of the  nuclei th a t affect the  N M R signal, and provide 
valuable inform ation abou t the  s truc tu re  and properties of m atter, will be presented. 
The quadrupolar in teraction is the  m ain topic of th is thesis and therefore it is described 
more extensively. Furtherm ore, the  theory used to analyze the  phenom ena described 
in th is thesis is introduced. Finally, two NM R techniques (MAS and MQMAS) whose 
im provem ent is the  main focus of th is work are described.
1.1 W hat is N uclear M agnetic  R esonance
“The eyes can see because of the  presence of light” . Light is reflected, absorbed or em itted 
by objects around us before it is perceived by our eyes. The diversity of colors surrounding 
us appears as it does because our hum an eyes are sensitive to  a frequency range of the 
electro-m agnetic waves. W hat we call light consists actually  of electro-m agnetic waves w ith 
frequencies around 600 ■ 1012 H z. We are able to  distinguish between for exam ple green 
waves, w ith a frequency of 561 ■ 1012 H z  and red waves, w ith a frequency of 531 ■ 1012 H z. 
The grass is green because it absorbs the  com plem entary colors of green. B ut there is more 
th a n  our eyes can perceive. Electro-m agnetic waves exist w ith frequencies s tarting  from 
103 H z  up to  1023 H z. They are em itted  w ith different intensities by different n a tu ra l or 
artificial sources leading one to  the  question w hat would the  world look like if we would 
be able to  see w ithin a bigger frequency range?... It is difficult to  imagine, bu t for sure 
the  world would look more colorful.
N uclear M agnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is one of the  scientific fields th a t 
analyzes the  in teraction of electro-m agnetic waves and m a tte r as our eyes do, bu t NM R 
looks a t the  “color” of objects in the  frequency range between 10 k H z  and 900 M H z .  
Based on the  inform ation derived from th is analysis, scientists are try ing  to  find answers 
concerning the  molecular s truc tu re  of m a tte r and dynam ic processes on a m olecular scale.
G reat efforts have been m ade to  understand  the  laws which govern our world. It 
is impossible to  com prehend all of the  discoveries th a t contributed  to  the  development 
of hum an insight, bu t some of these discoveries m ade us understand  th a t all m a tte r is 
m ade of atom s. T he atom  is composed of a nucleus surrounded by electrons. Moreover,
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we know now th a t nuclei are formed by protons and neutrons and our insight does not 
stop here. N M R spectroscopists assum e th a t the  nuclei are single entities endowed w ith 
properties such as mass, electric charge, nuclear spin etc. Some of these properties are 
com parable to  those found in the  macroscopic world, bu t others do not have a classical 
macroscopic counterpart. C om plicated argum ents of quantum  mechanics, quantum  field 
theory  and relativ ity  theory, can explain the  laws th a t elem entary particles obey, however 
reproducing these argum ents is beyond the  goal of th is thesis. One should be aware th a t 
when we deal w ith such tiny nuclear quantities the  laws of physics are a b it different than  
the  ones we are used to  in our macroscopic world. To explain these laws, scientists often 
use ab strac t concepts. (To quote Feynm an (1) “... it appears th a t where our logic is the 
most abstrac t it always gives correct results - it agrees w ith experim ent. Only when we try  
to  make specific models of the  in ternal m achinery of the  fundam ental particles and their 
in teractions we are unable to  find a theory  th a t agrees w ith experim ent.”) For example, 
we do not describe the  s ta te  of the  nucleus by its position and its velocity, like we do w ith 
the  macroscopic objects, bu t we use the  concept of wave functions, which depend on all 
properties of the  nucleus and its interactions w ith the  surrounding. This is a very compli­
cated function and therefore scientists split th is  function in m any com ponents which can 
be handled separately. For example, NM R considers only the  p a rt of the  nuclear wave 
function which depends on the  nuclear spin. A nother axiom of quantum  physics is th a t the 
in teraction of the  nuclei w ith an external m agnetic field allows only certain, well-defined 
orientations of the  nuclear spin. Each of these orientations has a different energy and the 
nuclei can change their orientation if they receive or em it a photon w ith an energy equal to 
the  energy difference of the  initial and final orientations. For the  m agnetic fields commonly 
used in NM R the  energy difference between two different orientations is in the  M H z  range 
(106 H z). An electro-m agnetic wave carries th is energy (in photons) and therefore it can 
induce transitions of the  nuclei from one s ta te  to  another. By m easuring the  absorbed 
electro-m agnetic rad iation  we can derive valuable inform ation abou t the  interactions to 
which the  nuclei are subjected.
T he phenom enon ju s t described is the  basis of all spectroscopic m easurem ents of the 
in teractions between the  electro-m agnetic waves and m atter, bu t som ething should be said 
abou t the  characteristic features of NMR. One of them  is th a t NM R spectroscopy involves 
electro-m agnetic waves in the  radio-frequency (r.f.) range. In th is range electronic equip­
m ent can be used to  generate short high-power pulses, or to  detect and receive the  very 
weak signals generated by the  sample. A nother im portan t feature is th a t in high external 
m agnetic fields, the  in teraction between the  nuclei is small com pared to  the  interaction 
between the  nuclei and the  external m agnetic field. This allows one to  tre a t the  “in ternal” 
in teractions as small pe rtu rba tions facilitating the  theoretical understandings. The results 
given by NM R experim ents reveal inform ation abou t the  in teractions felt by the  nuclei 
and th is inform ation is fundam ental for a com plete understanding  of the  s truc tu re  and 
dynam ics of molecules.
F inally it is m entioned th a t the  first successful NM R experim ents were carried out 
in 1945 by Purcell, Torrey, and Pound (2) a t H arvard University and by Bloch, Hansen 
and Packard (3) a t S tanford University. Since then, the  field of NM R has developed such 
th a t a t present it represents an industry  w ith a m arket estim ated around 4 billion dollars 
(US) annually. A bout 3.2 billion of th is involves the  clinical m agnetic resonance imaging 
and the  rest involves research spectrom eters used by industry  (52%) and Universities. Of
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course, th is does not represent much in to d a y ’s economy, bu t one should not forget th a t 
NM R is a research tool and the  inform ation it provides is crucial to developm ent in many 
other fields like medicine, pharm aceutical industry  or chemical industry.
1.2 N uclear spin interactions
As previously described we characterize nuclei using various properties. Among these 
properties th e  electric charge (more specifically the  electric charge d istribu tion  inside the 
nucleus) and the  nuclear spin are causing the  NM R phenom ena. The nuclear spin I  confers 
to  the  nuclei a m agnetic m om ent ft =  YhI (where 7  is the  “gyrom agnetic ra tio” and h is 
the  P lank  constant divided by 2n). T he nucleus, having an electric charge and a m agnetic 
m om ent, in teracts w ith the  electric and m agnetic fields generated by “external sources” 
like the  electrons and other nuclei of the  molecules or an external m agnetic field. The 
interactions th a t influence the  NM R signal are: the  Zeeman interaction (H z ), the  dipolar 
in teraction (H d ), chemical shift (H c s ), and for spins I  >  1 / 2  the  quadrupolar interaction
(H q ).
H  =  H z  +  H c s  +  H d +  H q . (1.1)
A com plete description of these interactions is not a topic of my thesis, bu t they will be 
briefly described as they  are used by NM R spectroscopists.
T h e  Z e e m a n  in te r a c t io n  between a nucleus w ith the  m agnetic m om ent ft and an 
external m agnetic field H 0 is characterized by the  H am iltonian (4):
H z  =  — ft ■ Ho ( 1 .2 )
Taking the  external field along the  z axis, the  Zeeman H am iltonian becomes:
H z  =  —YhHoIz =  h u LI z (1.3)
where u L is the  Larm or frequency and represents the  resonance frequency of an isolated 
nucleus in a m agnetic field.
T h e  D ip o la r  I n te r a c t io n  represents the  m agnetic in teractions between nuclear 
m agnetic mom ents. The classical in teraction energy E  between two m agnetic m om ent 
vectors ft1 and ft2 is (5):
ft1 ■ ft2 3(^ 1 ■ r ) (ft2 ■ r)
r 3 r
where r  is the  radius vector from ft1 to  ft2. If we trea t ft1 and ft2 as operators:
E  =  — '> ^ 2 (1.4)
ft1 =  71 h I 1 ; ft2 =  7  2h l 2 (1.5)
the  general dipolar H am iltonian between N  spins becomes:
ftj ■ ftk 3(ftj ■ rjk')(ftk ■ rjk )1 N N
H d =  2 E E
2 j =1 k=1
3 — 5 r y  r yjk jk
( 1 .6)
where 1  is needed since the  sums over j and k would count each pair twice, and where we 
exclude the  term s j  =  k.
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•  \ \  4-fold coordination: 80 - 40 ppm
5-fold coordination: 40 - 20 ppm
6-fold coordination: 20 - - 10 ppm
Figure 1.1: D ifferent coordination o f A lum inum  with Oxygen atoms induce different chem ­
ical shifts fo r  A lum inum  in  27A l N M R  spectra
For a two spin system  if we transform  from the  cartesian coordinates x, y, z  to  the 
spherical coordinates r, 9, 0  and express the  I 1x and I 1y in term s of raising and lowering 
operators I+  =  I 1x +  i I 1y and I -  =  I 1x — i I 1y the  dipolar H am iltonian can be w ritten  as 
(5): 2
H d =  (A +  B  +  C  +  D  +  E  +  F ) (1.7)
where:
A =  I 1z I 2 z (1 — 3 cos2 9)
B  =  — ^ (I 1+ I2 +  A I + ) ( 1  — 3cos2  9)
3
C  =  — ^ ( I + I 2z +  I 1zI+ ) s in 9 co s9e~%^ (1 .8)
3
D  =  — ^ ( I - I 2z +  I 1zI - )  sin 9 cos 9e1^
3
E  =  — - I+ I+  sin2 9e~2i^
3
F  =  — 4 1- 1-  sin2 9e2^
C h e m ic a l  sh if t. To understand  w hat effect the  electrons have on the  nuclei we 
m ust first know the  electrons’ wavefunctions. This is a very complex problem  which 
involves elaborate calculations. However a phenom enological analysis reveals a m agnetic 
in teraction (which results in the  chemical shift, K night shift and the  J coupling) and an 
electric in teraction (which for spins I  >  1/2 generates the  quadrupolar effects).
In diam agnetic and param agnetic samples, the  average m agnetic field felt by the 
nuclei due to  the  orbital m om ent of the  electrons vanishes. However if th e  sample is 
situa ted  in an external m agnetic field th e  electrons are polarized and th is polarization
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generates an additional m agnetic field, A H , which is felt by the  nuclei. The induced field, 
A H , is proportional to  the  external m agnetic field H 0.
A H x ' ^xx &xy °xz H 0x
A H y = &yx @yy &yz H 0y
AHz Ozx Ozy Ozz .  H 0z _
The proportionality  constant a  is called the  chemical shielding tensor. The nine com­
ponents of the  chemical-shielding tensor describe the  orientation and the  m agnitude of 
the  induced field, and therefore they  reveal crucial inform ation about the  d istribution  of 
electrons around the  nuclei. The secular part of the  chemical shift H am iltonian can be 
w ritten  as:
H scecs  =  azz u LIz, ( 1 . 10 )
where ozz is the  zz-com ponent of the  chemical-shielding tensor expressed in the  laboratory  
frame. NM R experim ents report the  chemical-shielding d a ta  as a frequency shift from a 
reference com pound and th is is called chemical shift.
Different molecular environm ents induce different chemical shifts. For example, Alu­
m inum  in oxides is usually coordinated by 4, 5 or 6 oxygen atom s resulting in a te tra-, 
penta-, or hexa- coordination. The isotropic chemical shifts of 27A1 in such com pounds 
varies only w ithin 100 p arts  in 106. However, NM R experim ents have enough resolution 
to  differentiate between these different environm ents (see figure 1 .1 ).
Q u a d r u p o la r  e ffe c ts  are due to the  electric in teraction between the  nuclear charge 
distribu tion  and the  electric field gradient generated by the  surrounding electrons and nu­
clei. To analyze th is interaction, one should rem em ber th a t the  nuclei are small com pared 
to  the  dim ensions of the  electronic distribution. Therefore we begin our investigation by 
considering the  nucleus as a small en tity  which has an equivalent electric monopole mo­
ment, a dipole m om ent, a quadrupole m om ent, and so on. The interaction energy between 
the  nuclear charge distribu tion  p w ith an electric po tential V caused by external sources 
is (5):
E  =  ƒ  p (r)V  (r)d 3r. (1.11)
Further we follow the  description presented by Slichter (5) and expand the  potential V (r) 
in a Taylor series around a point r  =  0:
E (0) =  V (0) ƒ pd3r  +  £  f  x„pd3r  +  2  £
J a ° x a r=o J 2  aR
i 2V
! Op Sxafixp r=0
ƒ  XaXp pd3r .... ( 1 . 1 2 )
where x a (a  =  1, 2, 3) stands for x, y or z respectively. Further we use the  notation:
V  =  —Va — 5xa r=0 Vaf3 —
_  S2V
5xa5xp r=0 (1.13)
T he first te rm  in equation 1.12 reveals the  nuclear monopole m om ent ƒ p d r =  e Z , 
and th is term  does not influence the  NM R experim ents because it is a constant for all 
nuclear spin states. The second te rm  involves the  electrical dipole m om ent. Experim ental 
spectroscopic d a ta  reveals no indication of an interaction energy associated w ith a nuclear 
dipole m om ent. This can be explained if p (r) is an even function of r  (6). In th is case,
6o
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Figure 1.2: Nucleus experiencing a quadrupolar interaction.
the  second integral results from an odd function, and the  second te rm  vanishes. Together 
w ith quantum  m echanical calculations (6), th is  reveals th a t in a steady state, the  charge 
d istribu tion  inside the  nuclei is sym m etric relative to  any plane through its center of mass 
(inversion sym m etry). T he th ird  term  is the  electric quadrupolar interaction of the  nuclei.
T he theoretical approach of th is interaction defines the  quan tity  Q ap :
Q aP = j (3xax P -  ^ r2)pd3r (1' 14)
th is helps to  w rite the  th ird  integral of equation 1 . 1 2  as:
ƒ  xa xp pd3r  =  1  [Qap +  ƒ  Sapr 2pd3r^  (1.15)
and the  quadrupolar energy as:
1  t  1  t
E (2) =  2  £  Vap J  xaxp  pd3r  =  ^ J 2 (V a p  Qap +  Vap Sap J  r 2d3r) . (1.16)
aP ap
Since VOp satisfies Laplace’s equation Vaa +  Vpp +  VYY =  0, the  second te rm  of the  equation
1.16 vanishes and the  quadrupolar energy becomes:
EQ =  ^ £  VapQap. (1.17)
6 ap
To obtain  a quantum  m echanical expression for the  quadrupole coupling we should replace 
the  classical nuclear charge density p w ith its quantum  m echanical operator pop
pop(r) =  £  qkp(r -  r fc),
k
(1.18)
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where the  sum  runs over the  nuclear particles k from 1 to  N  of charge qk. Taking into 
account th a t the  protons have an electric charge e and th a t the  neutrons do not contribute 
(as they  have a charge 0) to  equation 1.18, the  charge density operator becomes:
pop(r) =  e E ¿ (r  -  rk) (1.19)
protons
Thus the  quadrupole operator becomes:
Qaß = j (3xaxß -  5aßr 2)pop(r)d 3r
=  e E Í (3xaXß -  Saßr 2)¿ (r  -  rk)d3r
protons
=  e E (3x«xß -  5aßr 2) ( 1 .20)
protons
This gives for the  quadrupole H am iltonian:
Hq =  1  E VaßQ Z , . ( 1 .2 1 )
6 aß
To find the  influence of the  quadrupolar H am iltonian on a spin system  we m ust find 
the  m atrix  elem ents of the  Q°0Pß w ith  an eigenbasis th a t describes the  H ilbert subspace of 
the  nuclear wave functions. T he NM R phenom ena are usually described w ithin an 112, I z >  
representation where |A IM  >  form a com plete set of ortogonal nuclear eigenvectors. A 
stands for the  eigenvalues of all the  other operators which com m ute w ith I 2 and I z and 
which are needed to  com pletely describe th e  interactions of the  nucleus.
T he sum in the  definition of Q^ß  is over all protons in the  nucleus, i.e. it is a 
m any particle operator. In NM R experim ents we never excite nuclear core states. As we 
rem ain in the  nuclear core ground sta te  it is sufficient to  characterize th is s ta te  w ith the 
quantum  num ber of the  to ta l angular m om ent I , its z -co m p o n en t m  and a set of other 
quantum  num bers th a t are not of interest in an NM R experim ent, denoted by A. As 
only m  changes in the  N M R experim ents we are in terested  in the  m atrix  elements of the 
quadrupolar operator which are diagonal in I  and A.
Q uantum  m echanical equations relate the  wave function of the  system  to the  wave 
functions of the  system ’s parts. For example, if the  system  has two p arts  characterized by 
the  wave functions $ ilMl and 0 /2m2 , the  system  wave function can be w ritten  as:
■0 /M =  E C (I 1 , ^ , A ^^1 , M 2, M )0 /iM i0 /2M2 (1.22)
Ii M1/2M2
where the  C ’s are the  Clebsch-G ordan coefficients. The W igner-Eckart theorem  states 
th a t the  m atrix  elem ents of an irreducible tensor operator are related to  the  appropriate 
Clebsch-G ordan coefficients through a set of quantities <  IA ||T L||I kAk >  th a t depend on
I , I k, A, Ak bu t which are independent on M k and M :
< I M A ||T Lm ||I iM 1 A1 > =  C ( I i , I 2, I ,M i ,M 2,M ) <  IA ||T L ||IiA i > (1.23)
This leads further to  the  relation:
<  IM A ||T lm (g ) | |4 M k \k > = <  IM A ||T Lm (p ) ||I fcM kXk >  A llTL(q)|lIkAk >  (1-24)
<  IA ||T l (p ) | |4A k >
where q and p are two sets of variables which obey specific com m utation rules (5), for 
exam ple (x, y, z) and (Ix, I y , I z). This relation holds also for a linear com bination of T LM’s 
and therefore one finds th a t (5):
protons
<  IM A |e  E (3xakX/3k -  $a/3Tfc^IM'A >  =
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<  IM A
k
Q/ a/ P +  / P la  r t 2
3------- 2-----------*af3 4 /M 'A  >  C  (1.25)
where C is a constant independent of M, M ', a , P . So if we choose M  =  M ' =  I  and 
a  =  P  =  z we find out:
protons
< / / A |e  ] T  (3zk -  r 2 ) |/ /A  > =  C  < / /A |3 /z2 -  / 2|/ /A  > =  C / (2 /  -  1 ) (1.26)
k
we can use the  symbol
protons
eQ = < / / A |e  £  (3z2 -  r2 ) |/ /A  >  (1.27)
to define the  quadrupole m om ent of the  nuclei and we find:
C  =  H I T - T )  • (1-28)
This gives for the  quadrupolar H am iltonian:
eQ 3
HQ =  6 f (2 f  , ' E  (2 ( I a I i  +  ^ I a )  -  ¿»51")• (1-29)
6 I (2 I  -  !) ajS 2
If the  Va /3  tensor is expressed in the  principal axis system  where Vap =  0 for a  =  P  the 
quadrupolar H am iltonian becomes:
h Q — 4/ ( 2 / Q  1 ) (3/2 -  1  ( /  +  1) +  2 n ( /+ +  / - ) ) ’ (1'30)
w ith the  definition eq =  Vzz, and n =  -
U sually the  quadrupole coupling constant is defined as
and the  quadrupole frequency Uq as:
=  3e2gQ (1 32)
Wq 2 / ( 2 /  -  1 )h  ( , )
T he quadrupole in teraction can be expressed as a scalar product of two irreducible 
tensor operators of rank two, the  tensor of the  electric field gradient and the  quadrupole 
tensor (7):
+2
H q =  Cq Y .  ( - ! ) •  T .,V 2- , (1.33)
q=-2
where:
T2,0 =  ^76(312 — 1  ( I  +  1))i T2,±1 =  7^2 (I±1I z +  I z I ± l) ) T2,±2 =  (1 ± 1 )2 (1-34)
Cq =  27(2Q-1), I ± 1 =  T ±^2 (1-35)
In the  principal axis system  (P A S ) of the  electric field gradient tensor we have for V2,q
v2F0AS =  y fV zz , V p jf  =  0, Vj^Af =  2 Vzzn. (1.36)
The tensor of the  electric field gradient can be brought in the  laboratory  frame via three 
successive ro tations using Euler angles ( a ,P , y)-
T he part of the  quadrupolar H am iltonian which com m utes w ith the  Zeeman Hamil­
ton ian  is (7):
HQ0) =  C qT 2;oV>o (1-37)
where V2,0 in the  laboratory  frame is given by:
V.,0 =  Vzz( 3 cos ƒ — 1  +  2  sin2 P  cos 2a )  (1-38)
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This gives for the  quadrupolar H am iltonian:
1^/(0) __ e2Qq (ot2 T t T  I 1 AA/3cos2  P  — 1  , n • 2 n 0 \ n  QOA
H Q =  4 I (2 I  — 1 ) (3Iz — 1  ( I  + 1))(------- 2----------+ 2 sin P c o s2 a )  (1-39)
using equation 1.32 and defining the  angular dependent quadrupole frequency as:
^  ,3 cos2 P — 1  n 2 ^ x , „ x
Qq =  u q (------- 2----------+ 2 sin P c o s2 a )  (1-40)
we get the  first order quadrupolar H am iltonian:
H q0) =  h | Q (3I2 — I  ( I  + 1 ) )  (1.41)
1.3 E volution  o f the spin system
To understand  the  NM R phenom ena, one should follow w hat happens w ith the  nuclear 
spins under influence of the  in ternal interactions a n d /o r  a radio-frequency irradiation. The 
s ta te  of a nucleus is com pletely defined by i t ’s wave function -0- To follow the  changes in 
the  nuclear wave function during different r.f.-excitation schemes it is useful to  apply the 
density m atrix  formalism. Because in high m agnetic fields the  Zeeman in teraction is orders 
of m agnitude bigger th an  the  other interactions, p e rtu rba tion  theory  allows an accurate
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analytical trea tm en t of the  Schrodinger equation. To deal w ith the  tim e dependence of 
different irrad iation  schemes one can use average H am iltonian theory. Below these m a th ­
em atical tools are introduced briefly.
D e n s i ty  M a t r ix  A p p ro a c h -  A nucleus can be com pletely described by its wave 
function 0 . In th is formalism the  expectation value of some operator, such as the  x- 
com ponent of m agnetization <  M x >  can be w ritten  as:
<  M x > = < 0 |M x | 0 >  (1-42)
All the  possible values of 0  can be described in a space which we can characterize w ith a 
com plete set of tim e independent, orthogonal functions un . In th is representation 0  can 
be w ritten  as:
0  =  E  CnUn (1-43)
n
If 0  varies in time, the  c's vary too. Also the  tim e dependence of 0  results in a tim e 
dependence of the  expectation value of different operators.
<  Mx > =  E c*mcn < m |M x |n >  (1.44)
n,m
In case of an ensemble of spins we m ust average over all possible values of cnc*m for 
different spins:
<  Mx >  =  E c n C  <  m |M x |n  >  . (1.45)
n,m
In th is way we can define the  density m atrix  of the  spins system  as
<  n |p |m  > =  cncm , (1-46)
and the  expectation value of the  x-com ponent of m agnetization becomes:
<  Mx >  =  T r(M x ,p ). (1.47)
T he tim e evolution of the  spin system  can be found by solving the  Schrodinger 
equation:
-  ^  =  H * . (1.48)
i or
In the  density m atrix  formalism the  Schrodinger equation becomes (5):
° p  =  h  ip-H '- (L49)
T he equilibrium  density m atrix  characterizes the  spin system  in therm al equilib­
rium. L e t’s consider a system  of isolated spins (with the  nuclear spin I ) w ith no further 
in ternal interactions. In a m agnetic field H 0, aligned along the  z-axis, th e  sta tes of each 
spin are characterized by an H am iltonian H Z =  —7 h H 0Iz. The eigenstates |m  >  of the 
H am iltonian H Z (the eigenstates of I z) constitu te  a base which com pletely spans the  space 
of the  nuclear spins wave functions. A set of energy levels E m is associated w ith these 
eigenstates |m  > . In th is case the  diagonal elem ents of p represent the  population of
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the eigenstates (the num ber of nuclei a t a certain  energy level), which is given by the 
Boltzm ann d istribu tion  (5):
_Em_____ e kT
CmC*m = —^  (1-50)
where
Z  =  E  e- ^  (1.51)
The off-diagonal elem ents of the  density m atrix  represent sta tes of the  nuclei th a t can 
be w ritten  as a linear com bination of the  eigenstates and they are called coherences. To 
understand  w hat happens w ith the  off-diagonal term s of the  density m atrix  it is useful to
write: _______________
cncm =  |c„||cm |ei(“n -“m). (1.52)
The hypothesis of random  phases supposes th a t a n phases are statistically  independent of 
am plitudes |cn | and th a t more over, a m or a n have all values w ith equal probability. As a 
consequence the  off-diagonal term s of the  equilibrium  density m atrix  are zero. If they  do 
not vanish there m ust be a t least an observable property  of the  system  th a t oscillates in 
tim e. Therefore the  elements of the  equilibrium  density m atrix  are given by:
(n |p |m ) =  % ■  e - E  (1.53)
Z
taking  into account th a t
H0 _Em
um > =  e kT um >  (1.54)
we can w rite the  equilibrium  density m atrix  as:
1  Ha
p =  — e (1.55)
Z
R o ta t in g  fra m e . T he previous spin system  was defined as isolated spins th a t “feel” 
only the  Zeeman interaction. In reality there are more interactions felt by the  spins, like 
the  quadrupolar in teraction w ith the  electric field gradient, or the  dipolar coupling between 
spins etc. So the  H am iltonian of the  spins can be w ritten  as:
H  =  H z  +  n int (1.56)
where H mi is the  H am iltonian of all the  internal interactions experienced by the  spins. 
The large Zeeman interaction has the  same effect on all spins. Therefore it is useful to 
define an in teraction representation (8) which removes the  Zeeman term  from the  to ta l 
H am iltonian. If we do so the  evolution equation:
t = h  [p 'H i <L57)
can be w ritten  as:
^  =  h  [PR H j “ l- (1.58)
where pR is given by
p(t) =  Uz  P rU —1 (1.59)
e
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HR* (t) =  U- 1H mi Uz (t) (1.60)
where
Uz =  e x p [ - ^  H z t] (1.61)
h
T he transform ation  previously perform ed brings the  Schrodinger equation into a 
ro ta ting  frame th a t ro ta tes around the  z axis w ith the  frequency =  —y H 0. The 
benefit of such a transform ation  is obvious for the  r.f.-H am iltonian (the H am iltonian of 
the  interaction between the  nuclei and an r.f.-field H 1 aligned, for example, along the  x 
axis). In the  laboratory  frame such r.f.-H am iltonian is (8):
H f  =  —YhH 1cos(wt +  4>)Ix (1.62)
brought into the  ro ta ting  frame th a t ro ta tes around th e  z axis w ith the  frequency o>, the 
r.f.-H am iltonian has two com ponents, one is tim e independent and the  other one oscillates 
a t 2 ■ o>. T he fast oscillating te rm  acts far off-resonance and thus hardly affects the  spins. 
The tim e independent part is:
H rf  =  h w1 (Ixcos0 +  I y s in0 ) (1.63)
where w1 =  — 1  y H 1.
A lthough th is transform ation  removes th e  H Z term  from the  evolution equation, in 
the  ro ta ting  frame, th e  HR* term  is tim e dependent as it is sandwiched between U- 1 and 
UZ. The large H Z interaction has a trunca ting  effect on the  smaller internal interactions. 
In a first order approxim ation one can consider only the  secular p arts  of the  in ternal H am il­
tonian, nam ely those p arts  th a t com m ute w ith H Z (8). In the  strong field approxim ation 
all non-secular term s are neglected.
For a quadrupolar spin system  in an external field, neglecting dipolar interactions, 
the  H am iltonian can be w ritten  as
H  =  H z  +  H q (1.64)
To bring th is H am iltonian into the  ro ta ting  frame m eans to  calculate the  H am iltonian
HQ =  U - ‘ (í )H q Uz (t) (1.65)
where UZ(t) =  exp[— | H Zt]. The p a rt of HQ which com m utes w ith I z can be approxim ated 
by the  zeroth order average H am iltonian of the  M agnus1 expansion as (7):
H Q  =  ^  (3Iz2 — I  ( I  + 1 ) )  ( 1 .68)
1The Magnus expansion can be used to  describe the evolution operator for a time dependent Hamilto­
nian. In average Hamiltonian theory the evolution operator, U(t) for a periodic Hamiltonian with period 
t c, is expressed as:
U (tc, t 0 =  0) =  exp ( - — t c(H (0) +  H (1) +  H (2) +  ...) (1.66)
h
where
H (0) =  tc H (t)d t ,  H (1) =  2-c /o° dt2 ¡02 [H(t2 ) ,H (ti)]d ti, etc (1.67)
and HR* by:
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where Qq is given by equation 1.40. For the m + 1  <— ► m transition this Hamiltonian 
shifts the resonance frequency from Larmor frequency (uL) by:
u m,m+1 — u L — ^Q (m +  ^ (1.69)
The first order average Hamiltonian has a secular part which commutes with 
and a nonsecular part. The secular part is (7):
TTÄ1)
h qQ  sec
Q
9uL
+Iz
2/z 21z2 -  1 (1 +  1) +
4
V_ 1V1
Iz2 - 1 (I  +  i) +  2 V-2 V2} , (1.70)
V2
,(l ~  Vzz —  'Q
the laboratory frame. This gives for the second order quadrupolar shift (7)
where VQ =  V^ and VQ2 are the elements of the electric field gradient tensor expressed in
u m,m+1 u L Q9ur
12m (m  + 1) — 21 (1 +  1) +
9
ViV_ 1
+ V2V_ 2 (1.71)
If V2V-2 and Vi V- i are expressed in terms of the principal axis components, for the central 
transition (m =  - 1/ 2) one finds:
u —1/2,1/2 — u L Q6u L
A (a, n) cos4 ß  +  B (a , n) cos2 ß  +  C (a, n) (1.72)
where
27 9 3 2 2
A — ------------n cos 2a -----n cos 2a
8 4 '  8
15 1 3
B — +-----------n2 +  2n cos 2a  +  - n2 cos2 2a
4 2 4
3 1 1  3
C  — — -  +  -  n2 +  7 n cos 2a — -  n2 cos2 2a 
8 3 4 8
(1.73)
In te ra c t io n  re p re se n ta tio n . In NMR experiments the r.f.-pulses are often applied 
using various cyclic schemes. In such cases the r.f.-Hamiltonian is time dependent even 
when represented in the rotating frame. L et’s assume (8) th a t in the rotating frame, the 
to tal Hamiltonian can be written as the sum of an explicitly time dependent Hamiltonian 
H 1(t) and a time independent part, representing the “internal” Hamiltonian H mi:
H  — H 1(t) +  H int (1.74)
Often it is convenient to bring such Hamiltonian into an interaction frame using the 
transformation:
U1(t) — Texp (1.75)
2 1
2
2
2
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where T is Dyson time-ordering operator. T ensures th a t operators, which act at earlier 
times on density m atrix are always at the right of the operators th a t act later on density 
matrix. In such representation the density m atrix p(t) is defined by:
p(t) =  Ui (t)p(t)U - 1(t). (LTO)
The evolution equation becomes:
d |  =  -  h  in 1"' (i),p(i)j (1.77)
where
H int(t) =  u - 1 ( t ) n intu1 (t) (1.78)
The solution of equation 1.77 is given by:
p(t) =  Uint(t)P(0)Ui"1(t) (1.79)
-r- 'Hint(t')dt' 
h Jo
(1.80)
where
Uint (t) =  Texp 
by combining equations 1.76 and 1.79 we get:
p(t) =  U (t)p(0)U -1 (t) (1.81)
where
U(t) =  U1 (t) Uint ( t) . (1.82)
1.4 M A S and M Q M A S experim ents o f half-integer  
quadrupolar nuclei
Finally the MAS and MQMAS experiments are presented. They are the most widely used 
experiments to study quadrupolar spin systems. The focus of this thesis is to improve 
these experiments especially with regard to their sensitivity.
L et’s consider a I  =  5/2 spin system. In a magnetic field each nucleus experiences a 
Zeeman interaction. This results in six energy levels (see figure 1.3) and the nuclei populate 
these levels according to the Boltzmann distribution. A quadrupolar interaction affects 
the six energy levels differently, and induces a shift which is in a first order approximation 
given by equation 1.69 (figure 1.3a). The second order approximation adds a second order 
frequency shift given by equation 1.71 (figure 1.3a). The NMR spectrum of such a system 
reveals five lines as presented in figure 1.3b. The lines have different intensities as a result 
of a non-selective on-resonance excitation of the spin system. If each transition is excited 
selectively (without affecting the others) all five lines have the same intensity.
In powder samples the crystallites have all possible orientations and the quadrupo- 
lar frequencies are spread over a wide range. For example for a I  =  5/2 spin system with a 
Larmor frequency =  156.32 M H z, a quadrupolar coupling constant Cqcc =  9 M H z and 
an asymmetry param eter n =  0.5 the spectrum of the four satellites transition is spread 
over almost 6 M H z (figure 1.4a). In practice however, it is possible to excite only a small
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Figure 1.3: The effect o f the quadrupolar interaction on the energy level in first and second 
order approximation. The sizes o f different energies are not represented on scale. b) NM R  
spectra o f a single crystal o f a  — Ai2O3.
part of the spectrum. The central transition is broadened by the quadrupolar interaction 
only in the second order approximation and for the spin system previously considered the 
central transition spectrum is spread over 25 kH z (figure 1.4b).
M agic  an g le  sp in n in g . Generally a spectrum consists of resonances of more than 
one crystallographic site and often these contributions overlap making the analysis of the 
spectra impossible. Andrew and Lowe (9,10) noticed th a t fast rotation of the sample 
around an axis tilted at 54.7o (the “magic angle”) dramatically increases the resolution of 
the NMR spectra. In MAS experiments all interactions th a t transform as the second-rank 
tensor under rotation average to zero over one rotor period (11). Under spinning the first 
order quadrupole coupling becomes:
where:
UQ (t) =  -^ [A i cos(wrt  +  y ) +  A2 sin(ovt  +  Y) 
+ B  cos(2o>rt +  2y) +  B2 sin(2wrt +  2y)]
A _ V2 sin ß cos ß(ncos2a-3) ^  _ _V2y sin ß sin 2a
B 1 _  2 sin2 ß+ 2 n cos2 2a(1-cos2 ß) ^  _  _  n cos ß sin 2a
(1.83)
(1.84)
(1.85)
MAS modulates the first order quadrupolar interaction so th a t the spectra of the satellite 
transitions result in a set of spinning sidebands as presented on figure 1.4c.
MAS also has an im portant effect on the central transition spectra. If the spinning
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Figure 1.4: Simulated powder spectra o f a quadrupolar I  =  5/2 spin system with =  
156.32 M H z , Cqcc =  9 M H z and n =  0.5. a) Static spectra o f the four satellite transitions 
broadened in the first order approximation. b) Static spectra o f the central transition 
broadened in the second order approximation. c) M A S spectra obtained with a short hard 
pulse, the spinning sidebands are generated by the four satellite transitions. d) M A S spectra 
o f the central transition.
speed is bigger than the second order quadrupolar anisotropy, the second-order irreducible 
tensor components can be integrated over one rotor period. This modifies the coefficients 
1.73 in (7):
21 7 7
----------n cos 2a  +  — .
16 8 48
Am as  =  +  ^ _ — ' cos 2a  + 7:7n2 cos2 2a
B MAS =  — 9 +  -7; n2 +  n cos 2a  — ■7 n2 cos2 2a
8 12 24
C MAS
15 1 7
=  + — — - n cos 2a  +  — n cos 2a  
16 8 48
(1.86)
The lineshape of the central transition is therefore given by equation 1.72 but now with 
the coefficients 1.86. For the spin system previously considered the MAS spectra of the 
central transition is spread over 8 kH z (figure 1.4d). This means th a t MAS narrows the 
central transition spectra of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei by a factor ~  3.1. However 
MAS removes only a part of the second order quadrupolar anisotropy, namely the part 
which is proportional with the second order Legendre polynomials. An im portant part of 
the anisotropic features are still present in the MAS spectra limiting their resolution.
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Figure 1.5: Top) Simulated M Q M AS spectra o f three different crystallographic sites (5iso =  
0, 20 and 66 ppm, Cqcc =  3.5, 9 and 15 M H z ,  n =  0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 respectively). Bottom) 
The same spectra after a shearing transformation was performed.
M u ltip le  q u a n tu m  m agic  an g le  sp in n in g . In many practical applications the 
MAS spectra of the central transition do not have enough resolution to differentiate 
between different crystallographic sites. Frydman and Harwood (12) proposed a two­
dimensional experiment which correlates a symmetric | — m ><----► |m >  multiple-quantum
transition (for example the | — 3/2 ><----► 13/2 >  transition) with the central single­
quantum  | — 1/2 ><— ► 11/2 >  transition. This experiment exploits the fact th a t for 
half-integer quadrupolar nuclei, all | — m ><— ► |m > transitions have a similar depen­
dence on Euler angles although with different coefficients. If the sample is rotated fast 
at an axis which makes an angle P with the magnetic field the second order quadrupolar 
shift of the | — m ><----► |m >  levels results in a transition frequency (12):
W-m^m =  —  [AqCq (m) +  (m )P2(cosP) +  ^ 4(0, ^ )C f (m )P4(cosP)] (1.87)
WL
2
where A0 is a constant proportional with the isotropic quadrupole shift, A2(tf, ^) and
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A4 (0, are orientation-dependent functions responsible for the residual broadening, (m) 
are coefficients which depend on the spin S and transition | — m ><— ► |m >  and P 2(cosP) 
and P4(cosP) are the second- and fourth- order Legendre polynomials. Thus by recording 
the | — mi ><— ► |mi >  over a time ti and then | — m 2 ><— ► |m 2 >  over a time t 2 it is 
possible to correlate these transitions in such a way tha t
[Cf (m i)P 2(cos^)ti, Cf  (m i)P 4(cos^)ti]
+  [Cf (m2)P 2(cosP)t2,C f  (m2)P4(cosP)t2] =  [0, 0] (1.88)
Cf  (m i)ti +  Cf  (m2)t2 =  0. (1.89)
This correlation cancels the anisotropic second order quadrupolar frequency contribution 
(equation 1.88), while it m aintains the isotropic second order quadrupolar induced shift 
(equation 1.89). This correlation can be achieved with a two pulse experiment. The first 
pulse excites the multiple quantum  (MQ) coherence and after a time t i a second pulse 
converts the MQ coherence to the single quantum  (SQ) coherence, which is recorded dur­
ing a time t 2. Recording FIDs as t i is increased, a two-dimensional pattern  results. The 
experiment chooses the desired coherence transfer path with an appropriate phase cycle.
A two-dimensional Fourier transform of such a pattern  results in a two dimensional spec­
trum  as the one presented in figure 1.5a. A projection on the F 2 dimension results in 
the SQ-central transition spectra, whereas a projection on the F i dimension reveals the 
MQ spectra. The lineshape of the two (SQ and MQ) spectra is given by equation 1.87. 
Figure 1.5a presents the 3QMAS spectra of three different sites (with öiso =  0, 20, 66 
ppm; Cqcc =  3.5, 9, 15 MHz and n =  0.1, 0.5, 0.9). In this stage both, the SQ and the 
3Q spectra, contain the isotropic and anisotropic second order quadrupolar shifts. For the 
situation presented on figure 1.5a the SQ spectrum is spread over 25 kH z whereas the 3Q 
spectrum is spread over 40 kH z. In the 3QMAS spectrum the three sites are well-resolved 
and can be assigned accordingly.
The anisotropic second-order quadrupolar broadening is differently scaled in the SQ 
and MQ spectra. The ratio of the 4th rank anisotropic broadening (C |(3 /2 ) /C |(1 /2 ))  de­
termines the slope of anisotropy ridge. To remove the anisotropic second order quadrupo­
lar shift, one has to project the two-dimensional spectra on an plane perpendicular to 
the anisotropy ridge. In practice this is achieved by shearing the two dimensional spectra 
(13,14) such tha t the anisotropic ridge becomes parallel with the F 2 axis. In this case 
the F i axis display only the isotropic spectra (the isotropic chemical shift plus the scaled 
isotropic second-order quadrupolar induced shift). The F 2 axis displays the anisotropic 
broadening as scaled in the SQ spectra. Figure 1.5b presents the sheared 3QMAS spec­
trum  previously considered.
N M R  s tu d ie s  o f Q u a d ru p o la r  N u c le i are widely used to extract structural and 
dynamical information of natural and synthetic compounds. However, the low sensitivity 
of NMR experiments often burdens such studies. For example in the MAS experiment 
undistorted lineshapes are obtained only if all the nuclei in the powder are evenly excited 
(15). This can be achieved by a short (10o) excitation pulse but implies a further loss 
in sensitivity. In the MQMAS experiment, excitation of the MQ coherence and more 
pronounced the conversion of the MQ coherence to single quantum  coherence are very 
inefficient and are strongly dependent on the ratio of the quadrupole frequency and the
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r.f.-field strength. The 3Q transition “feels” an effective r.f.-field ~  v^/vQ (16) and there­
fore it is difficult to achieve an efficient excitation of the 3Q coherence for sites with very 
low or very high quadrupolar coupling constants. The conversion of MQ coherence to SQ 
coherence is a very inefficient process. Short, hard r.f.-pulses can be employed to convert 
the MQ coherence to SQ coherence but the loss in sensitivity is dramatic.
Yet quadrupolar nuclei may reveal im portant and essential information about the 
structure bonding and dynamics of chemically or catalytically active sites in many or­
ganic and inorganic compounds. Therefore there is an increased interest to enhance the 
sensitivity of the NMR experiments. This thesis reports sensitivity enhancement of the 
MAS and MQMAS experiments. Time-dependent am plitude-modulated pulses are used 
to manipulate population and coherences to obtain sensitivity enhancement in MAS and 
MQMAS experiments. W ith increased intensity, the MQMAS experiment is used to study 
the Br0nsted acidic sites in H-ZSM5 zeolite. Finally MAS and MQMAS experiments on 
27Al are used to study the local order and its evolution during synthesis and heat treatm ent 
of sol-gel processed Lanthanum aluminates.
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Chapter 2
Frequency Sweeping1
A b s tra c t
Modern NMR spectrometers allow irradiation of the sample with r.f.-pulses having a 
time-dependent frequency, amplitude, or phase. Because of this capability experiments in 
which the frequency is swept through the resonance frequency of the spins can be designed. 
Such frequency sweeps can induce adiabatic transitions in a spin system. An extension 
of this concept is the Double Frequency Sweep (DFS), in which the sample is irradiated 
at two frequencies th a t simultaneously sweep over a defined frequency range. The two 
components of irradiation are obtained by a cosine am plitude modulation of the r.f.-field. 
The frequency of the amplitude modulation is made time dependent and therefore the 
two components sweep over a desired frequency range. It will be dem onstrated th a t for 
half-integer quadrupolar nuclei the DFS can be used to manipulate spin levels population 
in order to enhance the sensitivity of specific NMR experiments.
2.1 Introduction
In NMR experiments, different schemes of r.f.-pulses are applied to the sample. These 
pulses usually have a constant frequency in the vicinity of the transition frequencies of the 
spins.
Let us consider a spin 1/2 system interacting with a static magnetic field H Z aligned 
along the z axis. In th a t case the spins precess around the z-axis with the frequency 
wL =  j H z. An oscillating r.f.-field 2Hi cos(w0t +  0) acts on the spins close to resonance 
w0 =  u L. In the rotating frame th a t rotates around the z-axis with the frequency w0 
the irradiation field has two components, one is time independent (H 1) and the other one 
rotates with 2w0. The fast rotating component has hardly any effect on the spins, however, 
and is therefore discarded. In the same rotating frame the H Z field transforms to H Z — ^  
and in the on-resonance case it becomes zero. Therefore, during on-resonance irradiation 
the magnetization rotates around the H 1 (figure 2.1a) with a precession rate of w1 =  y H 1. 
If the r.f.-field is kept on during a time t =  n  the magnetization will rotate over 180O.
An other method to invert the spins is to sweep the frequency of the r.f.-field from 
far above resonance (w0 > >  u L) to far below resonance (w0 < <  u L) (1-5)(figure 2.1b). In
1Part of this chapter was published by H.Schafer, D.Iuga, R.Verhagen, A.P.M.Kentgens, J.Chem .Phys, 
114-7, 3073, (2001)
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Figure 2.1: In the rotating frame, the magnetization rotates around the effective field. a) 
on-resonance irradiation, the effective field is aligned along the x-axis, the magnetization 
rotates in z-y plane. b) During a frequency sweep, the effective field, initially aligned along 
the z-axis, rotates in the x-z plane and ends up anti-parallel with the z axis.
this case, initially ||o0 — o l ||/y  > >  H  resulting in an effective field th a t is almost parallel 
to the z-axis. As the r.f. sweeps towards resonance (o0 =  o L), the z-component diminishes 
and the effective field tilts down towards the x-axis. If the sweep rate of the radio frequency 
is slow enough, the precession of the magnetization around the effective field (H ef f ) is fast 
compared to the change in direction of H ef f  .The magnetization “follows” the effective field 
and this results in the magnetization being perpendicular to the z-axis as the r.f.-field is 
on-resonance and the H ef f  is in the x — y plane. Decreasing the frequency of the r.f.-field 
further causes the off-resonance component to increase again but this time the effective 
field vector points down. Far below resonance (o0 < <  o L) the magnetization ends up 
anti-parallel with the z-axis, and the spin-magnetization has been inverted.
The assumption in the previous case was th a t the change in the r.f.-field frequency 
is slow enough. Since we know th a t the spins precess around the effective field with the 
frequency o ef f  (t) =  (oj2 +  A o (t)2)1/2, where A o(t) =  o L — o 0(t), we can assume (1) tha t 
the changes in the r.f.-field frequency are slow if at any time the changes in the angle 0(t) 
(figure 2.1b) are much smaller than  the precession frequency o ef f :
d
d t^ (t) <  o eff (2.1)
If condition (2.1) is met the passage is defined as being adiabatic. To quantify the 
adiabaticity of a passage, expressed by condition (2.1), an adiabaticity factor is introduced
(6):
=  . o i l  =  (o2 +  Ao2)3/2 (2 2)
( )  i  0(t) o i i  A o  — A o  £  o i • ( . )
The passage is more adiabatic if the value of A(t) is larger. For a linear sweep A o(t) =  At, 
at constant r.f.-field strength, the adiabaticity is most stringent at resonance (A o =  0)
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Figure 2.2: Top: the rotating frame energy levels o f a I  =  1/2 spin system during frequency 
sweeping. Bottom: the relative population difference in the laboratory frame
where the adiabaticity factor simplifies to:
A =  ^ . (2.3)
In quantum  mechanics this adiabatic process implies th a t the density operator com­
mutes with the instantaneous Hamiltonian at any time (5):
H <), H ( t ) ] = 0  (2.4)
For an adiabatic passage the condition 2.4 should also be true at the beginning and ending 
of the sweep. Namely the irradiation should start far above resonance and end far below 
resonance.
For a better understanding of the adiabatic passages, we will consider the behavior 
of the spins energy levels during frequency sweeping (5). At the beginning of the frequency 
sweep, the irradiation is far above resonance and the state of the spin system can be char­
acterized with the eigenvalues of the Zeeman Hamiltonian. The lowest energy level is the 
most populated one (figure 2.2a). By slowly going towards resonance in the rotating frame 
(which rotate around the z-axis with o>0(t)) the distance between the energy levels (uef f ) 
decreases. When the irradiation is on resonance, the system can be characterized by the 
eigenvalues of the r.f.-Hamiltonian and the distance between the energy levels equals o>i. 
As the frequency of the r.f.-irradiation is further decreased the distance between the energy 
levels in the rotating frame increases, but this time the effective field points down. If the 
spin system follows adiabatically the changes in the r.f.-field frequency, the spin system 
will always be in a well-defined eigenstate, the crossing of the energy levels is avoided and 
no transition will be induced (level anti-crossing). The lowest energy level will always 
stay the most populated state. Therefore at the end of the sweep, the spin system will
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Lab. Frame
Figure 2.3: Energy level diagram o f a quadrupolar I  =  3/2 spin system. All transitions 
are adiabatically swept.
be inverted (as viewed from the laboratory frame). However, if the changes are made 
too quickly, the spin system will not follow the effective field, and therefore it will not 
have time to change its eigenstates accordingly (level crossing), and the spin system stays 
unchanged. (figure 2.2b).
H a lf-In te g e r  q u a d ru p o la r  nuclei. Similar considerations hold for half-integer 
quadrupolar nuclei but now we must consider more transitions.
As an example we will consider an I  =  3/2 spin system subjected to a Zeeman inter­
action (H z =  o LI z) and a quadrupolar interaction (H q =  (If — I  (I  +  1))). The effect 
of the quadrupolar interaction on the energy levels has been discussed in chapter 1. The 
behavior of such a spin system under a frequency sweep can be followed in figure 2.3 (5). 
One should notice tha t in case of a selective irradiation (o 1 < <  oq) there are three single­
quantum  (1Q) transitions, two double-quantum (2Q) transitions and one triple-quantum 
(3Q) transition. These transitions “feel” different r.f.-field strength and they occur at 
different frequencies. In the first order approximation the satellite (1Q) transitions (the 
13/2 ><— ► 11/2 >  and | — 1/2 ><— ► | — 3/2 >) occur at o L ±  Oq, the 2Q transitions 
(the 13/2 ><— ► | — 1/2 >  and 11/2 ><— ► | — 3/2 >) occur at o L ±  O q/2 whereas the 1Q 
central transition (| 1/2 ><— ► | — 1/2 >) and the 3Q transition (13/2 ><— ► | — 3/2 >) 
occur at o L.
During frequency sweeping for every transition th a t is swept the same considerations 
as the ones explained for the simpler I  = 1 /2  spin case apply. Namely if the transition is 
swept adiabatically, when viewed from the laboratory frame, the population of the energy
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levels involved are inverted, whereas for a sudden passage they remain unchanged. In fig­
ure 2.3 all the transitions are swept adiabatically and the end result is an inverted system.
2.2 D ouble Frequency Sw eeps
Before introducing the concept of double frequency sweep it is im portant to remember 
th a t a cosine amplitude modulation of the r.f.-field splits the irradiation in two sidebands 
(7). As an example we will treat the case of on-resonance irradiation. In the laboratory 
frame the r.f.-Hamiltonian is:
H  =  — Yh2H1cos(oLt) Ix (2.5)
(For simplicity the phase of the carrier is taken zero). A cosine amplitude modulation 
change this Hamiltonian in:
H  =  — Yh2H 1cos(omt)cos(oLt) Ix (2.6)
where o m is the modulation frequency. This Hamiltonian can be rewritten as:
H  =  — Yh H 1(cos(oLt +  o mt) +  cos(oLt — o mt)) Ix (2.7)
Thus the amplitude modulated carrier irradiates the sample at two frequencies, namely 
o L +  o m and o L — o m. For example if o m =  Oq the two 1Q satellite transitions, of the 
I  =  3/2 spin system previously considered, are simultaneously irradiated on-resonance
(7). If the modulation frequency varies in time, the frequencies of the two components 
of irradiation are also time dependent (8,9), and this is called a Double Frequency Sweep 
(DFS). For example we can choose a linear sweep from o s to o f  in a time t  defined by:
o m(t) =  o s + f ------- t . (2.8)T
In such case the two components of irradiation sweep from o L ±  o s to o L ±  o f . If o s >  o f  
the sweep is convergent, whereas if o s <  o f  the sweep is divergent (see figure 2.4)
We can design the DFS so th a t only the 1Q satellite transitions are adiabatically 
inverted (see figure 2.4). In this case the central transition should have three times more 
intensity (9). This was verified in a simple population transfer experiment using a NaNO3 
single-crystal. It was oriented such th a t the angle of the quadrupolar tensor symmetry axis 
with respect to the magnetic field was at 90o, i.e. O q /2^  =  84.5 kHz. When a non-selective 
pulse of 48 kHz r.f.-field strength was applied, a spectrum with three spectral lines was 
recorded, one for each single-quantum transition (figure 2.5a). A selective 90o-pulse (with 
an r.f.-field strength of 6.7 kHz) on the central transition resulted solely in central line 
spectral intensity. The satellite transitions were not affected by the pulse (figure 2.5b). In 
figure 2.5c, this pulse was preceded by a divergent DFS using 6.7 kHz r.f.-amplitude and 
sweeping linearly from 60 kHz to 110 kHz at a sweep rate of 12.5 MHz/s. An intensity 
enhancement by a factor of 2.9 close to the maximum possible value of 3 indicates th a t the 
DFS almost perfectly exchanged the 13/2 >  and 11/2 >  and the | — 1/2 >  and | — 3/2 > 
populations.
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Figure 2.4: Double frequency sweeps. Top; the amplitude modulation can induce a divergent 
or a convergent sweep. Bottom; The DFS can be designed such that inverts only the 
satellite transitions.
To analyze this phenomenon it is useful to use the fictitious spin 1/2 operators (10). 
The only non-zero components of these operators are:
< i|/x- i |j  > = <  j IP~’ |i > =  1/2
< i i I r  ij > =  — < j  i c i *  > =  —i/2
<  i|IZ- j |* > = <  j|IZ - i |j  > =  1/ 2. (2.9)
In this approach the rotating frame Hamiltonian of the I  =  3/2 spin system previously 
considered can be written as:
H /h  =  oq(Iz1-2 — Iz3-4) +  ( ^ 3o 1(IX-2 +  Ix3-4) +  2o 1 Ix2-3) cos ^ (t) (2.10)
with
< (^t) =  i  o m(t/)di/. (2.11)
Jo
To eliminate the time dependence it is useful to transform the Hamiltonian into an inter­
action frame (11,12) defined by:
U ( i ) =  exp{—i^ (t)  ■ (I] -2 — Iz3-4)}. (2.12)
In this frame, discarding the fast oscillating terms, the Hamiltonian becomes:
H m f/h  =  A o q (iZ 2 — i3 4) +  —  o 1(IX 2 +  I X 4) (2.13)
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Figure 2.5: (a) Nonselective single pulse excitation (o»i/2n =  48 kHz) o f a single crystal 
NaNO3, showing the central transition and both satellite transitions at ± O g /2 n  =  ±84.5 
kHz. (b) Selective 90o pulse (o»1/2 n  =  6.7 kHz) at the central transition. (c) Divergent DFS 
over the satellite transitions (um/2 n  =  60...110 kHz at a sweep rate o f 12.5 M H z/s) followed 
by a selective 90o pulse (o»1/2 n  =  6.7 kHz) at the central transition. The resulting increase 
o f the central transition intensity by a factor o f 2.9 indicates almost perfect inversion of 
the | — 1/2 >  —| — 3/2 >  and the 13/2 >  — 11/2 >  populations by the DFS.
where
A uq =  Ûq (î ) — wm(i). (2.14)
In this way we can independently analyze the two satellite transitions with the Hamilto­
nians:
H 1-2 =  A ^ I z 1-2 +  ^ I l -2
H 3-4 =  — A u q I| -4 +  WaIx3-4 (2.15)
with u a =  # w1.
2.3 A d iabaticity  considerations
Haase et al. (4) have derived an analytical description of the population inversion in a 
spin-1/2 system induced by a single frequency sweep. Based on a similar argumentation, 
the evolution of p =  I i-k  under influence of the sub-Hamiltonian
H j-k  = A u Q( t ) P - k +  Ua P - k (2.16)
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it is determined2
Further the quasi-offset frequency A uq is assumed to be linearly time dependent 
whereas the r.f.-field amplitude u a is constant. It is also assumed th a t |A oq | ^  |o>a | at
2In this Hamiltonian, in analogy to  the ordinary spin-1/2 situation, the effective field acting on spins 
is defined by its amplitude
Wef f (t) =  v71 +  x 2(t) , x(t) =  AwQ (2.17)
wa
and its angle p  with respect to  the z-direction
P(t) =  arcctg(x(t)) . (2.18)
The amplitude we/ /  (t) and the angle p (t) and hence both offset and r.f.-terms in the Hamiltonian are 
time dependent in a complex manner during a sweep of Awq (t). Before investigating the evolution of the 
density matrix under the effect of a AwQ-sweep, the Hamiltonian is transformed into a new frame which 
rotates around the y-axis with angular frequency
¿ ( t ) =  dAwQ/d t  1 (219)
P ( t ) =  ~  (1 +  x(t)2) ’ (2'19)
Up (t) =  ex p (-iP (t) /y ’-fc ) (2.20)
i.e. applying the propagator 
one obtains
=  c /  (i)/Z-fe +  / 3 ( i ) i r k • (2-21)
In a next step, a transformation into a doubly rotating frame which rotates around the z-direction with 
time dependent angular frequency we/ /  is performed using the propagator
Ua (t) =  exp(iff(i)/Z-fc) , (2.22)
with the time dependent phase
a(t) =  ƒ  W e//(t')dt' =  / g * { x ( t ) j1  +  x (t)2 + ln  (x(t) +  J 1  +  x (t)2) }  • (2.23)
Now, the Hamiltonian is given by
=  aA-Wj/a* (1 +  X2 (t)) { J j - ‘ cosa(i) -  i r ‘ s ina(t)}  • (2.24)
It consists of two oscillating term s and therefore it is bound. In this new frame a linear Awj-sweep 
from x =  Awq /w0 ^  0 at time *1 to  x =  Awq /w0 ^  0 at time t 2 can be treated in a convenient way. 
For simplicity, ti  =  —12 and Awq(*i) =  —Awq(*2) shall be used. The sweep starts and ends such tha t 
the Hamiltonian is parallel and antiparallel to  the initial effective field, i.e. / ( t 1) =  0 and / ( t 2) =  n, 
respectively, so th a t x ( t1) =  —x (t2) «  ro according to  equation 2.17 and equation 2.18.
The density m atrix in the new frame, pa , is related to  the density matrix in the original frame, p, via 
the two transformations:
pa =  UpUa p U _1U _1 • (2.25)
The evolution of the density matrix under influence of H a , expressed in the a-frame, is determined via
pa(*2) =  Ue (*1, *2 ) pa(*1 ) U—1 (*1, *2 ) • (2.26)
The evolution operator UE (t1, t 2) is defined by
t2'" ' e“ ** r "  (2.27)
the start t =  t i , and end, t  =  t 2, of the sweep.
Under these simplified conditions a sweep of A uq transfers an initial density operator 
which is equal to the single transition operator Pz,k as follows:
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Ij = ^  — I j  c o s$ ( t1, t 2) — I j  cos a  +  sin a  s in $ ( t1, t 2) , (2.35)
The phase a, equation 2.23, of the generated |i >  —|k >  coherences is determined by the 
actual sweep conditions. The phase integral $ , equation 2.28, is the only variable of the 
z-component in this relation. It solely depends on one single parameter, the adiabaticity
with the following phase integral
x(t2)
* ( ,1 ,f2 ) =  / 2 i + i x > d x  (2.28)1 +  x 2
x(ti)
using the substitution [(d A w j/d t)/w ( ]dt =  dx and the fact, th a t a(x) and 1/(1 +  x 2) are symmetrical 
functions. Note that, according to  the definition of a  in equation 2.23, the ratio between squared r.f.- 
amplitude and sweep rate d Awq /d t  is the only free param eter which the value of $  depends on in the 
limit of x ( t1) =  —x (t2) ^  ro. Translation of the evolution equation 2.26 into the original frame using 
equation 2.25 leads to
p (*2) =  U (t1,t2) p(t1) U- 1 (t1 ,t2) , (2.29)
U (t1,t2) =  U _1U _1 Ue  (t1,t2) Ua Up
with the evolution operator given by
p “ a -•cv 'i, -t) ' -o~p (2 30)
„ e-ia(t2)/z-fc g_i$(ti ,i2)iy-fe g ia(ti)/i-k (230)
(using / (t1) =  0 and / ( t 2) =  n). Applying this evolution operator to  p (t1) =  / | -k  results in
I j - k (t2 ) =  —I j-k  co s$ (t1 , t 2 ) — [/x-fc cos a ( t 2 ) — /y -fc sin a ( t 2 )] s in $ ( t1 , t 2 ) . (2.31)
Under the restrictions given above and similar to  the phase integral $ , the z-component of the density 
matrix depends on one single parameter, i.e. the adiabaticity parameter
W2
A  =  dAwq (t) /d i  • (2.32)
In case of a fully adiabatic sweep (Aj-k  ^  ro) the phase integral $  vanishes and the population / j -k 
is completely inverted (see figure 2.6). Otherwise, an incomplete inversion takes place and x- and y- 
coherences with phases depending on the sweep characteristics are created in parallel. The respective 
evolutions of /x -k  and iy -k  can be calculated similarly, resulting in
/x -fc (t2) =  U ( t-  t2) /x -fc U- 1 (t1,t2)
=  —Ix k [cos a ( t1) cos a ( t2) cos $ ( t1, t 2) +  sin a ( t1)sin  a ( t2)] 
—I j -k  [cos a ( t1) sin a ( t2) cos $ ( t1, t 2) — sin a ( t1) cos a ( t2)] 
+ / j -k  cos a ( t1) sin $ ( t1, t 2)
(2.33)
and
iy - k (t2) =  u (t1,t2) iy -k  u - 1(t1,t2)
=  +1X-k [sin a ( t 1 )cos a ( t 2 ) cos $ ( t 1 , t 2 ) — cos a ( t 1 )sin  a ( t 2 )] (2 34)
+ I j ,k [sin a ( t1)sin  a ( t2) co s$ ( t1, t 2) +  cos a ( t1)cos a ( t2)] ( . )
—I j-k  sin a ( t1) sin $ ( t1, t 2) •
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A
Figure 2.6: Plot o f the phase function  $  defined in equation 2.28 in the appendix and plot 
of the transfer efficiency P  as function of the adiabaticity parameter A. The efficiency P  is 
a general function which determines the transition probability in population and coherence 
transfer induced by A wq-sweep.
param eter
2
= dAwQ/di • (2'36)
if the conditions specified hold, i.e. essentially if the AwQ-sweep is nearly linear beginning 
and ending far off “resonance” Awq =  0. If Aj-k  is large, i.e. the sweep is adiabatic, $  
vanishes and the density operator transforms as Pz-k  — ► -P z- k , whereas a sudden tran ­
sition (Aj-k  =  0) does not affect the density operator Pz-k  since $  =  n. Any intermediate 
value of Ai-k results in a partially inverted z-component, i.e.
Pz-k  — ► [1 -  2 P (A j-k )]1Z-k (2.37)
where
P  (Aj-k ) =  1[1 +  c o s$ (ti , t 2)] (2.38)
is an analytically defined function with values between 0 and 1 translating the adiabaticity 
param eter into inversion efficiency. Whenever a Hamiltonian has a structure similar to 
equation 2.16 the inversion efficiency of a (nearly) linear sweep can be determined from 
figure 2.6, displaying P (A j-k ) and [1 — 2P (A j-k )] as a function of the adiabaticity A j-k  
defined by equation 2.36.
Now, these findings can be used to describe non-adiabatic population transfer in­
duced while linearly sweeping the vicinity of A uq =  0. Starting from p(ti) «  Iz, using 
equation 2.9 and equation 2.35, the rotating frame density m atrix evolves into
p(t2) =  IZ2-3[2 +  c o s $ ( i i ,¿2)] +  I ] -4 [2 -  c o s $ ( i i ,¿2)] +  R  s in $ ( t i , t2) (2.39)
where R contains terms with the single-quantum coherence operators IX-2 and I 3-4, only. 
Since the effective modulation amplitude in the respective sub-Hamiltonians H 1-2 and
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H 3 4, defined in the modulation frame, is given by wa =  ^ w 1, the relevant adiabaticity 
param eters can be specified from equation 2.36 as
o, ,2
A1-2 =  a 3-4 =  3,1 • (2.40)
4d AwQ/dt
At this point one may recall tha t for a single frequency sweep in case of w1 ^  Qq the 
respective general adiabaticity param eter for single (Am =  1) and multiple-quantum 
transitions (Am > 1) is given via
W 2
AAm =  W1 • (2.41)
A
with the sweep rate A and an effective r.f.-field strength characterized by the order of the 
transition (Am =  |j — k|) (4):
{
\ Am-1
0 Q} M  (j ’ k) • (2.42)
where M (j, k) is a numerical factor which is \/3  for the single-quantum transition at 
w =  Qq for spin I  =  3/2. This is fully consistent with equation 2.40 taking into account 
th a t a DFS distributes the r.f.-field over two r.f.-satellites with half the amplitude. E.g., 
AAm=1 =  4A1,2 at similar r.f.-field strength. The DFS adiabaticity param eter for higher 
order transitions can be similarly calculated from equation 2.41.
In the fully adiabatic case p(t2) from equation 2.39 becomes p(t2) =  I 1-4 +  31I-3 , 
whereas in the sudden case the equilibrium density m atrix p a: I z =  3/z-4 +  iz -2 re­
mains unchanged. The intermediate case is determined by the efficiency function P (A j-k ) 
introduced previously and the respective final density m atrix contains both populations 
and coherences. A measurement of the x-magnetization M x immediately after the A uq- 
sweep with an intermediate adiabaticity param eter would show considerable satellite but 
no central transition intensities.
2.4 M agic A ngle Spinning
So far we have seen th a t the behavior of a quadrupolar spin system under a double fre­
quency sweep is characterized by the adiabaticity param eter (equation 2.36), which de­
pends on the time dependence of A wq(^) =  Qq ( )^ — wm(t) (equation 2.14). For a static 
sample Qq (^) is constant and the adiabaticity param eter depends only on the time depen­
dence of the modulation frequency (wm(t)). However in MAS experiments the quadrupolar 
frequency is no longer constant but varies in time as Qq (£) (equation 1.83). Therefore the 
behavior of the spinning sample under frequency sweeping is more complex.
To gain further insight into the combined effect of MAS and DFS, several exper­
iments on slowly spinning single crystals have been performed. First we measured the 
time dependence of the quadrupolar frequency on a single crystal of N aN O 3 spinning 
around the magic angle with wrot/2n  =  (114 ±  2)Hz. We determined the orientation of 
the quadrupolar tensor of the single crystal with respect to the rotor phase 7 . The vari­
ation of the quadrupolar frequency as a function of the rotor phase was measured using 
rotor synchronized one-pulse experiments. After a well defined time delay starting from
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Figure 2.7: (a) Nonselective one pulse excitation (ua/2 n  =  48 kHz) o f a single crystal 
NaNO3. The electric field gradient tensor symmetry axis is oriented at 90o with respect to 
the external magnetic field. (b) Similar spectra obtained from the single crystal rotating at 
114 Hz around the magic angle.
the rotor signal trigger, a hard pulse was applied to generate sufficiently high intensity for 
the satellite transitions. The experiment was repeated several times scanning an array of 
increasing time delays covering a whole rotor period (figure 2.7). From a fit of the satellite 
positions as a function of rotor phase 7 according to equation 1.83 the angle between the 
quadrupolar tensor z-axis and the rotor axis could be determined to P =  63o ±  1o. The 
initial rotor phase at rotor signal trigger was 70 =  — 60o ±  2o.
The variation of the quadrupolar interaction during spinning was exploited by Vega’s 
group (11,12). They introduced the Fast Amplitude Modulation (FAM) experiment in 
which the r.f.-carrier is modulated with a constant frequency u m. In this case the rotating 
frame Hamiltonian is similar with the Hamiltonian in equation 2.10 but the r.f.-field is 
modulated with a constant frequency
H /h  =  wq(41-2 — i f -4 ) +  (V 3^1 (11-2 +  13-4) +  2^1 IX-3) cosu mt (2.43)
A transformation into an interaction frame defined by:
U(t) =  exp{—i^m t ■ (Iz1-2 — i f -4)} (2.44)
reveals the same Hamiltonian as the one given in equation 2.13 but now
A uq =  fig(t) — (2.45)
The time dependence of the Qq , is induced by the spinning and it generates adiabatic 
passages as the one described in previous subsection, but now the adiabaticity can be
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Figure 2.8: Transfer efficiency P  (see figure 3) as function o f adiabaticity. Left: Population 
transfer induced by a DFS (ua/2 n  =  6 kHz and 12 kHz, u m =  60...110 kHz) was applied to 
a static N aN O 3 single crystal (uQ/2 n  =  84.5 kHz). Right: Population transfer induced by 
a combination o f CAM  (ua/2 n  =  5 kHz and 12 kHz, u m =  100 kHz) and sample spinning 
applied to a N aN O 3 single crystal (uQ/2 n  =  84.5 kHz). The center o f the CAM  was kept at 
a rotor phase of ~  144o and the CAM  duration corresponded to 72o rotor phase increment. 
The central transition intensity read out by a subsequent selective 90o pulse was recorded 
as a function o f sweep length (left) and spinning speed (right). ( (o) measurement, (— ) 
theoretical intensity according to 2P(A ) from figure 2 .6  and ( - )  numerical simulation 
based on exact experimental parameters).
controlled only by the spinning speed.
One should remember th a t subsection 2.2 describes adiabatic passages induced by 
a time dependent modulation of the r.f.-field whereas the previous paragraph mentions 
adiabatic passages induced by the variation of the quadrupolar frequency due to the spin­
ning. The adiabatic passages are induced by two different means. To prove the similarity 
of the approaches, two experiments were performed. In a first experiment a static sample 
was used. The quadrupolar tensor orientation was at 90o with respect to the magnetic 
field (O q/2^ =  84.5 kH z). The sweep of A uq  was performed by a DFS at 6 and 12 kH z 
r.f.-amplitudes linearly sweeping from 60 kH z to 110 kH z. Two values of the r.f.-field 
strength were used in order to cover a wider rage of adiabaticity factors. A subsequent 
soft n / 2-pulse was applied to probe the central transition intensity as a function of the 
DFS sweep rate and thus the adiabaticity of the sweep. As shown in figure 2.8, there is 
an excellent agreement between the experiments and the theoretically predicted behavior.
In a second experiment, a spinning single crystal was used and the DFS was replaced 
by a constant cosine amplitude modulation (CAM) with fixed modulation frequency at 
u m/2 n  =  100 k H z . The center of the CAM was always such th a t the crossing point 
where u m =  Oq(^) occurred at 7 =  144o. While adjusting the CAM duration t  such tha t 
the corresponding rotor phase increment u rotT was kept constant, the spinning speed was 
used as param eter to modify the “sweep rate” dA uQ /dt. The objective of those settings
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Figure 2.9: Population transfer as function o f DFS slope. The slope o f a cosine bell shaped 
DFS (ua =  2n x 12 kHz) was varied via initial and final modulation frequencies u s and Uf 
keeping the DFS center modulation frequency at u c =  (us +  Uf )/2  =  2n x 100 kHz. The 
timing o f the DFS was set such that uQ =  u m =  2n x 100 kHz at the crossing point (see 
subplots at the top). The DFS duration was t =  100^s corresponding to 72o rotor phase 
increment. The central transition signal is plotted as function o f the swept modulation 
frequency range A u  =  Uf — u s ( (o) experiment, (—) simulation ). Crossing points: (a) 
at & 144o and (b) at & 216o.
was to approximate the conditions of a linear sweep of A uq  and to start sweeping with 
a Hamiltonian which commutes with the initial density matrix. A spinning speed range 
between 0.5 k H z  and 6 k H z  was scanned using r.f.-amplitudes of u a/2n  =  5 k H z  and 
u a/2 n  =  12 k H z . The respective central transition intensity probed by a soft n/2-pulse 
as a function of spinning speed at a rotor phase of 7 =  540o is plotted as a function of 
the adiabaticity in figure 2.8(b). Note th a t the respective adiabaticity param eter was cal­
culated according to equation 2.32 base on d A u /d t  at 7 =  144o determined numerically. 
Again, as in the static case, the measured data  confirmed the theoretical predictions. Due 
to the limitations in changing the experimental conditions (e.g. spinning speed) however, 
not the whole adiabaticity range could be sampled using a CAM as could be done with a 
DFS. This illustrates the greater flexibility of the DFS.
A combination of DFS and MAS implies th a t the adiabaticity of the passages is 
determined by both, the time dependence of u m and the time dependence of Qq. While 
the time dependence of Qq is determined by the spinning speed, the time dependence of 
u m can be freely chosen. This has been further verified in an experiment performed again 
on a N a N O 3 single crystal spinning at 2 kHz.  The change in adiabaticity was investi­
gated in a population transfer experiment. The change in transfer efficiency was observed 
as a function of the DFS slope. The DFS duration and the r.f.-field amplitude were kept 
constant at t  =  100^s (corresponding to A 7 =  72o) and at u a/2n  =  12 kHz.  The starting 
and final modulation frequency were selected such th a t the crossing between modulation
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frequency and quadrupolar frequency always happened at u m(t) =  QQ(t) =  100 k H z  (at 
a rotor phase of 7  =  144o). In this way, the DFS slope remained the only variable. To 
observe the effect of the slope on the adiabaticity, the central line intensity was probed 
with a soft n/2-pulse at 7 =  540o as function of the starting and final DFS-modulation 
frequency linearly scanning a range from u s/2 n  =  200 k H z  down to u s/2n  =  0 k H z  and 
from Uf /2 n  =  0 k H z  up to Uf /2 n  =  200 k H z  respectively. Note, at the center of the 
inspected range the modulation frequency becomes time independent, i.e. Uf =  u s, and 
the DFS turns into a CAM.
The results are plotted in figure 2.9a, giving the enhancement factor of the central 
transition intensity with respect to the intensity obtained from the irradiation of a single 
selective n/2-pulse. The central line intensity could be improved by a factor of up to 2.3 at 
Us/2n & 50 k H z  and Uf /2n  & 150 k H z  where the modulation frequency “slides smoothly 
through” the quadrupolar frequency due to their respective time dependencies. However, 
only a factor of 1.5 could be achieved if the modulation frequency crossed the quadrupolar 
frequency in a perpendicular like fashion, i.e at Us/2n & 200 k H z  and Uf /2n  & 0 kHz.  
Obviously, a considerable change in adiabaticity resulted from the variation of dAU Q /dt. 
This could be confirmed by simulation.
A similar but mirrored dependence of the central line intensity on the DFS slope was 
found when exactly the same experiment was performed after shifting the crossing point 
from 7  =  144o to 7 =  216o where the change in Qq is in opposite direction (figure 2.9b).
Further analyzes of the combined effect of DFS and MAS for population and coher­
ence transfer in powders are presented in chapters 3-5.
2.5 C onclusions
In this chapter the phenomena occurring during frequency sweeping were presented. The 
adiabaticity factor can be used to quantitatively describe the population or coherence 
transfers during a frequency sweep. For half-integer quadrupolar nuclei, Double Frequency 
Sweep can be used to induce simultaneous adiabatic inversions of the satellite transitions. 
For spin I  =  3/2 case this results in a 300% increase of the intensity of the central transi­
tion spectra. Similar phenomena occur in a spinning sample during a Constant Amplitude 
Modulation. The sample spinning induces a variation in the quadrupolar frequency in time 
and this variation in combination with a CAM can induce population or coherence trans­
fers. However the adiabaticity of these passages is controlled by the spinning speed and 
therefore gives limited control to the experimenter. W hen DFS is combined with MAS the 
adiabaticity of the zero crossings is controlled by both spinning and frequency sweeping.
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Chapter 3
Population and Coherence Transfer Induced 
by Double Frequency Sweeps in Half-Integer 
Quadrupolar Spin System 1
A b s tra c t
The sensitivity of single- and multiple-quantum NMR experiments of half-integer (N/2,  N  =  
3, 5,...) quadrupolar nuclei can be increased significantly by introducing so-called double 
frequency sweeps (DFS) in various pulse schemes. These sweeps consist of two sidebands 
generated by an amplitude modulation of the r.f.-carrier. Using a time-dependent ampli­
tude modulation the sidebands can be swept through a certain frequency range. Inspired 
by the work of Vega and Naor (J. Chem. Phys. 75 (1981) 75), this is used to manipulate 
|± (m  — 1) ><— ► | ± m  > (3/2 <  m  < N/2)  satellite transitions in half-integer spin systems 
simultaneously. For 23N a  (I  =  3/2) and 27 A l (I  =  5/2) spins in single crystals it proved 
possible to transfer the populations of the outer | ±  m  > spin levels to the inner | ±  1/2 > 
spin levels. A detailed analysis shows th a t the efficiency of this process is a function of 
the adiabaticity with which the various spin transitions are passed during the sweep. In 
powders these sweep parameters have to be optimized to satisfy the appropriate conditions 
for a maximum of spins in the powder distribution. The effects of sweep rate, sweep range 
and r.f.-field strength are investigated both numerically and experimentally. Using a DFS 
as a preparation period leads to significantly enhanced central transition powder spectra 
under both static and MAS conditions, compared to single pulse excitation. DFSs prove 
to be very efficient tools not only for population transfer, but also for coherence transfer. 
This can be exploited for the multiple- to single- quantum  transfer in MQMAS exper­
iments. It is demonstrated, theoretically and experimentally, th a t DFSs are capable of 
transferring both quintuple-quantum and triple-quantum  coherence into single-quantum 
coherence in I  =  5/2 spin systems. This leads to a significant enhancement in signal to 
noise ratio, and strongly reduces the r.f.-power requirement compared to pulsed MQMAS 
experiments, thus extending their applicability. This is demonstrated by 27Al 3QMAS 
experiments on 9Al2O3 • 2B 2O3 and the mineral Andalusite. In the latter compound, Al 
experiences a quadrupolar-coupling constant of 15.3 M H z  in one of the sites. Finally a 
5QMAS spectrum on 9Al2O3 • 2 B 2O3 demonstrates the sensitivity enhancement of this 
experiment using a double frequency sweep.
1D.Iuga, H.Schafer, R.Verhagen, A.P.M.Kentgens,J.M agn.Reson. 147, 192-209, (2000)
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The application of NMR to half-integer quadrupolar nuclei in powder samples has in­
creased steadily since the early eighties. Nuclei possessing a quadrupole moment are 
common, some of the most im portant being 27Al, 23N a  and 17O. They are encountered in 
catalysis, geochemistry, materials science, bio-membranes etc. Besides the chemical shift, 
NMR experiments of quadrupolar nuclei can provide the quadrupole coupling constant 
(Cqcc) and asymmetry param eter (n) of the electric-field gradient (EFG) tensor at the site 
of the nucleus. This information can, in principle, be obtained from the powder line shape 
of the central transition in static or magic angle spinning (MAS) spectra of polycrystalline 
samples. The anisotropic contributions of the quadrupole interaction in MAS spectra are 
a source of information, but obviously compromise the resolution of the spectra. Therefore 
im portant efforts were made to design experiments to increase the resolution of NMR spec­
tra  of these nuclei, while maintaining their information content. By far the most successful 
in this respect is the multiple quantum  magic angles spinning (MQMAS) experiment in­
troduced by Frydman and Hardwood (1). By combining manipulations in spatial and 
spin space, this experiment succeeds in obtaining two-dimensional spectra th a t are free of 
anisotropic broadening in one dimension while maintaining the anisotropic information in 
the other dimension. This is achieved by exciting | — m  ><— ► | +  m  > multiple-quantum 
coherences, which evolve during the evolution period of the experiment and a subsequent 
conversion into observable single quantum  coherence of the central | — 1/2 ><— ► | +  1/2 > 
transition. Due to the fact that, under MAS, these coherences evolve under identical 
fourth-rank spatial functions, albeit with different scalar scaling factors, a refocusing of 
the anisotropic terms occurs at a specific time during the acquisition period. Depend­
ing on the scaling factors an appropriate shearing of the spectra is necessary to obtain 
isotropic-anisotropic spectra, allowing the identification of different sites and accessing 
their quadrupolar parameters. 3QMAS spectra are sheared by a factor — 7/9 for I  =  3/2 
spins and 19/12 for I  =  5/2 spins. It is safe to say th a t by now the MQMAS experiment 
has evolved into a routine experiment which has found application in the study of a wealth 
of crystalline and glassy materials. Unfortunately, the behavior of the quadrupolar nuclei 
in the MQMAS experiment strongly depends on the ratio of their quadrupolar frequency 
(Qq) and the r.f.-field strength (w1). Therefore the multiple-quantum excitation and the 
multiple- to single- quantum  coherence transfer must be carefully analyzed for quantita­
tive interpretation of MQ spectra. Apart from this complication, the problem remains 
th a t the MQMAS experiment is rather insensitive, and has problems with detecting sites 
with either very low or high Cqcc value. It is therefore not surprising th a t considerable 
efforts to improve the efficiency of the experiment were reported (2-20). A brute force 
approach is to increase the r.f.-power to match large quadrupolar interactions. Although 
great progress was achieved in this approach by the spectrometer companies, this route 
remains limited. Other approaches rely on modulated pulses (16-18). Adiabatic passages 
hold great promise for the interconversion of multiple- and single- quantum  coherence 
(19-20). Based on the work of Vega (21) describing zero passages of the quadrupolar fre­
quency in spinning samples in terms of adiabaticity considerations, Griffin and coworkers 
(4) introduced the RIACT sequence using CW irradiation of a quarter rotor period. This 
technique relies on the adiabaticity of the quadrupolar zero-crossings, which can only be 
influenced by the experimenter by changing the spinning speed, thus leaving a limited
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application window. Moreover, as was described by Vega and coworkers (20,22) there are 
some more fundamental problems with the conversion as during the zero passage all energy 
levels are coupled.
The development of pulse modulation has a strong tradition. Nowadays, high­
resolution NMR of spin 1/2 nuclei heavily relies on the use of phase and amplitude modu­
lated sequences. The use of amplitude modulated pulses on half-integer quadrupolar spin 
systems was pioneered by Vega and Naor (23). For spin 3/2 systems in single crystals 
they showed th a t the central transition intensity could be increased by a factor of 3 by 
a combination of selective 90o pulses and amplitude modulated pulses tha t act as simul­
taneous 180o pulse on the satellite transitions. This concept of rearranging populations 
in half-integer quadrupolar spin system to enhance the sensitivity is very attractive. To 
achieve this in powders, a pulsed approach fails as the satellite transitions cover a large 
frequency range from 0 to ± u q . As was shown in a number of publications, adiabatic 
techniques form an attractive alternative (24-28). Our approach is to use frequency or 
time-dependent amplitude modulation of the r.f.-carrier to generate single and double fre­
quency sweeps, which make it possible to invert one or both satellites for most crystallites 
in the powder distribution (19).
A further concept introduced by Vega and Naor (23) is the transfer of coherences in 
a quadrupolar spin system. Based on these ideas two new schemes where put forward to 
enhance MQMAS spectroscopy. Our procedure is a double frequency sweep (DFS) cover­
ing a frequency range affecting all satellite transitions in a powder (19). These DFSs are 
implemented using an external waveform generator th a t allows a pure amplitude modu­
lation of the r.f.-carrier. The second method, called FAM (Fast Amplitude Modulation) 
was put forward by Vega and coworkers. In this scheme, which is of similar nature as 
the DFS, shifting the pulse phases alternatively by 180o creates a constant “am plitude” 
modulation. This method relies on the Magic Angle Spinning for most crystallites to 
adiabatically pass through the resonance conditions imposed by the fixed modulation fre­
quency (20,22). W ith both techniques signal gains of several factors and improved line 
shapes were reported in 3QMAS spectra of spin-3/2 systems.
In this paper double frequency sweeps are studied in more detail to deepen our in­
sight in the dynamics of quadrupolar spin systems with the goal to transfer populations 
or coherences. Population and coherence transfer, using am plitude modulated pulses, is 
studied both theoretically and experimentally in single crystals and powders. The appli­
cation of the DFS to I  =  3/2 and 5/2 spin systems is demonstrated. Besides population 
transfer, the transfer of both quintuple- and triple- quantum  coherence to single-quantum 
coherence will be investigated for I  =  5/ 2. Finally the implementation of these methods 
in 3QMAS and 5QMAS experiments of the mineral Andalusite, a compound with overall 
composition 2Al2O3 • 2La2O3 • 4B 2O3 treated at 1100oC , and crystalline 9Al2O3 • 2B2O3 is 
shown.
3.2 T heoretical description
M o d u la te d  sp in -H a m ilto n ia n . Half-integer quadrupolar nuclei with spin I  =  N/2,  (N  =  
3, 5,...) have N  +  1 equidistant energy levels, due to the Zeeman interaction, when placed 
in a high external magnetic field. This allows for N  single-quantum transitions. De­
pending on their surroundings the nuclei experience a quadrupolar interaction. In many
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practical cases this is an order of a magnitude smaller than the Zeeman interaction and 
can therefore be treated as a perturbation. In tha t case all energy levels are shifted by 
the quadrupolar interaction in first order; every energy level | ±  m  > is shifted by the 
same amount. As a result all | +  m  ><— ► | — m  > transitions, including the central 
transition are not affected in first order. The effect is th a t the NMR spectrum of a half­
integer quadrupolar nucleus consists of a line at the Zeeman frequency (n.b. the isotropic 
chemical shift) of the central transition, accompanied by a set of lines due to the satellite 
transitions | ±  (m — 1) ><— ► | ±  m  > (3/2 <  m  < N/2)  which are symmetrically displaced 
away from the central transition by n  times (n =  ±1, ± 2 ,..., for m  =  3/2, 5 /2 ,..., etc.) 
the quadrupole frequency Qq. The N  +  1 energy levels are populated according to the 
Boltzmann distribution, which in the high-tem perature approximation is proportional to 
Iz. It is of interest to have the possibility of redistributing the populations over the spin 
system, e.g. to bring the populations of the outer ± N /2  levels to the inner ± 1 /2  levels in 
order to increase the intensity of the central transition by a factor N .
To gain insight in these processes we have to study the dynamics of the spin system 
under appropriate r.f.-irradiation. In first order perturbation theory, the spin Hamiltonian 
for quadrupolar nuclei with spin I  in high magnetic field under r.f.-irradiation is given by
H  =  A “ Iz +  —Qq \3IZ — I  (I  +  1)] +  “ iIx  (3.1)
in the rotating frame. Here
Qq(0, p) =  2 “q(3cos29 — 1 +  nsin 29cos2p), (3.2)
“ q = 2n ü w — T) ■ <3-3)
and 9, p  are the polar angels orienting the external magnetic field in the principal axis 
system of the electric field gradient tensor. Here we will restrict ourselves to half-integer 
quadrupolar spins and leave dipolar interactions out of consideration. A further restriction 
of the theoretical analysis presented here is tha t we assume “ i ^  “q so tha t at most one 
transition is at resonance at a given offset or, in case of modulated pulses, the simultaneous 
resonances of the satellite transitions are completely uncoupled. In this approach each 
transition can be described in their particular subspaces, e.g. using the fictitious spin 1/2 
concept (29,30).
A set of satellite transitions | ±  (m — 1) ><— ► | ±  m  > can be inverted by an 
amplitude modulation of the r.f.-field. It is well known tha t amplitude modulation of a 
carrier wave leads to sidebands. For a cosine modulation of the carrier with constant 
modulation frequency “m the r.f.-Hamiltonian is given by
H i =  “ i cos(“mt) Ix . (3.4)
As was explained by Vega and Naor (23), using the fictitious spin approach, for “ m =  Qq 
and 1 /2 \/3 “ i t =  n  this modulated pulse effectively acts as two simultaneous, selective 
180o pulses on the first satellite transitions, thus inverting their populations, which is in 
line with the expectations based on the fact th a t the modulation generates two sidebands 
at ± “m with respect to the carrier frequency.
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The same effect can be obtained with an adiabatic sweep when the r.f.-frequency is 
slowly swept through the satellite transitions. This is achieved by sweeping the frequency 
from a position sufficiently far above resonance to a frequency well below resonance or vice 
versa. To accomplish this for both satellites simultaneously, the amplitude modulation 
frequency u m must be made time dependent. A great advantage of this approach is tha t 
the frequency range of the sweep can be chosen sufficiently large to cover the distribution 
in Qq in powdered samples. The r.f.-Hamiltonian in the rotating frame must now be 
w ritten as: t
H ( t )  =  u\cos [  u m(t')dt' • Ix . (3.5)
Jo
The time dependence of u m(t) can be chosen freely, e.g. to maintain constant adiabaticity 
for a transition(31). In powdered samples linear sweeps are preferred. In th a t case,
u m(t) =  (3.6)
T
sweeps the frequencies from starting frequency ± u s to the final frequency ±U f in a time 
t  (see figure 2.4).
Implementation of the new r.f.-Hamiltonian [5] makes the to tal Hamiltonian time 
dependent, which complicates an analytical treatm ent. The most insightful approach 
was introduced by Vega and colleagues (20,22,23). In this description the (on-resonance) 
Hamiltonian of a spin 3/2 system is described, using fictitious spin operators, by
H  =  Qq (iZ 2 -  i3 4) +  (^ 3 w i( iX 2 +  IX3 4) +  2^ i I X 3)cos^ (t) (3.7)
with t
p(t) =  f  u m(t')d t'. (3.8)
o
To eliminate the time dependence in the r.f.-term in the Hamiltonian a transformation 
into a modulation interaction frame, rotating with the instantaneous frequencies of the 
two sidebands, is brought about by the unitary operator
U (t) =  exp[ -vp( t )  • (I1~ 2 — I f “4)} (3.9)
In the modulation interaction frame the Hamiltonian becomes
H  =  a ^ q ( iI 2 -  13 4) +  V 3 ^ i{- (iX 2 +  i X3 4) x [1 +  cos(2p (t))]
-  1 (iy_ 2 -  ^  _4)s in (2p ( t) )} + w x  ~3cos(p (t)), (3.10)
where
A uq =  QQ (t) — Wm(t). (3.11)
For a non-spinning sample, Qq is time independent. Under the assumption th a t u 1 ^  u m, 
the term s containing p (t) represent oscillating terms and can therefore be neglected. In 
this way the only time dependence in the Hamiltonian 3.10 is in the I z term.
For a spinning sample things are slightly more complicated as Qq becomes time 
dependent. Suppose we start with a positive quadrupolar frequency a passage through 
the satellites is reached at QQ(t) =  u m(t) which can be described using the Hamiltonian
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3.10 neglecting the oscillating terms. At a later point in time Qq can become negative 
however, and a further passage through resonance maybe encountered at QQ(t) =  —u m(t). 
In this case we can not discard the oscillating terms in 3.10, as they now are on-resonance. 
To arrive at a time-independent Hamiltonian for this transition the transformation into the 
modulation frame 3.9 should be carried out with a reversed sign of u m(t). An im portant 
consequence of the above description is th a t the Hamiltonian can be separated in pseudo 
spin 1/2 Hamiltonians for transitions 1 — 2 and 3 — 4, i.e. the two subspaces are uncoupled. 
A further im portant point to note is th a t the density m atrix description of the 2 — 3 
single and 1 — 4 triple quantum subspaces are left unaltered by the transform ation in the 
modulation frame (22).
For 5/2 spins a similar approach can be used using the appropriate fictitious spin 
1/2 operators; Ix becomes
Ix =  V5(IX“2 +  I,5-6) +  2V 2(/X- 3 +  IX“5) +  3/X-4 (3.12)
and the quadrupolar Hamiltonian
H q =  Q q ^ / Z - 2 — IX“6) +  8 (/z2-3 — I i -5)]- (3.13)
Using the transformation
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U (t) =  ex'p{—i^ (t)[— ( l l ~ 2 — IX-6) +  3 (Iz2-3 — Iz4-5)]} (3.14)
and discarding all oscillating terms, we end up with the Hamiltonian in the modulation 
frame
H  =  Au.v,[y(/X- 2 -  / J -6) +  | ( / J -3 -  14-5)] +  c v ^ -3 +  /X-5). (3,15)
From the Hamiltonian 3.15 we learn th a t if we modulate with a frequency close to ±Q q 
than  the IX- 3+/X-5 term  is on resonance and internal satellites are affected. M odulating at 
a frequency close ±2Qq, a similar approach as described above shows th a t the IX-2 + IX-6 
term  becomes time independent and the quadrupolar term  contains A uq =  2QQ(t)—u m(t), 
meaning th a t the external satellites are affected. Therefore, with a linearly changing 
modulation frequency as given by equation 3.6, one can only affect the different sets of 
satellite transitions at different times. Again, ignoring offset effects, the Hamiltonian 
breaks down in various parts describing uncoupled subspaces.
Introducing resonance offsets in the Hamiltonian seriously complicates the analytical 
approach as the fictitious spin-Hamiltonian no longer breaks up in a sum of uncoupled 
sub-Hamiltonians. For an insightful discussion we therefore restrict ourselves to the on- 
resonance case. Moreover, the applications chosen in this contribution focus on nuclei with 
limited chemical shift ranges (23N a  and 27Al)  and as experiments were performed in high 
external fields, second order quadrupolar shifts, which can also be viewed as resonance 
offsets, are small. Therefore the effects of these term s are negligible in the present study. 
Madhu et al. (22) have shown the effects of resonance offsets for FAM conversion by 
numerical simulations. The effects of substantial resonance offsets encountered for nuclei 
with very large chemical shift ranges will need a separate study and possibly demand 
adaptation of linear DFS sweeps as defined by equation 3.6.
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P o p u la tio n  a n d  c o h e ren ce  tra n s fe r  d u r in g  a  d o u b le  freq u e n cy  sw eep. As
described above, after discarding the oscillating terms, the (I  =  3/2) Hamiltonian in the 
modulation frame
(3.16)
consists of commuting terms th a t independently act on the spin system. These terms 
are identical to the subspace Hamiltonians derived in our description of single frequency 
sweeps in quadrupolar spin systems (27) except for the fact th a t the r.f.-field strength 
is halved as the available field is equally distributed over the two r.f.-sidebands. This 
means th a t it is possible to use double frequency sweeps to simultaneously invert the 
satellite transitions by an adiabatic passage in complete analogy with the description of 
single frequency sweeps presented before. Obviously in a single frequency sweep only one 
transition is inverted at a time.
In view of the suitability of the double frequency sweep for the conversion of triple- to 
single- quantum  coherence very similar conditions hold as for the conversion of populations 
in the spin system. The question is how the triple-quantum  coherence term s iX“4 in the 
density m atrix evolve into single-quantum coherence term s iX“3 under the Hamiltonian 
3.16. The analogy with population transfer becomes clear when a representation is chosen 
where coherences look like populations. This is achieved by the transformation (22)
U exp{ - i n  / yi - 4}exp{i2  /y2-3 }. (3.17)
Under this transformation /  
transforms into
1—4x
i 4 2 3 —/ 2 3 and the Hamiltonian 3.16
H  — Awq / Z 3 +  2 ^3 w i/ X 3 -  Awq/2 4 +  2 V3^iiX 4 (3.18)
This Hamiltonian describes two independent subspaces 1 — 3 and 2 — 4, so a full adiabatic 
passage will simultaneously invert the populations of |1 >  and |3 >  and of |2 >  and |4 > 
in this tilted modulation frame. As a result, if we start with a density m atrix consisting 
purely of triple-quantum  coherence, this will be transferred to single-quantum coherence 
(22),
(/X- 4 )T
similarly I 1—4y
1 4
/
r 1/2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 - 1/2
' 0 0 0 0 '
0 - 1/2 0 0
0 0 1/2 0
0 0 0 0
adiabatic inversion  
o f  1 — 3 and  2 — 4
/ 2 3 (ix2—3)T (3.19)
2 3 There is no intermixing of x  and y components as long as we
ignore resonance offsets and second-order effects.
z X
z
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Similar considerations for spin 5/2 show th a t if we are close to resonance for the 
outer transitions we find the following Hamiltonian in the tilted rotating frame,
Ti =  Au,Q +  u>\\ f (Ix-5 +  i r  ) (3.20)
with A uq =  2Qq(t) — u m(t). Under this Hamiltonian the states |2 >  and |6 >, and |1 > 
and |5 >  will be inverted during an adiabatic passage. This means tha t if we start with a 
density m atrix consisting purely of quintuple-quantum coherence, this will be transferred 
to triple-quantum  coherence,
(1X-6)T I
1—6
1/2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 —1/2
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1/2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1/2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
adiabatic inversion  
o f  1 — 5 and 2 — 6
I 2—5 ( i2-5)T (3.21)
For modulation near the inner satellite transitions, the tilted frame Hamiltonian is
7i =  Au,Q 10( i 1-5 — i j -6) + V -4 — i f -5)'3 (i z 3 +  u ^v/2(IX 5 +  I x
2—4
), (3.22)
with A uq =  OQ(t) — u m(t), so th a t an adiabatic sweep around A uq =  0 leads to a level 
anticrossing of levels |2 >  and |4 >, and |3 >  and |5 >. In this case triple-quantum  
coherence is transferred to single-quantum coherence,
(—Ix2-5) T =
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1/2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 —1/2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 H 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 1/2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
2 5I
adiabatic inversion  
o f  2 — 4 and 3 — 5
=  —I f -4  =  ( i f -4)T (3.23)
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Note tha t this is markedly different to the RIACT case where during a zero-crossing 
quintuple-quantum coherence is directly converted to single-quantum coherence and triple 
quantum-coherence is inverted. In the adiabatic limit no triple to single-quantum coher­
ence transfer takes place in the RIACT experiment (21).
A d ia b a tic ity  c o n s id e ra tio n s . The concept of adiabaticity has been described in 
the monograph of Abragam (32) for a spin 1/2. For spinning quadrupolar nuclei, Vega (21) 
has derived the adiabaticity conditions describing the zero-crossings of the quadrupolar 
frequency under on-resonance r.f.-irradiation. The effects of frequency stepped adiabatic 
passages in half-integer quadrupolar nuclei were described by van Veenendaal et al. (27). 
A similar approach can be made for the amplitude-modulated pulses th a t generate dou­
ble frequency sweeps. As the subspaces for the satellite transitions are not coupled in 
the Hamiltonian, one can consider the individual transition 1 — 2 and 3 — 4 separately 
and analyze the adiabaticity of their transitions. Thus in static systems the adiabaticity 
param eter describing the passage of the satellites is
A1-2 =  A3-4 =  -eLL =  3 -1 , (3.24)
A 4A
were A is the sweep rate for a linear sweep and —1 the r.f.-field strength which gets dis­
tributed equally over the two sidebands in the sweep. For the double- and triple- quantum
7 J  3 Jtransition one should consider their effective coupling fields of and I jqI  respectively,
as calculated by Wokaun and Ernst (30) and Vega(29). Again the distribution of the field 
over the two sidebands has been taken into account. To allow comparison with our pre­
vious work, we characterize the adiabaticity of our double frequency sweeps with a single 
adiabaticity param eter
, ,2
A =  4A P .25)
which describes the on-resonance adiabaticity of a single sideband (cf. equation 10 in 
(27)).
In general we will be dealing with powdered samples and therefore the distribution 
in Qq has to be taken into account. Ideally one wants to traverse the single-quantum 
transitions for polarization or coherence transfer adiabatically and all other transitions 
suddenly for every orientation in the powder. In practice this is not possible; the sweeps 
have to be optimized to fulfill the desired condition for as many crystallites in the powder 
as possible. As mentioned before this is completely analogous to the discussion of single­
frequency sweeps described before (27).
In case of magic angle spinning an extra complication arises, as the quadrupolar 
frequency Qq of each spin packet will become time dependent (33):
Qq (t) =  -Q  [Ai cos (-r  t +  y) +  A 2s in ( ,r  t +  y)
where:
+ B 1cos(2—r t +  2y) +  B 2sin(2—r t +  2y)] (3.26)
V2 sinficosfi(n  cos 2a — 3) \f2n  sin ft sin 2a (3 27)
1 =  3 ’ 2 =  3 ( . )
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Figure 3.1: Energy level diagrams for an I  =  3/2 spin with O g/2n  =  850 kHz .  a) Linear 
single frequency sweep from  -1 .3  M H z  to +1.3 M H z  in 100 ^ s  (v\ =  50 k H z )  represented 
in the rotating frame. b) Double frequency sweep from  0 M H z  to ±1.3 M H z  in 100 ^s  
(v\ =  50 kHz) ,  represented in the modulation interaction frame defined by equation 3.9.
3 sin2 P +  1 n cos2 2a (1 — cos2 p) n cos P sin 2a  
= --------------------- 3--------------------- ) B2 = -----------3--------. (3.28)
In case of on-resonance CW irradiation the zero-crossings of Og(t) can be described as a 
sweep through various transitions, leading to (partially) adiabatic processes in the spin 
system. This was extensively described by Vega (21) and is the basis of the RIACT phe­
nomenon. If a frequency sweep is applied to a rotating sample, a more complicated situa­
tion occurs as both the r.f.-frequency and the quadrupolar frequency are time-dependent. 
For the double frequency sweep described in the modulation frame the rate of change of 
the quadrupolar term  A u q (t)  =  Og(t) — u m(t) through zero determines the adiabaticity 
of the transition:
, ,2
A =  d a e f f , \ . (3.29)
dt A u Q(t)
The rate of change of H ef f  is now determined by the combined effect of spinning and fre­
quency sweeping. As these terms can add or subtract non-adiabatic spinning and sweeping 
can still lead to an adiabatic passage and vice-versa.
3.3 P opulation  transfer
S ta tic  sing le  c ry s ta l, sp in  3 /2 . For a single crystalline spin 3/2 system, with the 
Zeeman and quadrupolar interactions as the main interactions, the populations of the 
energy levels are proportional to I z in the high tem perature approximation. In order 
to increase the polarization for the central transition one can simultaneously invert the
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Figure 3.2: Evolution o f the level populations for a spin I  =  3/2 (O g/2n =  850 k H z ) 
during a DFS with v  =  10 k H z  viewed from the modulation frame (a-c) or the laboratory 
frame (d-f). Adiabatic passages are realized for an overall sweep time o f 8 m s (a and 
d, A  =  0.22). Intermediate behavior is witnessed for a sweep time o f 1.5 m s (b and e, 
A  =  0.04), whereas the transitions are traversed suddenly for sweeps o f 40 ^ s  (c and f, 
A  =  0.001).
satellite-transitions prior to the normal excitation and observation of the spectra. In this 
way the populations of the outer levels |1 >  and |4 >  are transferred to the inner levels 
|2 >  and |3 >, increasing their population difference by a factor of 3. A complete inversion 
of the satellites (|1 ><— ► |2 >  and |3 ><— ► |4 >, respectively) can be achieved by selec­
tive 180o pulses on these transitions (23) or by subsequent adiabatic frequency sweeps over 
these satellites (26). Single frequency sweeps generated by stepping the frequency phase 
continuously have been analyzed in great detail (27). For the description of these sweeps it 
is useful to transform into a rotating frame th a t rotates with the instantaneous frequency 
of the r.f.-field. In this frame, for the case where u \  ^  Qq, the energy level diagram is 
depicted in figure 3.1a. During this sweep all transitions in the spin system are traversed 
one by one as indicated in the picture. In case of a double frequency sweep, generated 
with a time dependent amplitude modulation 3.5, both satellites can be inverted simulta­
neously. Figure 3.1b shows the energy level diagram during a DFS defined in equation 3.6 
in the modulation interaction frame. In this frame the external levels |1 >  and |4 >  and 
the internal levels | 2 > and | 3 > are degenerate. If the DFS is slow enough both satellite 
transitions |1 ><— ► |2 >  and |3 ><— ► |4 >  will experience an adiabatic level anticrossing
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Figure 3.3: Experimental intensity gain by applying DFSs of different r.f.-field strength
(2 kHz(-  ■ ■), 5 kHz(-  — ■), 10 k H z ( -------- ) prior to a selective 90o pulse for the 23Na
resonance in a single crystal o f N a N O 3 (Q q/2^  =  85 k H z ). The overall duration o f the 
DFSs, running from  60 to 100 k H z , was varied. For the solid curve the sweep range was 
extended to 10 —190 k H z  so that the double-quantum transitions are traversed as well. The 
r.f.-field strength was 12.5 kHz .  A (partially) adiabatic passage o f the 2Q transitions again 
depopulates the central levels and thus reverts the signal gain induced by the inversion of 
the satellites as is witnessed by a decrease in intensity with increasing sweep time. The 
maximum efficiency in this curved occurs at an adiabaticity factor A  ~  0.15.
and will be inverted.
In order to analyze the response of the spin system subjected to a DFS, we must solve 
the equation of motion under the Hamiltonian 3.7. For the idealized situation u 1 ^  Qq the 
eigenvalues and functions of the Hamiltonian can be evaluated analytically. To cover all 
experimental conditions we choose a numerical approach, analyzing the time-dependence 
by piece-wise constant Hamiltonians. Figure 3.2 shows the influence of adiabaticity param ­
eter on the inversion of the satellite transitions for a single crystal with Qq/2n  =  850 k H z  
(Cqcc =  1.7 M H z ) .  The DFS runs from vs =  0.4 M H z  to Vf =  1.3 M H z , using an r.f.- 
field strength of 10 k H z . Figures 3.2a, 3.2b and 3.2c show the time evolution of the level 
populations as viewed from the modulation interaction frame for DFSs with A  =  0.22, 0.04 
and 0.001 respectively. Figures 3.2d, 3.2e and 3.2f show the same results as viewed from 
the laboratory frame. From figure 3.2a it is clear th a t even for an adiabaticity param eter 
as low as 0.22 (A1-2 =  A3-4 =  0.66) the passage of the satellite transitions is completely 
adiabatic. As viewed from the modulation frame, this adiabatic behavior reveals itself in 
the absence of any change in the level populations; i.e., the spin system closely follows the 
change of the Hamiltonian. As was indicated in figure 3.1b, the eigenfunctions interchange 
their label during the course of the DFS. Therefore, if we monitor the process from the 
laboratory frame, an inversion of the level populations of the satellite transitions takes 
place (figure 3.2d). For a DFS characterized with an A  of 0.04 (figures 3.2b and 3.2e) we 
observe intermediate behavior in term s of adiabaticity, with oscillations and partial equili­
bration of the level populations. For a very rapid sweep with an adiabaticity param eter of
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Figure 3.4: Energy level diagrams for a spin I  =  5/2 (Q q/2n  =  750 kHz) .  a) Linear 
single frequency sweep from  —2 M H z  to +2 M H z  in 100 ^ s  (v\ =  50 k H z )  represented 
in the rotating frame. b) Double frequency sweep from  0 M H z to ±2 M H z  in 100 ^ s  
(v\ =  50 kHz) ,  represented in the respective modulation interaction frames for the inner 
and outer satellites.
A  =  0.001 the passage of the satellite transitions is completely sudden. In the modulation 
frame we therefore see an interchange of the level populations (figure 3.2c). Translated to 
the laboratory frame this means th a t the spin system had no time to react to the applied 
field and all populations remain unchanged (figure 3.2f).
In the previous chapter we dem onstrated the effectiveness of the DFS for simul­
taneously inverting the satellite transitions for the 23 N a  resonance in a single crystal of 
N a N O 3 (Cqcc =  0.337 M H z , n =  0). We found th a t an appropriately chosen DFS applied 
before a selective 90o pulse excitation of the central transition led to an increase of the 
central transition intensity by a factor of 2.97, close to the theoretical maximum of 3. 
In order to further verify the adiabaticity of this process the central line intensity was 
monitored as a function of the sweep time, i.e. the adiabaticity of the sweeps. First a 
selective sweep over the satellite transitions was chosen; the DFS ranged from 60 k H z  to 
100 kH z  with the resonance position of the satellite transitions at ±85 kHz.  Figure 3.3 
shows the intensity curves as a function of the overall sweep time at an r.f.-field strength
of ~  2 k H z  (•••),  5 k H z  (■ — ■) and 10 k H z  (-------- ). Clearly, the higher the r.f.-field
strength the sooner the transitions are traversed adiabatically as A  is proportional to u^. 
At an r.f.-field strength of ~  2 k H z  the maximum signal intensity is still not reached using 
a sweep of 8 ms,  at this point the adiabaticity of the sweep is 0.2. At 5 k H z  a plateau is 
reached after about 2 ms  corresponding to A  ~  0.3. At 10 k H z  the maximum is reached 
at approximately 1 ms  followed by a slight decline in intensity. This is probably related 
to the fact tha t with the increased r.f.-field we slightly violate the condition ^  Qq. 
If the sweep range is increased to run from 10 k H z  to 190 kHz,  the double-quantum 
transitions of the spin system are traversed as well. A (partially) adiabatic passage of
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Figure 3.5: Evolution o f the level populations for a spin I  =  5/2 (Q q/2n  =  750 k H z ) 
during a DFS with =  6 k H z  viewed from the laboratory frame. The DFSs run from  
0.4 M H z  to 2 M H z .  a) Converging sweep with A  =  0.11, b) converging sweep with 
A  =  0.017. c) Diverging sweep with A  =  0.11, d) diverging sweep with A  =  0.017.
the 2Q transitions depopulates the central levels and thus reverts the signal gain induced 
by the inversion of the satellites. This is visible in the solid curve (v\ =  12.5 kHz)  in 
figure 3.3 which shows a decreasing signal intensity with increasing sweep time. For these 
sweeps an optimum has to be found where the single-quantum transitions are traversed 
as adiabatically as possible, whereas the higher quantum  transitions should be traversed 
as suddenly as possible. This optimum is found around A  ~  0.15 where the signal gain is 
still a factor 2.5. This is in complete analogy with our work on single frequency sweeps 
(cf. figure 2e in (27)).
S ta tic  sing le  c ry s ta l, sp in  5/2. For I  =  5/2 spins, similar considerations hold as 
for I= 3 /2  spins, but more transitions are encountered. The energy diagrams for a linear 
sweep and a DFS are represented in figure 3.4. Note th a t during the linear sweep the 
single-quantum transitions occur successively. In the case of a DFS, represented in the 
modulation interaction frame in the fictitious spin 1/2 approach for irradiation near Qq 
and 2Qq (figure 3.4b), we observe the simultaneous passage of the two inner satellites and 
the outer satellites respectively.
Besides adiabaticity considerations the direction of the sweep is now of importance. 
For a diverging sweep the inner satellites are traversed before the outer satellites, whereas 
it is the other way around for a converging sweep. Figure 3.5 shows the effect on the 
level populations in the laboratory frame for a converging and diverging sweep of different 
length (i.e. adiabaticity). The numerical simulations were performed for a system with 
quadrupolar coupling constant Cqcc =  5 M H z  (Qq/2n  =  750 k H z , 2Q q/2n  =  1.5 M H z )
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Figure 3.6: a) Hard pulse excitation (v\ =  155 k H z )  of  27Al in a single crystal o f a 
a  — Al2O3 showing the central transition and four satellites. b) Selective excitation (v\ =
13 k H z ) of  the central transition. Diverging sweep (A  =  0.15) followed by (c) a hard 
pulse and (d) a selective 90o-pulse showing a signal gain close to 3. Converging sweep 
(A  =  0.15) followed by (e) a hard pulse and (f) a soft pulse, now leading to a signal gain 
o f approximately 5. The population distribution prior to the pulse excitation are indicated 
in the center.
for a DFS ranging from ±2 M H z  to ±0.4 M H z  and vice versa. The r.f.-field strength was 
6 k H z  and the sweep duration was 20 m s  and 3 m s, leading to an adiabaticity parameter 
of A  =  0.11 and 0.017, respectively. The converging DFS with A  =  0.11 (figure 3.5a) 
displays nicely adiabatic passages of the (single-quantum) satellite transitions. First the 
populations of the |1 ><— ► |2 >  and |5 ><— ► |6 >  transitions are exchanged; subsequently 
the transitions |2 ><— ► |3 >  and |4 ><— ► |5 >  are inverted thus bringing the original 
populations of the outer levels |1 > and |6 > into the central levels |3 > and |4 >, 
respectively. This means th a t the polarization in the central transition is increased by a 
factor 5. For the diverging sweep (figure 3.5c) the inner satellites are traversed first so tha t 
the central transition will not be affected by the passage of the outer satellites. Therefore 
its polarization is increased by only a factor 3. For faster sweeps the transitions are no 
longer traversed adiabatically and partial saturation takes place as is shown for A=0.017 
in figure 3.5b and 3.5d
To experimentally verify the analysis described above, we studied the 27Al resonance 
in a single crystal of a  — A l2O3 (Cqcc =  2.38 M H z ,  oriented such th a t O g/2n  =  180 kHz) .  
Spectra obtained with a hard (v\ =  155 kHz) ,  respectively soft (v\ =  13 kHz)  excitation 
pulse are presented in figure 3.6a and 3.6b. Using the hard pulse excitation we observe
a) t (ms) b) t (ms) c) t (m s)
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Figure 3.7: Experimental intensity gain, by applying a DFSs o f varying r.f.-field strength 
prior to a selective 90o pulse, for the 27Al resonance in a single crystal o f a  — Al2O3 
(O g/2n =  180 k H z ). The overall duration o f the DFSs, running from  100 to 550 k H z  was 
varied. The sweep duration is indicated at the top in miliseconds, whereas the adiabaticity 
parameter A  is given on the lower x —axis. Converging and diverging sweeps are shown 
for  v  =  a) 3 kHz ,  b) 9 k H z  and c) 27 kHz .
5 lines from the central line and the satellite transitions. A soft 900-pulse selectively 
excites the central transition only, so we observe one line (figure 3.6b). The intensity 
of this line serves as a reference. Next we employed an adiabatic (A =  0.15) DFS to 
manipulate the level populations prior to pulse excitation. Figure 3.6c shows the spectrum 
obtained by hard pulse excitation after a diverging DFS. The polarization of the inner 
satellites is positive and th a t of the outer satellites negative, in line with the expected state 
populations created by the diverging DFS. This sweep increases the signal intensity of the 
central transition after a selective excitation by a factor of 2.93, close to the theoretically 
achievable 3 (figure 3.6d). A converging DFS also leads to the expected results; followed 
by a hard pulse, negatively polarized inner satellites are observed next to positive outer 
satellites (figure 3.6e). Using a selective 90o-pulse, the intensity of the central transition 
appears to be increased by a factor 4.67, close to the expected factor 5.
An analysis of the adiabaticity can again be made by recording the central transition 
intensity as a function of the sweep time. In figure 3.7 the experimental gain is presented 
for a -A l2O3 (O g/2n =  180 kHz)  for sweeps with different r.f.-field strength (3 k H z  (a),
9 k H z  (b) and 27 k H z  (c)). For a converging sweep using a field of 3 k H z  an increase 
of the central line intensity is observed with increasing sweep time. This is because the 
single-quantum satellite transitions are still not traversed fully adiabatically. At 9 k H z  
the maximum signal gain of 4.7 is reached already for sweeps of 2 ms  and longer. At 
27 k H z  the maximum intensity is reached for very short sweeps followed by a decrease 
in intensity with increasing sweep time as the double-quantum transitions also start to 
be traversed more adiabatically, which is undesirable. For diverging sweeps, the 3 k H z  
and 9 k H z  sweeps have the same shape as those for the converging sweep, with the 
exception th a t the maximum signal gain is now close to 3, as only the inversion of the inner 
satellites brings a polarization gain for the central transition. An interesting phenomenon 
is observed for the 27 k H z  curve, however. Instead of a decrease in intensity with increasing
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Figure 3.8: Calculated intensity gains using converging and diverging DFS preparations, 
under idealized conditions for a spin I  =  5/2 (Qq /2 ^  =  750 kHz) .  v  =  a) 6 kHz ,  b) 
46 k H z  and c) 70 kHz .
sweep time, an increase above 3 is detected. For diverging sweeps an adiabatic passage 
of the |1 ><— ► |3 >  and |4 ><— ► |6 >  double-quantum transitions does convert the 
populations of the outermost levels to the inner levels. This is corroborated by numerical 
simulations (figure 3.8), which shows th a t a 500% increase in the polarization of the 
central line is possible for a diverging sweep if we cross the double-quantum transition 
fully adiabatically (figure 3.8c). Such a full adiabatic passage of the 2Q transitions is 
hardly realized in practice, however, as it needs extremely long sweeps or high r.f.-field 
strength. By increasing the r.f.-field strength one will soon violate the condition ^  Qq 
in which case all transitions will be affected simultaneously and the concept of individual 
passages breaks down.
P o w d e r sam ples. Due to the orientational dependence of the quadrupole inter­
action, a distribution in Qq, ranging from 0 to ± u q , occurs in powder samples. For a 
fraction of the crystallites, the condition ^  Qq th a t was assumed in our theoretical 
considerations, will not be fulfilled. For these crystallites it is not possible to discuss adia­
batic 1Q and sudden MQ transitions as the transitions are not well separated. Numerical 
simulations have shown th a t the signal gain for these crystallites is not the full 300% for
I  =  3/2 or 500% for I  =  5/2. The experimental signal gain as a function of sweep time for 
the 23N a  resonance in powdered N a N O 2 (Cqcc =  1.1 M H z ,  n =  0.11) is shown in figure 
3.9a. Curves obtained at different r.f.-field strength were obtained for a DFS running from
0 to 750 k H z . After this DFS a selective 90o pulse was administered to the sample and 
the central transition spectrum was recorded. The response of the sample to a selective 
90o pulse alone was used as a reference, i.e. intensity 1. We observe signal gains of approx­
imately 230% in a non-spinning situation under optimum conditions. Spin 5/2 spins also 
behave completely as expected as can be seen in figure 3.9b showing the response of the 
27Al signal in powdered a  — A l2O3 (Cqcc =  2.38 M H z , n =  0) as a function of sweep time 
using converging and diverging DFSs of different r.f.-field strength. The maximum gain 
in these cases ends up at about 200% for a diverging sweep and 300% for a converging 
sweep. Again the effect of crossing the double quantum  transitions partially adiabatically
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Figure 3.9: Experimental intensity gain by applying DFSs of varying r.f.-field strength 
prior to a selective 90o pulse for a) the 23N a  (I  =  3/2) resonance in powdered N a N O 2 
(uq =  550 k H z )  and (b,c) the 27Al (I  =  5 /2) resonance in powdered a  — A l2O3 (uq =  
357 kHz) .  The sweeps in (a) run from  0 k H z  to ±750 kHz .  The sweeps in (b) run from  
±850 k H z  to 0 and in (c) from  0 to ±850 kHz .  The r.f.-fields are 2.5 k H z  (•••), 5 k H z  
(-------- ) and 10 k H z  (—)
at higher r.f.-field strength can be clearly distinguished by the decrease in intensity at 
increasing sweep times.
3.4 C oherence transfer
S p in  1 = 3 /2 . The DFS performance for transferring populations in the spin system has 
been dem onstrated convincingly so far. As was described in the theoretical introduction, 
the DFS should be equally effective in the conversion of triple to single-quantum coher­
ence. In the MQMAS experiment one wants to achieve an optimal conversion from IX-4 
to I 2-3, which as viewed from an appropriate modulation frame is similar to converting 
I 1-4 to I f -3 population. This means th a t a simultaneous, selective 180o pulse on both 
satellite transitions should lead to a full transfer of triple- to single- quantum coherence. 
Vega and Naor dem onstrated th a t this is indeed the case (23). To achieve the same effect 
in a powder a double frequency sweep over a large frequency range should be a superior 
alternative to pulsed inversion. We experimentally dem onstrated the effectiveness of the 
DFS in this respect in a study of I  =  3/2 spin systems in some model compounds (19,34).
An in-depth evaluation of the theoretical concept was recently presented by Vega 
and co-workers (22) for adiabatic transfer using their fast amplitude modulation (FAM) 
sequence which splits the excitation in two sidebands. As was discussed there and cor­
roborated by our own work, the basic mechanism acting in FAM and DFS are identical, 
with the exception th a t the DFS has more degrees of freedom to manipulate the ex­
perimental conditions. An im portant factor is th a t the desired coherence transfer must 
take place under MAS conditions. This means th a t adiabatic passages can occur for 
most crystallites in a powder even if a modulated irradiation is used th a t creates two 
sidebands at fixed frequencies ± u m, as is the case for FAM. In the FAM sequence the
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variation of A u m(t) =  uq(^) — u m describes the transition through resonance and de­
termines the adiabaticity of the rotation-induced coherence transfer. For the DFS the 
process is similar with the sole exception th a t u m is time dependent as well. This means 
th a t A u m(t) =  u q (t) — u m(t) determines the adiabaticity of the transfer, this parame­
ter can not only be influenced by varying the spinning speed but also by changing the 
sweep rate of the DFS. In combination with the fact th a t these terms can add or subtract 
non-adiabatic spinning and sweeping can still lead to adiabatic passages. Figure 3.10a 
shows the energy level diagram in the modulation frame of a single crystallite under the 
combined effect of a DFS and magic angle spinning. The avoided level crossings occurring 
simultaneously for the |1 ><— ► |2 >  and |3 ><— ► |4 >  transitions are clearly witnessed. 
This leads to a pure conversion I ^-4 — ► a • IX-3 and I^—4 — ► a • Iy2-3 .
Even under on-resonance CW -irradiation (RIACT) efficient triple to single-quantum 
conversion takes place (4,21). The energy level diagram in the rotating frame for CW 
irradiation in a spinning crystallite is presented in figure 3.10b. If during the duration of 
the r.f.-irradiation a zero-crossing of the quadrupolar interaction occurs, triple to single­
quantum  coherence transfer can occur very efficiently, albeit with an additional phase 
modulation due to the fact th a t at the crossing all transitions are coupled and not just the
1 — 2 and 3 — 4 subspaces as in FAM and the DFS. This additional phase modulation is 
orientation dependent and hampers the echo formation in the MQMAS experiment, thus 
adversely affecting the performance of the RIACT experiment (22).
The overall behavior of DFS, FAM or RIACT in a powder is determined by the 
variation of the quadrupolar frequency during spinning. For optimum performance one 
strives to realize one single adiabatic passage for every crystallite in the powder. For the 
DFS we should follow the path of Oq (£) — u m(t) during the excitation. In the powder each 
crystallite will have its own path. Therefore it will not be possible to reach the aforemen­
tioned truly adiabatic passage for every crystallite in the powder. So far our approach 
has been to optimize the performance of the DFS experimentally for the compound under 
study. A detailed account of adiabatic population and coherence transfer for static and 
spinning single crystals were presented in chapter 2 (36).
An experimental verification of the 3Q — ► 1Q conversion process under a DFS 
as a function of sweep time is presented in figure 3.11 for powdered N a N O 2 spinning at 
0 k H z  (static), 10 k H z  and 20 k H z . The intensity is normalized with respect to the 
maximum intensity obtained using the two-pulse experiment at an r.f.-field strength of 
150 k H z  and an inter-pulse delay of 1 ^s.  The DFS ranged from 0 k H z  to 750 k H z  and 
employed an r.f.-field strength of 80 kHz .  A first observation th a t can be made is th a t the 
DFS has a strong effect in the static sample. This implies th a t the DFS indeed induces 
the desired conversion for the majority of the crystals in the powder distribution, as the 
whole frequency range of the satellites is covered by the sweep. At a fixed modulation 
frequency, such as in FAM, only a limited number of crystallites with Oq near u m would 
have been affected in a pulse-like fashion with the optimum conversion for the satellites 
experiencing an N  • 180o pulse. Furthermore, the shape of the conversion curve, with a 
steep initial increase followed by a subsequent gradual decrease without any clear oscilla­
tory behavior is indicative th a t the process is indeed adiabatic. In fact the shape of the 
curves looks very similar to the curves obtained for population transfer (cf. figure 3.3). 
There, at elevated r.f.-field strengths, the DFS also yielded the maximum efficiency for 
relatively short sweeps followed by a gradual decrease in efficiency with increasing sweep
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Figure 3.10: Energy level diagram during magic angle spinning (M AS) for an I  =  3/2 
spin with Oq / 2 k =  850 k H z , n =  0.1 initial orientation a  =  156o; P =  98o; y =  12o. 
a) DFS from  0 to ±1.3 M H z  b) on-resonance C W  irradiation during one rotor period. 
(v\ =  50 kHz ,  vr =  10 kHz) .
time. This similarity between population transfer and coherence transfer is in line with 
the theoretical description presented in the theory section. As is clear from figure 3.11 
the curves for the spinning sample look very similar, again hinting at the adiabaticity of 
the process. Now the adiabaticity is determined by the combined effect of sweeping and 
spinning. The maximum signal gain is approximately 180% for the sample spinning at 
20 kHz .  Note th a t we compared the obtained signal gain of a DFS at 80 k H z  with respect 
to a 150 k H z  strong conversion pulse. If we had made the comparison with respect to an 
80 k H z  conversion pulse the signal gain amounts to more than  300%. The observed signal 
gain of a DFS compared to a conversion pulse will depend on the adiabaticity achieved with 
the DFS for the various crystallites in the powder, and on the ratio u q / u \ for the pulse. 
Pulse conversion is most efficient if the r.f.-field strength is of the order of the quadrupolar 
frequency. In this regime the transitions in the quadrupolar spin system during a DFS are 
not well separated and its effect cannot be described as a consecutive passage of individual 
transitions. Numerical calculations are needed to calculate the results in this intermedi­
ate regime. An analytical approach with well-defined inversions of individual transitions 
demands th a t u  is significantly smaller than u q . The gain in performance of the DFS 
is expected to be most pronounced for samples with large quadrupolar interactions. The 
capability of the DFS enhanced MQMAS experiment to provide quantifiable undistorted 
lineshapes will be dem onstrated in chapter 5.
S p in  I  =  5/2. For coherence transfer the spin-5/2 case is more complicated tha t 
the spin-3/2 case, as more transitions are involved and we have to consider 5Q and 3Q 
transfer to 1Q coherence separately. The energy level diagram of a spin 5/2 during a rotor 
period under on-resonance CW irradiation is shown in figure 3.12a. The most im portant 
feature of this diagram is th a t at the avoided level crossing the states |1 >  and |6 > 
convert to the central transition states and vice-versa. The states |2 >  and |5 >  are 
not involved in this transfer. This means th a t if the rotation takes place under adiabatic
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Figure 3.11: 3Q to 1Q conversion process for powdered N a N O 2 (spinning at 0 ( - ) ,  10 
(■ — ■) or 20 (■ ■ ■) k H z ) using a short excitation pulse (v\ =  150 k H z )  and DFS conversion. 
The sweep runs from  0 to 750 k H z  with v  =  80 k H z . The intensity is normalized 
with respect to the maximum intensity obtained with a two-pulse sequence employing an 
excitation and conversion pulse o f 150 kHz.
conditions, quintuple-quantum coherence is transferred to single-quantum coherence and 
vice-versa. No triple- to single- quantum  coherence takes place, however. Although a 
report of 3QMAS under RIACT conditions exists (37), the effects observed there, can 
not be called rotationally induced adiabatic coherence transfer in the strict sense of tha t 
formulation. Other coherence transfer mechanisms must be active. We have monitored 
3Q — ► 1Q and 5Q — ► 1Q transfer under CW irradiation as a function of pulse length 
for the 27Al resonance in powdered a  — Al2O3. Clearly there is no RIACT effect for the 
triple- to single- quantum  conversion (figure 3.13a); the intensity of a 3QMAS echo was 
monitored increasing the conversion pulse length from 0 to one full rotor period. After a 
peak obtained for the optimum conversion pulse length a gradual decrease in conversion 
efficiency is observed. In fact the conversion in a spinning sample soon drops below the 
conversion in a static sample. The performance for the 5QMAS echo is very different 
(figure 3.13b). For the rotating sample we observe the initial maximum for the optimum 
conversion pulse length followed by a steep decline, after a short time the efficiency of 
the conversion process increases again as the RIACT conversion starts to be effective for 
various crystallites in the powder distribution. A local maximum is reached at a quarter of 
a rotor period in accord with the predictions and observations of Vega (21) and Griffin and 
coworkers (4). The height of the RIACT maximum shown in figure 3.13b is slightly lower 
than  the short pulse maximum. The relative height of these two maxima depends strongly 
on the ratio uq / u \ . Here we used a very strong r.f.-field of 180 k H z  so th a t uq and u  are 
of the same order of magnitude, in which case pulse excitation and conversion are rather 
efficient. If the r.f.-field is relatively weak with respect to the quadrupolar interactions, 
RIACT conversion is more efficient as long as the zero crossing takes place adiabatically.
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Figure 3.12: Energy level diagram during magic angle spinning (M AS) for an I  =  5/2 
spin with (O g/2n =  750 k H z , n =  0.1, initial orientation a  =  156o; P =  98o; y =  12o. 
a) on-resonance C W  irradiation during one rotor period. b) DFS passage o f the inner 
satellites and c) passage o f the outer satellites (vi =  50 kHz ,  vr =  10 kHz) .
0
For the DFS the situation is different; now the inner and outer satellite transitions 
are traversed at different times. The energy level diagrams under the combined effect of a 
DFS and MAS are shown in figure 3.12b and 3.12c. For the coherence transfer this implies 
th a t we can transfer quintuple-quantum coherence to triple-quantum  coherence to single­
quantum  coherence, but in the idealized situation (u i ^  u m, Qq) no direct conversion from 
5Q— >1Q conversion takes place. The latter transfer has to take place in two consecutive 
steps. For the 3Q— >1Q transfer we have to be aware th a t 3Q— >5Q transfer can take 
place as well. Therefore, it is advantageous to use diverging sweeps so th a t the inner 
satellites are traversed first. Furthermore, it is advantageous to avoid multiple crossings 
of the same transition as this may adversely influence the performance of the sweeps.
To experimentally support the argumentation presented above, we recorded the 
conversion efficiency for a  — Al2O3 using the DFS (vi =  115 kHz) .  The intensity of the 
3Q to 1Q conversion process as a function of the sweep time is presented in figure 3.14a 
for a sample spinning at 0, 10 k H z  and 20 kHz.  The intensity is normalized with respect 
to maximum intensity obtained with a short conversion pulse with an r.f.-field strength 
of 180 kHz ,  similar to the situation in figure 3.13. As for the spin-3/2 case, the shape 
of curves suggests th a t the conversion is mainly achieved by the adiabatic process as fast 
oscillations, specific for the pulse-like conversion, are not present. Furthermore, we again 
observe a significant improvement for the static sample, which implies th a t the modulation 
of the Hamiltonian by the DFS is effective for many crystallites as the sweep covers the 
whole range of satellite frequencies in the powder. A gain of approximately 200% is 
obtained in conversion process for the sample spinning at 20 k H z . T hat the efficiency is 
the highest for the sample spinning at 20 k H z  implies th a t there must either be an influence 
of the combined sweeping and spinning making the transitions more adiabatic, or more 
crystallites experience an appropriate passage due to the combination. Again it must 
be considered th a t the reported gain is with respect to a pulse with significantly higher 
r.f.-field strength than  the DFS. As was already mentioned, pulse conversion depends on
a)
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Figure 3.13: MQ to 1Q coherence transfer under CW-irradiation for powdered a  — A l2O3. 
a) 3Q to 1Q conversion (v\ =  150 k H z ) under static (•••) and 10 k H z  (—) M A S (RIACT, 
a  =  6.3) conditions. b) 5Q to 1Q conversion (v\ =  180 k H z ) under static (•••) and 10 k H z  
(— M A S (RIAC T, a  =  9.1) conditions. Only in the latter case a clear R IA C T  maximum  
is observed at 1/4 rotor period.
a mixing of states th a t is achieved when u  and uq are of the same order, whereas the 
adiabaticity concept using consecutive transitions demands th a t u  ^  uq . For relatively 
high u i values the various subspaces are no longer isolated and the various transitions 
can not be viewed independently. The effect of the DFS can than  only be evaluated by a 
numerical approach.
The efficiency of the quintuple- to single- quantum  conversion is plotted in figure 
3.14b, using similar conditions as for the 3Q— >1Q transfer. Remarkably, a significant 
signal gain is again realized despite the fact th a t an idealized adiabatic DFS conversion 
has to proceed in two steps. Considering the strength of the r.f.-field we can not rule out 
th a t direct transfer of 5Q— >1Q coherence takes place for certain crystallites in the powder 
distribution th a t have a small Qq at times th a t the modulation frequency is still small 
and not exceeding u i . For those sites a RIACT-type transfer will occur. Furthermore, 
“pulse-like” transfer can play a role. This would explain the oscillations we observe in the 
conversion curves. So in this case we do not argue th a t the conversion takes place mainly 
by a single well-described mechanism. More research is needed to clarify the relative 
importance of the different transfer processes.
3.5 3Q M A S and 5Q M A S for spin I  =  5 / 2
A good verification of the increased conversion efficiency of the DFS is obtained from the 
27Al 3QMAS whole-echo (38) spectrum of Andalusite (figure 3.15). Andalusite has two dif­
ferent Al (I  =  5/2) sites, a five-coordinated Al (Cqcc =  5.6 M H z , n =  0.76) and an octahe-
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Figure 3.14: MQ to 1Q coherence transfer for powdered a  — Al2O3 (spinning at 0(—),
10 (• —) or 20(---) k H z )  using a short excitation pulse (v\ =  180 k H z )  and DFS conversion. 
The sweep runs from  0 to 850 k H z  with =  115 kHz .  The intensity is normalized 
with respect to the maximum intensity obtained with a two-pulse sequence employing an 
excitation and conversion pulse o f 180 kHz .  a) 3Q to 1Q conversion. b) 5Q to 1Q 
conversion.
dral coordinated Al experiencing a very large quadrupolar interaction (Cqcc =  15.3 M H z , 
n =  0.13) (39,40). Alemany et al. (40) have recently shown the challenge th a t the latter 
site poses on the normal pulsed 3QMAS. Employing r.f.-field strengths of up to 280 k H z , 
they were capable of making this site visible in a 3QMAS, albeit with a significantly dis­
torted line shape. For this site both the 3Q excitation and the 3Q— >1Q conversion are 
hampered. At the excitation side, one can increase the excitation pulse to a value above 
the recommended 180o pulse (5), which will further increase the excitation efficiency for 
the site with the large Cqcc whereas the intensity of the site with the smaller Cqcc will 
go down. The efficiency of the conversion process is the main problem, however. The 
effect of replacing this pulse by a DFS can be judged from figure 3.15. A diverging sweep 
from 0 to 2.5 M H z  was employed using an r.f.-field strength of 110 kHz,  the spinning 
speed amounted to 25 kHz .  As can be judged from figure 3.15b a good signal to noise 
ratio is obtained, and more im portantly the line shape is in accord with the simulated 
shape without significant distortions. In chapter 5 a statistical approach for the different 
orientations in the powder is used to dem onstrate the absence of distortions.
The application of DFS-enhanced MQMAS spectra to “real” samples is demon­
strated in a study of samples in the Al 2O3 — La 2O3 — B2O3 system prepared by sol-gel 
synthesis and subsequent heat-treatm ent. Figure 3.16a shows the 27Al MAS spectrum of 
a compound with overall composition 2Al2O3 • 2La2O3 • 4B2O3 treated at 1100oC . The 
spectrum, obtained at 14.1 T  spinning at 20 kHz ,  shows severe overlap and calls for MQ- 
MAS to resolve the various sites. In order to gain sensitivity and to obtain better line 
shapes allowing extraction of the structural information, the conversion in the 3QMAS 
experiment, presented in figure 3.16b, is achieved by a DFS. We observe 4 well resolved 
sites, a tetrahedrally coordinated aluminum, two fivefold coordinated Al  species and an
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Figure 3.15: DFS enhanced 27Al 3QM AS whole-echo spectrum o f Andalusite using a 4.7 ^ s  
excitation pulse (v\ =  150 k H z )  and a 12 p,s-long DFS from  0 to ±2.5 M H z  (v\ =  
115 kHz) .  The spinning speed was 20 kHz .  96 t\  increments with an increment time 
o f 8 ^ s  were collected, acquiring 320 scans per experiment. a) contour plot showing the 
five- and six- fold coordinated Al. b) The line o f the A l ( V I ) (Cqcc =  15.3 M H z )  is easily 
observed using moderate r.f.-field strength and its shape appears to be hardly distorted.
octahedral coordinated aluminum. The line shapes of the fivefold coordinated Al  both 
show distortions. The line marked Al(V)_1 lacks any clear features indicating a distribu­
tion in chemical shift and quadrupolar interaction, whereas the A l(V )_2 line shows clear 
singularities but is likely to be due to two overlapping lines. To further clarify this a 
5QMAS experiment, again using DFS conversion, was carried out. The 5Q experiment, 
with different quadrupolar-induced shifts in the F\ dimension, now clearly separates the 
A l(V )-2 into 2 different sites as is shown in the zoomed region of the 5QMAS spectrum 
presented in figure 3.17. Extraction of the quadrupolar param eters based on the quadrupo- 
lar induced shifts and the line shapes in the 3QMAS spectra we come to the conclusion 
th a t the aluminum-bearing part of the compound consists of 9Al2O3 • 2B2O3(AgB2) and 
a less well-crystallized phase containing mainly fivefold coordinated Al, giving rise to the 
A l(V )_1 signal. A full account of the study of these materials will be presented elsewhere.
Inspection of the line shapes in the 5QMAS experiments shows strong distortions. 
Considering the fact tha t the quadrupolar coupling constants for Al  in 9Al2O3 • 2B2O3 
vary from 6 M H z  to 9 M H z  (41), the excitation efficiency of the 5Q coherences is very 
low and will be partly selective. Furthermore, as was discussed in the previous section 
different mechanisms are effective in the conversion. Idealized adiabatic DFS transfer will 
proceed in two steps 5Q— >3Q— >1Q and thus both the outer and inner satellites have to 
be traversed for this transfer to be effective; this can not be realized for all crystallites in 
the powder. There will also be direct 5Q— >1Q transfer e.g. via a RIACT-type transfer for 
those crystallites for which u m is smaller than when Qq passes through zero. Finally, 
there will be excitation type processes active. All the aforementioned processes will be
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Figure 3.16: DFS enhanced 27Al 3QM AS whole-echo spectrum o f 2 A l2O3 • 2La2O3 • 4B2O3 
treated at 1100 oC . 3Q to 1Q coherence transfer is enhanced with a 10 ^ s  long DFS from  0 
to ±2 M H z  (v\ =  100 kHz) .  A strong (v\ =  180 k H z )  1.9 ^ s  pulse is used for excitation. 
A spinning speed o f 20 k H z  was employed. a) M A S spectrum. b) 3QM AS spectrum.
effective for different crystallites with different efficiencies and might therefore lead to line 
shape distortions.
3.6 C onclusions
Understanding the complex spin dynamics of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei under the 
combined action of sample rotation and CW or modulated r.f.-irradiation is of utmost 
importance in designing more efficient experiments for these nuclei.
Pure amplitude modulation of the r.f.-carrier leads to two sidebands placed symmet­
rically around the carrier frequency. By introducing a time dependence in this amplitude 
modulation symmetric frequency sweeps can be generated. We have shown th a t these dou­
ble frequency sweeps can be used to redistribute populations, by simultaneously inverting 
satellite transitions, in the spin system. This can be put to good use by transferring the 
population of the outer |m >  and | — m  > levels to the central 11/2 >  and | — 1/2 >  levels
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Figure 3.17: Zoomed A l(V ) region o f the DFS enhanced 27Al 5QM AS whole-echo spectrum 
o f 9Al2O3 • 2 B 2O3. 5Q to 1Q coherence transfer is enhanced with a 12 ^ s  long DFS from  
0 to 1.6 M H z  at an r.f.-field strength v 1 =  140 kHz .  In this spectrum the two sites 
overlapping in the resonance labeled A l(V )_2 in the 3QM AS spectrum o f figure 16 are 
clearly separated.
prior to a selective excitation of the central transition. For single crystals this can lead to a 
signal gain of a factor of 21. It proved possible to approach this gain factor experimentally. 
For powders one has to compromise, as a distribution of quadrupolar frequencies exists; 
therefore it is not possible to fulfill the appropriate conditions for adiabatic population 
transfer in all crystallites. Experimentally we realized gain factors of 2.3 and 3 for I  =  3/2 
and I  =  5/2 spin systems respectively, demonstrating the usefulness of this concept for 
sensitivity enhancement for insensitive quadrupolar nuclei such as 17O.
The DFS also proved to be an efficient tool for coherence transfer. When viewed 
from an appropriate modulation frame the dynamics of this coherence transfer proceeds 
in complete analogy to population transfer. The efficiency of 3Q— >1Q coherence transfer 
was dem onstrated for both I  =  3/2 and I  =  5/2 spin systems. Furthermore an effec­
tive 5Q— >1Q transfer was achieved for spin I  =  5/2 systems. This not only proves the 
MQ— >1Q coherence transfer to be much more efficient via a DFS; but also does so with 
significantly less r.f.-power. Therefore DFS enhanced MQMAS not only leads to improved
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signal to noise, but it also extends the applicability of the experiment to sites experiencing 
quadrupolar interactions beyond the reach of the conventional pulsed method. Moreover, 
less distorted line shapes are obtained in DFS-enhanced MQMAS experiments.
3.7 E xperim ental
All experiments were carried out on a Varian/Chemagnetics CMX Infinity 600 spectrom­
eter, operating at 158.7 M H z  for 23N a  and 156.3 M H z  for 27Al. Chemagnetics HX MAS 
probes of 2.5 and 3.2 m m  were used, employing spinning speeds up to 25 kHz.
Double frequency sweeps were realized by a pure amplitude modulated carrier wave. 
Much attention was paid to avoid distortions of this modulation, as this would reintro­
duce on-resonance carrier, which will directly affect the spin system in an adverse way. 
To achieve a clean signal we use a commercially available, PC based, arbitrary waveform 
generator from National Instrum ents (DAQArb PCI5411). This is used to generate the am­
plitude modulation on a center frequency of 14 M H z  with a time resolution of 25 ns.  This 
signal is added to the spectrometer frequency using a four-quadrant m odulator to avoid 
distortions. The spectrometer frequency is set to 14 M H z  below the desired frequency 
used to irradiate the nuclei under study so th a t the sum frequency is the (modulated) 
Larmor frequency (u0). This frequency is filtered and fed into the power amplifier in the 
usual way. The signal obtained from the sample is demodulated with an unmodulated
14 M H z  before being fed into the receiver channel of the spectrometer. In this way all 
phase cycling capabilities, etc., from the spectrometer are retained, whereas we have great 
flexibility in generating waveforms. The waveforms used here are described by equation 
3.6. The starting frequency u s and the final frequency Uf  can be chosen freely so tha t 
both converging and diverging sweeps over any frequency range are possible.
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Chapter 4
Triple-Quantum Excitation Enhancem ent in 
M QM AS Experim ents on Spin I =  5/2 
System s1
A b s tra c t
We demonstrate, both theoretically and experimentally, th a t the excitation efficiency of 
triple-quantum  coherences in 3QMAS experiments of spin 5/2 systems can be enhanced 
by manipulating the population of the external satellites prior to hard pulse excitation of 
the 3Q coherence. Theoretically, a 67% or a 33% increase can be achieved by respectively 
inverting or saturating, the outer satellites. Experimentally an increase of approximately 
25% is obtained for powders. The manipulation of the external satellites is achieved using 
time-dependent am plitude-modulated pulses. It is dem onstrated for the mineral andalusite 
th a t combining enhancements in 3Q-excitation and 3Q — ► 1Q conversion leads to 3QMAS 
spectra with well-defined line shapes for sites experiencing strongly different quadrupolar 
interactions.
4.1 Introduction
The introduction of the multiple-quantum magic-angle spinning (MQMAS) experiment 
by Frydman and Harwood (1) was an im portant impulse for the research of half-integer 
quadrupolar nuclei, as this two-dimensional nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experi­
ment delivers isotropic spectra in one dimension while retaining the information contained 
in the second-order quadrupolar line shape in the second dimension. Despite its relatively 
low sensitivity MQMAS has become a routine technique for the study of abundant (e.g. 
23Na, 87Rb, 27Al) quadrupolar nuclei. It consists of the excitation and evolution of the 
symmetric | — m  ><— ► | +  m  > multiple-quantum (MQ) coherences which is subsequently 
converted into the single-quantum (SQ) coherence of the central transition. The opti­
mization of the experiment calls for broadband, orientation independent excitation and 
conversion schemes.
It is no surprise th a t a great deal of effort is invested to improve the sensitivity of 
the experiment (2-7). Three successful approaches, rotationally induced adiabatic coher­
1D.Iuga, A.P.M.Kentgens, Chem .Phys.Lett., 343, 556-562 (2001)
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ence transfer (RIACT) (4,5), fast amplitude modulation (FAM) (6,7) and double frequency 
sweeps (DFS) (2,3,8), report an increase of several factors in the efficiency of the conversion 
process. All three approaches rely on adiabatic passages to convert MQ to SQ coherences; 
the conversion is induced by the adiabatic passage of the quadrupolar frequency through 
zero (RIACT) or through the modulation frequency (DFS and FAM) since FAM and DFS 
respectively use fixed or time-dependent am plitude-modulated pulses. In the case of RI­
ACT and FAM the adiabatic passages are induced by the sample rotation, whereas for 
DFSs the combination of MAS and frequency sweeping determines the adiabaticity of the 
passages.
Despite these improvements in the conversion process, for the MQ excitation hardly 
any improvements over hard pulse excitation (9) have been reported. W orth mentioning 
are the efforts of McDowell (10) and Marinelli et all. (11) who optimized the 3Q exci­
tation process via shaped and composite pulses, respectively. An intensity gain of up to 
30% was reported under relatively slow spinning conditions. Encouraged by the success 
of the adiabatic passages in the conversion of the 3Q coherence to 1Q coherence, it seems 
worthwhile to investigate the possibilities to convert 1Q to 3Q coherence via adiabatic 
processes (5,8,12). For example a selective 90o pulse can create single-quantum coherence 
th a t is subsequently converted to 3Q-coherence by adiabatic passages using RIACT, FAM 
or DFSs. This approach can be optimized for single crystals (8) but for powders this does 
not lead to significant increases in the creation of 3Q-coherence when compared with the 
optimal hard pulse excitation. Clearly more research is needed to gain insight in the MQ 
excitation process. This chapter concentrates on understanding 3Q-coherence excitation 
by hard pulses and finding means to improve on it.
4.2 M anipulation  o f the sa te llite  transitions
M anipulation of the satellite transitions of half-integer quadrupolar spin systems, in order 
to gain intensity in a selective excitation of the central transition, dates back to the early 
work of Pound (13). He described the influence of saturating one transition on the remain­
ing transitions in a quadrupolar spin system. Vega and Naor (14) showed th a t selective 
inversion of the satellite transition is feasible in single crystals using amplitude modulated 
pulses. By matching the modulation frequency to the quadrupolar frequency of the spins 
in the crystal, simultaneous 180o pulses on those satellites are mimicked. Transferring the 
population of the outer | ±  N /2  > to the inner | ±  1/2 >  levels of a spin I  can give a 2I  
signal gain for the selective excitation of the central transition. This approach can not be 
used in a powder as the quadrupolar frequencies of the crystallites span a wide frequency 
range. Adiabatic passages are an attractive alternative to achieve this inversion (15,16). 
The implementation of frequency sweeps on modern pulse spectrometers to induce adia­
batic passages in quadrupolar spin systems was initiated by Kentgens (17). Haase and 
Conradi (18) showed th a t two such sweeps applied consecutively to the upper and lower 
satellite transitions in a single crystal can be used to transfer population from the outer 
to the inner transitions. It is possible to sweep both satellite transitions simultaneously 
by applying a time-dependent cosine amplitude modulation to the r.f.-field. This splits 
the irradiation in two symmetric sidebands around the carrier which can be swept over an 
arbitrary frequency range. An additional advantage of these so-called double frequency
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Figure 4.1: Visualization o f the important contributions in hard pulse excitation o f triple 
quantum coherence. The development o f SQ coherence during r.f.-irradiation (v\ =  
100 k H z ) of  a spin I  =  5/2 (vq =  5 M H z )  rotating at 10 k H z  is shown. The curves are 
calculated assuming an initial density matrix with only one set o f the | +  N /2  >, | — N /2  > 
levels populated: (• — •) | ±  5/2 >  levels populated, (—)  | ±  3/2 >  levels populated, (• • •) 
| ±  1/2 >  levels populated. The initial population difference between | ±  N /2  > levels is N . 
This shows that the SQ-excitation mainly draws from the | ±  3/2 >  levels.
sweeps is th a t they can be used for the transfer of coherences in a quadrupolar spin system 
(2,3,8) as was extensively discussed in chapter 3.
In the case of MAS the quadrupolar frequency of each crystallite in a powder be­
comes time-dependent. The work of Vega (19) has made clear th a t the time dependency of 
vq can induce adiabatic passages in a quadrupolar spin system. The recent work on FAM 
by Vega and coworkers (6,7) exploits the combination of MAS and amplitude modulation 
at a fixed rate to induced adiabatic passages and/or excitations in the satellite transitions. 
A double frequency sweep induces adiabatic passages in the satellite, offering more degrees 
of freedom compared with FAM to influence the adiabaticity of the transitions. As we 
have investigated in a spinning single crystal study (chapter 2) (8), the actual performance 
of FAM and DFSs in term s of satellite inversion depends on the adiabaticity of the pas­
sages for each crystallite transition and the number of transitions a crystallite experiences 
during the irradiation. Therefore many crystallites may end up in a partially saturated 
state. In this view it is worthwhile to investigate to what extent DFSs can be optimized 
to saturate the satellite transitions over the whole powder. Although this reduces the 
possible maximum signal gain, it might be achieved in a more quantitative manner. In 
the next chapter a statistical approach is used to analyze the effect of multiple adiabatic 
passages on whole powder. It should be noted th a t Yao et al. (20) have taken a similar 
approach using FAM type pulse sequences.
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4.3 E xcitation  o f the 3Q coherence
The | — m  ><— > | +  m  > MQ coherences are created using on-resonance r.f.-irradiation by 
an intermixing of the Zeeman eigenfunctions under influence of quadrupolar Hamiltonian. 
The ratio of the quadrupolar frequency vq =  3Cqcc/ 2 I (2I — 1) and the r.f.-field strength 
vi is very im portant. On-resonance excitation of an isolated nucleus experiencing only a 
Zeeman interaction (vq =  0) does not create MQ coherence no m atter how hard the excita­
tion pulse is. Vega and Naor (14) have shown that, if the quadrupolar interaction greatly 
exceeds the r.f.-field strength (vq ^  vi), a 90o pulse excitation of the triple-quantum 
transition can be achieved. Owing to the low effective r.f.-field (vef f  ~  (vf/vQ)vi ) this 
pulse length is impracticably long, however. In practice, the excitation is most efficient if 
both frequencies are of the same order of magnitude. For spin 3/2 the 3Q-excitation pro­
cess can be described analytically as the quadrupolar Hamiltonian under r.f.-irradiation 
can be diagonalised analytically (21,22). For higher spin-quantum numbers and includ­
ing MAS, a numerical analysis gives direct insight in the creation of the 3Q coherence. 
Figure 4.1 represents the calculated development of 3Q coherence during r.f.-irradiation 
(vi =  100 kHz)  of a spin I  =  5/2 (vq =  5 M H z ) rotating at 10 kHz,  starting from 
different initial density matrices. The curves are calculated assuming an initial density 
m atrix with only one set of the | +  N / 2  > and | — N /2  > levels populated corresponding to 
the high-tem perature equilibrium density matrix. From this picture one can see th a t the 
amount of 3Q coherence mainly originates from the population difference of the | ±  3/2 > 
levels. This difference, in the equilibrium density matrix, is three times bigger than  the 
population difference between the | +  1/2 >  and | — 1/2 >  levels, which explains th a t hard 
pulse excitation of the 3Q coherence can give more intensity than a selective excitation of 
the central transition.
From this one can easily deduce th a t starting from a non-equilibrium density matrix 
with more polarization in the | +  3/2 ><— ► | — 3/2 >  transition, more 3Q coherence is 
obtained after hard pulse excitation. For a spin 5/2 (and higher) a possible way to achieve 
this is to transfer the population of the outer levels to the | ±  3/2 > levels, i.e. inversion 
of the outer | ±  5/2 ><— ► | ±  3/2 >  satellites would increase the population difference 
between the | ±  3/2 > levels from a theoretical value of 3 to 5. As discussed earlier, under 
spinning condition, complete inversion of the external satellites for every crystallite in the 
powder is impossible to achieve. An alternative route is saturation of the satellites. This 
will reduce the possible gain by a factor of 2, however bringing the theoretical population 
difference to 4. Figure 4.2 presents the calculated pulsed 3Q excitation profile starting 
from the equilibrium density m atrix (• — •), a density m atrix with the outer satellites sat­
urated (—) or inverted (•••).
Usually selective saturation of a transition is achieved by applying a long weak on- 
resonance pulse, or a train  of pulses at a fixed pulse spacing. In the present situation, one 
is faced with the problem th a t the position of the satellite transitions is time-dependent 
and covers a very large frequency range. This makes it very difficult to “h it” the satellite 
transitions of each crystallite very often in order to saturate it. An amplitude modulation 
of the r.f.-carrier in such a way th a t it follows the quadrupolar frequency of the crystal­
lite would be ideal, but is not possible in a powder. In order to optimize the number 
of times the satellite transitions of each crystallite experience an on-resonance condition, 
we generalized the amplitude modulation in such a way th a t several double frequency
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Figure 4.2: Calculated hard pulse (v1 =  100 k H z )  3Q-excitation profiles for a spin I  =  5/2 
(vq =  5 M H z )  rotating at 10 k H z , starting from different initial density matrices; (• — •) 
the equilibrium density matrix, a density matrix with the outer satellites (—) saturated or 
(• • •) inverted.
sweeps can be applied at the same time. These multiple frequency sweeps (MFSs), each 
sweep i running from an initial frequency ± u s^ to a final frequency ± Uf >i, are described as:
(4.1)
where N  is the number of sweeps and t  is the to tal sweep duration. The sweep ranges of 
the individual sweeps are chosen in such a way th a t a grating of non-overlapping double 
frequency sweeps is generated, i.e. u Sti =  ^ f , i - i and Ufti =  a>S)i+i . The number of sweeps 
as well as the overall frequency range has to be optimized.
E x p e rim e n ta l. The same experimental setup as the one described in previous 
chapter was used. Numerical simulations were performed using either GAMMA NMR 
programming environment (23) or the SIMPSON simulation program for solid-state NMR 
spectroscopy (24).
4.4 R esu lts and discussion
The extent to which a true saturation of the satellites is achieved is difficult to establish. 
Some insight is gained by selectively observing their spinning sideband patterns as shown 
in figure 4.3 for a  — A l2O3 (Cqcc — 2.38 M H z , n — 0). In figures 4.3a and 4.3b we used 
a weak excitation pulse at a resonance offset (with respect to the central transition) of
— 150 k H z  and +150 kH z  respectively. First we optimized for a saturation of all satellite 
transitions. Two simultaneous, 400 ^ s  long, double frequency sweeps over 150 kHz ,  run-
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Figure 4.3: Selective detection (v\ =  8.5 k H z , vr =  10 k H z )  of  the inner satellite tran­
sitions and the central transition o f a  — Al2O3 using different presaturation procedures. 
Excitation at a resonance offset o f (a) 150 k H z  and (b) —150 k H z  to detect the spinning 
sideband manifold from the inner satellites transitions selectively. The upper curve shows 
the result without presaturation, the middle curve with presaturation o f all satellite tran­
sitions, and the bottom curve and with presaturation of the external satellite transitions. 
(c) Selective observation o f the central transition without presaturation (—) and with pre­
saturation o f all satellites (• • •). (d) 3QM AS slice without (—) and with presaturation of 
the external satellites (• • •).
ning overall from 100 k H z  to 400 k H z  (v\ =  34 kHz)  were used (equation 4.1), clearly 
diminishing the sideband pattern  of the satellites. Using this presaturation a 2.4 increase 
in the intensity of central transition was obtained upon selective excitation (figure 4.3c). 
This is close to the theoretically expected factor 3. A full study of the quantification of 
spectra using this presaturation approach is presented in next chapter (25).
For the 3Q excitation our interest is to saturate only the external satellites. We 
used two 400 ^ s  double frequency sweeps over 200 k H z  running overall from 400 k H z  to 
800 k H z  ( v  =  34 kHz) .  As can be judged from figure 4.3a and 4.3b, the inner satel­
lites are not saturated by these sweeps. An increase in the polarization of the | ±  3/2 > 
levels results, however. In figure 4.3d a slice of the 3QMAS experiment shows th a t the 
3Q-excitation process is enhanced by a factor 1, 21.
Samples with sites experiencing large quadrupolar interactions demand high spin­
ning speeds and are a challenge for the MQMAS experiment. The mineral andalusite is 
such a difficult sample, it has an AlO5 site (Cqcc =  5.6 M H z ,  n =  0.76) and a highly 
distorted AlO6 site (Cqcc =  15.3 M H z ,  n =  0.13). We have shown in the previous chap-
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Figure 4.4: Slice from a 3QM AS experiment (vr =  20 k H z )  of  the mineral andalusite 
using an excitation pulse o f 2.6 ^ s  (v\ =  180 k H z )  without presaturation (• • •) and 
with presaturation of the satellites ( - )  using four simultaneous double frequency sweeps 
(v\ =  62 k H z )  over 250 k H z  (as given by 4-1) covering the overall frequency range from  
±1 M H z  to ± 2 M H z .
ter th a t DFS enhanced 3Q to 1Q conversion in the MQMAS spectrum of andalusite can 
greatly enhance the distorted octahedral site and simultaneously obtain a very nice line 
shape (3). Concentrating on the octahedral site, we obtained a somewhat diminished 
and distorted line shape for the fivefold coordinated site, however. This is because of 
the different excitation profile, the optimum excitation pulse length being rather different 
for the two sites. In the present study we looked to enhance the complete spectrum and 
compromise in excitation pulse length not favoring a particular site. Figure 4.4 presents a 
slice of the 3QMAS (vr =  20 kHz)  experiment obtained for andalusite with and without a 
manipulation of the external satellites prior to pulse excitation. This was achieved using 
four simultaneous double frequency sweeps (as given by equation 4.1), spanning the overall 
frequency range from ±1 M H z  to ±2 M H z , to mainly manipulate the external satellites 
of both sites. As a result an intensity increase of approximately 25% was obtained for 
both. The optimized 3QMAS spectrum for andalusite is presented in figure 4.5. The ex­
periment was a whole echo experiment (26) using DFS conversion and multiple frequency 
sweeps prior to excitation as described above. The excitation pulse length was chosen in 
between the optimal length for the two individual sites. As can be judged from the F 2- 
slices combining all factors decent line shapes can be obtained for both sites despite their 
strongly differing quadrupolar interactions. It should be noted here, th a t for samples with 
sites experiencing very different quadrupolar interactions, one can employ the presatura­
tion to enhance the intensity of the site experiencing the largest quadrupolar interaction 
selectively. In th a t case the presaturation sweeps should be far enough off-resonance to 
avoid hitting the satellites of the sites with the smallest quadrupolar interaction.
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Figure 4.5: 3Q M A S spectrum o f andalusite using the presaturation and excitation as de­
scribed in figure 4-4, a D F S (v\ =  125 k H z , t  =  14 ^ s )  was used to convert the triple- to 
single- quantum  coherence. A  fu ll echo was recorded (26). Clearly decent line shapes (—)  
are obtained fo r  both sites with strongly differing quadrupolar parameters, the simulated  
lines (• • •) are also displayed.
4.5 C onclusions
The possibility to enhance the intensity of the hard pulse excitation of the 3Q coherence 
by m anipulating the external satellites prior to this excitation was dem onstrated theoret­
ically and experimentally for a spin 5/2. The method can also be employed for 7/2 and 
9/2 spin systems in which case even higher intensity gains are expected. Under fast MAS, 
simultaneous double frequency sweeps appeared most efficient in achieving a significant 
effect as far as the 3Q excitation process is concerned. MFSs can be employed to saturate 
all satellite transitions in a powder as was shown for a  — Al2O3 , leading to a 2.4 intensity 
gain for central transition MAS spectra. It should be noted th a t although we used multiple 
frequency sweeps covering a broad frequency range and lasting several rotor periods, the 
time a transition is irradiated on-resonance is still limited. Therefore the question how far 
the satellites are truly saturated is justified. This problem is the topic of the next chapter.
By selectively affecting the external satellites, an enhancement of approximately 25% 
was obtained in the 3QMAS experiments on a  — Al2O3 and the mineral andalusite, show­
ing th a t the method can be used over a broad range of quadrupolar coupling constants.
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Presaturation, a proper choice of excitation pulse and DFS conversion was combined to 
obtain a significantly enhanced 3QMAS of andalusite with well-featured line shapes for 
both sites with different C qcc.
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Chapter 5
Influencing th e Satellite  Transitions of 
H alf-Integer Quadrupolar N uclei for the  
Enhancem ent of M agic A ngle Spinning  
Spectra1
A b s tra c t
Double frequency sweeps can induce spin transitions in a set of satellite transitions by 
simultaneously passing through resonance for each spin transition. It is shown th a t by 
transferring population from the outer spin levels to the inner 11/2 >  and | — 1/2 >  levels 
an increased intensity for central transition spectra is obtained. Although Magic Angle 
Spinning in principle interferes with this process, and the adiabaticity of the passages is 
different for every crystallite in a powder, enhanced spectra with undistorted line shapes 
are obtained for I  =  3/2 (23N a) and I  =  5/2 (27Al) spins experiencing quadrupolar 
interactions with uq in the range of 0.1 — 3 M H z . Even at spinning speeds up to 30 k H z  
significant enhancements are obtained. An analysis of the combined effects of DFSs and 
MAS indeed shows strongly different effects for different crystallites in powder ranging 
from no gain at all to the theoretical maximum gain of 2I . As the effects are randomly 
distributed over all orientations on a sphere this is averaged over the whole line shape. 
Therefore undistorted powder patterns are obtained enhanced by the average gain over the 
individual crystallites. Saturation of the satellite transitions, which can only be achieved 
if spin-spin relaxation is sufficiently strong, leads to identical results. Optimization of the 
sweeps should be toward an optimal effect on the population transfer to the central levels 
and chosen short with respect to spin-lattice relaxation times.
5.1 Introduction
Half-integer quadrupolar nuclei, like 27Al, 17O, 23N a, etc are encountered in many inter­
esting natural or synthetic compounds. Extracting information about the quadrupolar 
interaction to which these nuclei are subjected can give valuable insight in understanding 
structural and dynamical aspects of such compounds. The high external magnetic fields 
which are now available made it possible to record spectra of compounds with relatively
xD.Iuga, A.P.M.Kentgens, J.M agn.Reson. 158, 65-72, (2002)
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large quadrupolar interactions were these interactions can still be treated as a perturba­
tion. The central transition of the spins is then broadened by the quadrupolar interaction 
only in second order (1). A second prerequisite to obtain well-resolved high-field spectra 
of compounds in which large quadrupolar interactions are encountered is the possibility of 
fast magic angle spinning (2-4) of several tens of k H z .  Small diameter MAS rotors capable 
of reaching such speeds are now widely available. This has intensified NMR research of 
quadrupolar nuclei leading to much progress in understanding the NMR spectra of such 
nuclei (1).
However, increasing the sensitivity of the NMR experiments is still holding the a t­
tention of the NMR spectroscopist as for many nuclei, such as 17O, sensitivity is a crucial 
issue which can determine the success or failure of an experiment. In a magnetic field, half­
integer quadrupolar nuclei have 21 +  1 energy levels. In equilibrium, the nuclei populate 
these energy levels according to the Boltzmann distribution. In the high-tem perature ap­
proximation the spin levels are populated proportional to their magnetic quantum  number 
m. Therefore, manipulation of the satellite transition is a useful tool to increase the polar­
ization of the central transition levels. A subsequent inversion from the outer to the inner 
satellite transitions brings the population from the outer levels into the central transition 
levels, so tha t the intensity of NMR spectra of the central transition can be enhanced by a 
factor of 21 (5-10). Indeed such enhancements have been realized experimentally in single 
crystals (5-10) as was dem onstrated in chapter 2 and 3.
In powders, the quadrupolar frequency of the crystallites is spread over a wide fre­
quency range and therefore inversion of the satellite transition for every orientation in a 
powder is not trivial. Frequency sweeps are very suitable in this case as their sweep range 
can be chosen to traverse the satellite transitions of every crystallite in the powder distri­
bution. Experimentally enhancements around 2 for I  =  3/2 and around 3 for I  =  5/2 were 
reported (8-10) in case of static samples. Frequency sweeps can invert specific transitions 
via adiabatic passage (5-11); the frequency of the r.f.-field is swept from far above reso­
nance to far below the resonance condition of the transition under consideration. During 
such a sweep the effective field in the rotating frame starts with an initial orientation along 
the z-axis and tilts down ending into a situation where it is anti-parallel to the z-axis. If 
the changes in the r.f.-frequency are slow enough the spin system follows the effective field 
and the population of the spin levels is exchanged. Double Frequency Sweeps (DFS) can 
be produced with a time-dependent cosine amplitude modulation (9-11). In this case the 
sweeps are induced by the change in modulation frequency. An amplitude modulation 
generates sidebands (12) and thus has the advantage th a t symmetric frequency sweeps 
are induced simultaneously in both positive and negative parts of the spectrum. For 
half-integer quadrupolar nuclei this results in a simultaneous inversion of a pair satellite 
transitions. In this way the population of the outer energy levels can be brought into the 
central transition levels.
Frequency sweeps result in a complete inversion of a transition only when they 
are sufficiently adiabatic (8-11,13). For normal values of the quadrupolar frequency 
(0.1 — 3 M H z ), inversion of the satellite transitions imply milliseconds sweeps, which 
is significantly larger tha t the normal time scale of pulsed excitation schemes employed in 
NMR experiments. This questions the applicability of frequency sweeps in MAS experi­
ments. The complication arises from the modulation induced in the quadrupolar interac­
tion by the MAS. This modulation is periodic with the inverse of the spinning frequency
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and periodically induces sign changes of the quadrupolar interaction for each orientation 
in the powder. The effect of this modulation during on-resonance r.f.-irradiation in terms 
of adiabatic phenomena have been studied extensively and have been put to good use in 
various MAS and MQMAS type experiments (9,10, 14-17).
Experimentally enhancement of central transition spectra using DFS or FAM for 
spin 3/2 under MAS conditions have been reported (chapter 3) (9,18). Also enhancement 
of the polarization of the ± 3 /2  energy levels for spin 5/2 under MAS has been observed in 
the previous chapter (19). In the latter case the polarization of the | ±  3/2 >  energy level 
has been monitored with the MQMAS experiment (20), the enhancement was achieved 
by affecting mainly the external satellites of the I  =  5/2 spin system. The experimental 
results discussed so far have been obtained using relatively short amplitude modulated 
pulses. Yao et al. (18) used fast amplitude modulated pulses (16,17) lasting one full rotor 
period prior to the selective excitation of the central transition. An experimental gain 
close to a factor of 2 was reported for spin 3/2. This is half of the possible gain obtained 
when the satellite transitions are completely inverted. Therefore Yao et al. (18) claimed 
th a t they saturated the satellite transitions using only 100 ^ s  irradiation. In chapter 4 we 
used double frequency sweeps (9-11) of up to eight rotor periods and obtained in MQMAS 
experiment an enhancement of 25% for the polarization of the | ±  3/2 >  energy levels as 
compared to a 67% theoretically possible gain if the external satellites of a I  =  5/2 spin 
system are inverted.
This chapter analyzes the behavior of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei under two si­
multaneous modulations; the modulation of the quadrupolar interaction induced by magic 
angle spinning and the modulation of the r.f.-Hamiltonian achieved with double frequency 
sweeps. The enhancement of the polarization of the central transition levels is explained. 
It is dem onstrated th a t this gain is the result of a redistribution of the population due to 
a partial adiabatic passage of the satellite transitions. A statistical approach is used to 
analyze the behavior for all orientations in a powder. It is shown th a t the difference in 
adiabaticity for different orientations does not lead to distorted line shapes. Calculations 
are presented showing th a t the net enhancement and lineshape is similar for sweeps opti­
mized for inverting the satellite transitions as compared to sweeps optimized to saturate 
the satellite transitions. The influence of spin-spin relaxation is discussed in terms of so­
lutions for obtaining a true saturated state for the satellite transitions.
5.2 M ultip le ad iabatic passages
Frequency sweeps can adiabatically invert spin transitions. The efficiency of this process 
is expressed by the adiabaticity param eter (8,11,13). For a linear sweep the adiabaticity 
param eter is defined as:
i i2
A  =  f  (5.1)
A
where u ef f  is the effective r.f.-field strength felt by the transition and A gives the speed 
with which the frequency is swept:
A u ( t )  =  At. (5.2)
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Figure 5.1: The influence o f a D FS and M A S  fo r  two random orientations o f a 3/2 spin  
system. A  2 m s D F S from  ±1.5 M H z  to ±100 k H z  acts on a quadrupolar spin system  
with Cqcc =  2.6 M H z , and n =  0.5. The sample is spun at 500 H z  and the D F S has 
an r.f.-field strength o f v 1 =  34 k H z  per sideband. a) The off-resonance components o f 
the effective field. Each tim e zero is crossed, population and coherence transfer occurs. b) 
Evolution o f the energy level populations. The energy levels are viewed from  the laboratory 
frame. The in itia l density m atrix is at therm al equilibrium. c) Evolution o f the coherences 
between | ±  3/2 >  and | ±  1/2 >  energy level during D F S irradiation. X  and Y  coherence 
represent respectively the real and the im aginary part o f the coherence.
For practical applications an adiabaticity of 1 ensures th a t the adiabatic characteristics 
are predominant and the transition is completely inverted. If the adiabaticity param eter 
is smaller, the spin level populations are redistributed and simultaneously coherences be­
tween the spin states are created.
Double Frequency sweeps (DFSs) obtained with a time-dependent cosine amplitude 
modulation of the r.f.-field can simultaneously invert two satellite transitions of a half­
integer quadrupolar spin system. In the present context the effect of a DFS is identical to 
the passage of each satellite transition by a single frequency sweep. MAS interferes with 
this process, however, and therefore the applicability of the DFS in MAS experiments 
must be analyzed carefully.
MAS modulates the quadrupolar interaction so th a t in a quarter of the rotor period 
many spins experience a variation of the quadrupolar interaction varying from a positive 
value to a negative value. Combined with an irradiation at a certain resonance-offset, this 
results in a frequency sweep through one (or more) transition(s) in the spin system with 
the adiabaticity controlled by the spinning speed (11,17). If the irradiation is kept on for a 
longer period of time, each transition undergoes several passages and consecutive passages 
will be in opposite direction. As was discussed in chapter 2 and 3(11) the adiabaticity of
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Figure 5.2: The second order quadrupolar line shape fo r  a powder sample with C qcc =  
2.6 M H z  and n =  0.5. D ifferent gray scales are used to identify the orientations that 
contribute to different frequency intervals o f the lineshape.
these transitions is determined by:
u 2
A  =  d(nQ(t)-o-m~(ij7 (5.3)
dt
where Og(t) is the quadrupolar frequency and u m(t) is the resonance offset of the r.f.- 
irradiation.
In many practical cases this A  is smaller than 1 rendering the transition only partly 
adiabatic. As a result a subsequent passage of the transition acts on a density m atrix con­
taining both populations and coherences, which will be “redistributed” . In general such a 
passage, albeit in a different direction, does not revert the effect of a previous one. The 
end result of a long (modulated or unmodulated) r.f.-irradiation of a spinning crystallite 
will therefore depend on the number of passages experienced by a certain transition in the 
crystallite, and by their respective adiabaticity parameters.
W hen a DFS is applied to a spinning sample the two frequency sweeps described 
previously act simultaneously (11). The variation in modulation frequency induces a time 
dependent off-resonance component in the spin Hamiltonian, whereas the MAS renders 
the quadrupolar frequency time-dependent. In an appropriate modulation frame (17), the 
I z term  in the Hamiltonian goes with the offset term  AuQ(t) =  Qq (t) ±  u m (t), where 
Og(t) is the value of the quadrupolar frequency during spinning and cos(/g u m(t')d t') is 
the shape of the amplitude modulation (10,11,17). For a linear DFS between an initial 
frequency u s and a final frequency Uf and an irradiation time t :
Um(t) =  Us +  — ----—  t. (5.4)
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Figure 5.3: a) Pulse sequence to obtain sensitivity gains in M A S  spectra o f quadrupolar 
nuclei. Applying one or multiple DFSs prior to the selective excitation o f the central 
transition an increased in tensity  is obtained as compared to a selective excitation w ithout 
any preparation. b) Fraction o f the crystallites experiencing a certain gain fo r  a sample 
with Cqcc =  2.6 M H z  and n =  0.5. Two simultaneous (400 ^ s )  double frequency sweeps, 
respectively running from  ±100 k H z  to ±250 k H z  and ±250 k H z  to ±400 k H z , were 
employed. The r.f.-field strength was 34 k H z  per sideband and the spinning speed was 
10 k H z . c) O rientational distribution o f crystallites experiencing different gain factors. 
The gain factors are encoded in gray scale as indicated in figure 3 b.
One should notice th a t u m(t) is under the spectroscopists control. Therefore it can 
be modified to decrease or increase the adiabaticity param eter of a specific transition. This 
is beneficial for single crystals, but for a powder each orientation has its own variation 
of Og(t) and one can modify u m(t) only in one way. Thus one should optimize u m(t) so 
th a t the optimum result is obtained for most of the orientations. The evolution of the 
population of the four energy levels of a 3/2 spin system during a DFS under 10 k H z  MAS 
is presented in figure 5.1, along with the variation of A u q (£). From this picture it becomes 
clear th a t every time A u q (£) =  0, population and coherence transfer occurs. The various 
A u q ( t)  zero crossings have different adiabaticity and act on different initial states. As a 
result of these succesuve crossings the populations of the 11/2 >  and 13/2 >  and of the 
| — 1/2 >  and | — 3/2 >  levels are progressively scrambled without simultaneous mixing of 
the positive and negative levels. The end result depends on the complete history of these
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Figure 5.4: Sim ulated lineshape fo r  a powder sample with C qcc =  2.6 M H z  and n =  0.5 
after a selective excitation (• • •) o f the central transition. The solid line is obtained i f  
prior to excitation a D FS as described in figure 5.3 is applied. Besides the overall gain no 
lineshape distortion are evident
passages and is different for each orientation. This difference is shown for two random 
orientations demonstrating the difficulties th a t are faced in optimizing u m (t).
In practice optimization is done by monitoring central transition spectra obtained 
by selectively exciting this transition after a DFS was applied in order to affect the 11/2 > 
and | — 1/2 >  level populations. As the line shape of the central transition is determined 
by the second order quadrupolar interaction one can not only monitor the overall effect 
of a DFS in a powder, but due to the anisotropic broadening, distortions in the lineshape 
could point out preferential enhancements of certain crystallite orientations. Using the 
analytical description of the transition frequency (1) figure 5.2a displays a regular MAS 
central-transition spectrum with different frequency regions encoded in gray scale (21). 
Figure 5.2b shows the corresponding crystallite orientations on a sphere using the same 
gray scale encoding.
To analyze the effect of a DFS on such a central transition spectrum, the combined 
influence of sweeping and spinning of each of the indicated orientations was analyzed. As 
was discussed previously, for each orientation, each level crossing has a different adiabatic- 
ity parameter. As a result the intensity gain for each crystallite is different and ranges 
between 1 and 3. Figure 5.3 presents a distribution of gain factors calculated for two 
simultaneous double frequency sweeps over 150 k H z  between ±100 and ±400 k H z .  The 
y-axis represents the relative fraction of orientations tha t end up with a gain in the central 
transition intensity represented on the x-axis. Clearly an even distribution of gain factors 
is obtained. Moreover, these gains are evenly distributed over all orientations on a sphere. 
Different gray scales were used to represent different orientations. No uniformly colored re­
gions are visible on the sphere. Even after a short sweep of only 25 ^ s , implying th a t most 
of the orientations experienced only a single partially adiabatic passage, no correlation 
between the orientation param eters th a t have a similar gain was found. Unfortunately, in 
this case, the overall gain is smaller and proves th a t these individual passages are not very
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Figure 5.5: M A S  spectra (vr =  10 k H z )  o f  a) N a N O 3 and b) N a 2S O 4. The dotted lines 
represent the spectra obtained with a short hard pulse (tilting angle < 10o). The solid lines 
represent the spectra obtained after two simultaneous double frequency sweeps (400 ^ s , 
V =  34 k H z  per sideband) over 150 k H z  running from  ±100 k H z  to ±250 k H z  and from  
±250 k H z  to ±400 k H z , respectively.
adiabatic.
As a result of the even orientational distribution of achieved gain factors, no obvious 
lineshape distortions are observed although the gain for each individual crystallite varies 
between 1 and 3. Each position in the frequency domain is an average over many crys­
tallites experiencing the full range of gain factors, so th a t the intensity of each point in 
the frequency spectrum is enhanced by the average gain. This is dem onstrated in Figure 
5.4 showing the calculated lineshapes with and without frequency sweeps as used in the 
calculation of figure 5.3. An overall enhancement of a factor of 2 is calculated.
5.3 E xperim ental results
Experimentally, one can not follow the behavior of each orientation in powder. But the 
previous description can be verified by its practical consequences, namely for spin 3/2 
the intensity gain in the CT spectra should be around two and the line shapes should 
not be distorted. Enhancement of the central transition for different samples has been 
achieved using two simultaneous 400 ^ s  long DFSs over 150 k H z  between ±100 k H z  and 
±400 k H z .  For spin 3/2 the effects are illustrated in figure 5.5 showing the MAS spectra 
of N a N O 3 (Cqcc =  337 k H z )  and N a 2S O 4 (Cqcc =  2.6 M H z ) .  The samples were spun at 
10 k H z .  The measured gains are 1.7 for N a N O 3 and 1.9 for N a 2S O 4. In case of N a N O 3 
the obtained gain is smaller as the Cqcc value is small. As a consequence some of the 
orientations will not be irradiated at all as the frequency sweep starts at ±100 k H z .  The 
frequency sweep starts at ±100 k H z  to avoid any influence of the sweep on the CT.
Similar considerations hold for spin 5/ 2, but in this case there are two pairs of satel­
lite transitions; the internal ST between the | ±  3/2 >  and | ±  1/2 >  energy levels and 
the external ST between the | ±  5/2 > and | ±  3/2 > energy levels. By inverting first the
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Figure 5.6: M A S  spectra o f a) andalusite (vr =  29.5 k H z )  and b) sillim anite (vr =  
25 k H z ) .  The dotted lines represent the spectra obtained with a short hard pulse (tilting  
angle < 10o). The solid lines represent the spectra obtained after (400 ^ s )  two simultaneous 
double frequency sweeps (with =  34 k H z  per sideband) over 150 k H z  running from  
±100 k H z  to ±250 k H z  and from  ±250 k H z  to ±400 k H z , respectively. The dash-dotted 
top traces represent the spectra obtained applying a 12 m s D FS (sweep range ±1500 k H z  
to ±100 k H z , =  11 k H z  per sideband) prior to short pulse excitation using a sinning  
speed o f 24 k H z  and 1 0kHz  fo r  andalusite and silimanite, respectively. * indicate an 
im purity in the sillim anite sample
external ST and then the internal ST the polarization of the CT is increased by a factor 
of five (10,11). Under multiple adiabatic passages with different adiabaticity parameters, 
for each individual crystallite the final gain varies between 1 and 5 and therefore for a 
powder an average gain of 3 should be obtained. This is dem onstrated for 27A l, an ex­
perimental gain of 2.5 in the intensity of the CT spectra was obtained using the same 
DFSs as the ones applied in the previous experiment. Spectra of the mineral andalusite 
with two crystallographic sites (Cqcc =  6.9 M H z  and Cqcc =  15.7 M H z )  and the mineral 
sillimanite also with two crystallographic sites (Cqcc =  6.77 M H z  and Cqcc =  8.93 M H z )  
are presented in figure 5.6. The sillimanite sample contains some impurities, which are 
enhanced as well, and the line shape is accurately reproduced. The andalusite spectra 
were measured using a spinning frequency of 29.5 k H z  proving th a t this method is also 
valid for higher spinning speeds. The sillimanite sample was spun at 25 k H z .
In the previous measurements the sweeps influence the final results only by the po­
larization they induce in the central transition. Although the sweeps optimally only invert 
populations they also create coherences for the satellite transitions. In a powder these 
coherences are spread in frequency by the first order quadrupolar interaction. Therefore 
they do not influence the central transition spectra but can appear as spinning sidebands 
of the satellite transitions. During every level crossing th a t occurs in a sweep, exchange 
of population and coherences takes place (figure 5.1). Populations and coherences are
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Figure 5.7: Influence o f T 2p relaxation on the distribution o f gain factors in a powder. A  
12 m s D FS running from  ±1500 k H z  to ±100 k H z , with =  10 k H z  per sideband was 
used. The sample is spun at vr =  10 k H z  and has C qcc =  2.6 M H z  and n =  0.5. a) no 
relaxation considered. b) T 2p =  5 m s c) T 2p =  1 m s. Sim ulations were perform ed using 
G AM M A programing envirom ent (22). The powder distribution were simulated using up 
to 6044 orientaions using Z C W  algorithm (23-25).
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differently affected by relaxation however. The population term s are subjected to T 1 pro­
cesses (in the modulation frame T1p) whereas coherences decay with T2p. Although T 2p is 
shorter than Tip, in crystalline samples under MAS conditions it can still be quite long. 
It is expected th a t relaxation will play a minor role during the relatively short sweeps we 
used so far. For the samples in the present study, the T2 was measured under MAS with 
a selective n /2  — t  — n  Hahn echo sequence on the central transition. The results indicate 
th a t the coherences between 11/2 >  and | — 1/2 >  eigenfunctions are decaying with 0.8 m s  
for andalusite, 0.95 m s  for sillimanite; 1.2 m s  for N a 2S O 4; and 3 m s  for N a N O 3.
Considering the fact th a t the experimental gain obtained for short frequency sweeps 
in powders is half of the theoretical maximum (assuming an adiabatic inversion of the 
satellites of every crystallite in the powder) and the possible interference’s from coherences 
generated with each (partially) adiabatic passage during a sweep, one might consider ex­
perimental conditions under which the satellite transitions become completely saturated, 
i.e. their populations are equalized and all coherences have decayed. As was argued by 
Yao et al. (16) in this case the possible gain in intensity is only half of th a t obtained for 
a full inversion of the satellites but possibly the saturation might be easier to achieve for 
all crystallites in a powder, so th a t the net effect is similar for both procedures. Yao et al.
(16) applied an FAM sequence lasting one rotor period to achieve this goal. During such a 
modulation pulse only a few partially adiabatic passages of the satellite transitions occur, 
however. Even with r.f.-irradiation lasting up to 10 m s  the number of passages is limited 
to a few hundred. It is the question whether this results in a truly saturated state for all 
crystallites in the powder or tha t still different states of population transfer is achieved for 
the separate crystallites. Furthermore there is the question how one can distinguish these
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situation experimentally.
In order to gain some insight in this m atter we did model calculations using a 12 m s  
DFS running from ±1500 k H z  to ±100 k H z  on a I  =  3/2 spin system with a quadrupole 
coupling constant of 2.6 M H z  spinning at 10 k H z .  As is shown in figure 5.7a, even for 
such a long sweep a relatively flat distribution of gain factors covering the whole range 
from 1 to 3 is obtained if we ignore relaxation effects in our calculations. Decaying every 
m-quantum coherence with T 2p/ m  changes the situation. W ithout going into the compli­
cated theory of relaxation in quadrupolar spin systems under r.f.-irradiation we decided 
to decay the coherences generated during a level crossing using exponential decay rates 
scaled by m. As is shown in figure 5.7b and c the expected signal gain in the central 
transition gradually moves to a uniform factor of 2 for all crystallites in the powder if 
we allow for faster T 2p relaxation of 5 m s  and 1 m s  respectively. It should be noticed, 
however, th a t the average gain obtained for the whole powder remains equal. Using an 
identical decay rate T 2p for every coherence leads to the same result. W ith the knowledge 
th a t the individual gain factors for each crystallite are randomly distributed on the sphere 
(figure 5.3), these results suggest th a t it is not possible to judge whether one has saturated 
the satellite transitions by studying the signal gain and lineshape of the central transition 
after a DFS or FAM irradiation of the spin system.
In order to verify these predictions experimentally, the 23N a  and 27A l samples dis­
cussed earlier were subjected to 12 m s  long DFS prior to selective excitation of the central 
transition. In all cases similar results are obtained as compared to much shorter sweeps 
discussed earlier. Indeed similar gain factors are obtained and only minor line shape distor­
tions are observed as can be judged for A l-spectra of the mineral andalusite and silimanite 
in the top traces of figure 6.
This means tha t in terms of the desired enhancement of MAS spectra of half-integer 
quadrupolar spectra the use of amplitude modulated pulses prior to excitation of the cen­
tra l transition is a robust method. The obtained effects do not vary strongly with sweep 
length. The discussion whether a saturation of the satellites was achieved is immaterial 
in this respect.
5.4 C onclusions
Double frequency sweeps can be used to enhance the polarization of central transition 
spectra of half integer quadrupolar nuclei in MAS experiments. Experimentally, gains of 
1.9 for N a  and 2.5 for A l have been achieved. The gain comes from a population redis­
tribution in the satellite transition levels, which is induced by the DFS in combination 
with MAS. During irradiation, the satellite transitions of different crystallites in a powder 
undergo several passages with different adiabaticity parameter. The final result varies 
for each orientation so th a t some achieve a complete inversion of the satellite transitions 
whereas other orientations remain completely unaffected. For the whole powder a flat 
distribution in gain factors ranging from 1 to 21 is obtained. Despite the strongly different 
effect induced for each crystallite orientation, undistorted line shapes are obtained. This is 
due to the fact th a t the gain depends on the path of the first order quadrupolar interaction 
during spinning for each orientation, whereas the spectral lineshape is determined by the 
second order quadrupolar interaction. The gains for different orientation are distributed
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randomly over the sphere and therefore the line shapes remain undistorted.
Relaxation effects can decay coherences generated during a sweep ultimately leading 
to a saturation of the satellite transitions and as a result, a uniform gain factor for every 
crystallite in the powder distribution. This can be achieved by applying long frequency 
sweeps as compared to the spin-spin relaxation under MAS conditions. We found no 
strong experimental difference in the model compounds using either long or short sweeps. 
This is supported by model calculations. Therefore, in practice, the only criterion for the 
choice of the sweep length should be to spin-lattice relaxation times Ti as it will affect 
populations and thus have adverse effects for the obtainable signal gains.
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Chapter 6
D irect O bservation of B r0nsted A cidic Sites 
in D ehydrated Zeolite H-ZSM 5 using  
D FS-E nhanced 27Al M Q M AS N M R  
Spectroscopy1
6.1 Introduction
Zeolites are a unique class of porous solid aluminosilicates which are highly popular as 
heterogeneous acid catalysts. They consist of a framework of [SiO4]-4 and [AlO4]-5 tetra- 
hedra linked to each other at the corners by sharing their oxygen. These building blocks 
can be put together to make up an amazing variety of zeolites. All these structures show 
large internal voids with different shapes and dimensions. The [AlO4]-5 unit needs a 
charge balancing cation, thus can be used to give the zeolites catalytic properties, e.g. by 
creating Br0nsted acidity if H  + is used as counter balancing ion. The H-ZSM5 (1) zeolite 
has a geometry of intersecting channels as shown in figure 6.1a. This zeolite has a high 
therm al stability and possesses unusual catalytic properties. The active acidic site consists 
of an aluminum atom in a tetrahedral framework position with a proton in an O H  group 
forming a bridge to a tetrahedral silicon neighbor. Due to charge-balance requirements 
the aluminum and the proton belong together (figure 6.1b). Much IR and NMR spectro­
scopic research has been invested in the characterization of the Br0nsted-acidic proton in 
different zeolites (2). Thus far, solid-state NMR investigations of the local structure of the 
aluminum in the activated dehydrated state were much less successful. This is attributed 
to the large electric field gradient at the framework aluminum site, induced by the highly 
asymmetric charge distribution resulting from the fact th a t one of the coordinating oxy­
gens has a proton attached to it. As a result, the aluminum will experience a very large 
quadrupole interaction leading to a strong broadening of the corresponding 27A l NMR 
line. This resulted in terms such as “NMR-invisible aluminum” being frequently used in 
the literature. The first observation of these sites came with static 27Al spin-echo NMR 
experiments with which it was possible to detect broad lines indicating the presence of 
quadrupole coupling constants in the range of 11 — 18 M H z  (3).
1 A.P.M.Kentgens, D.Iuga, M.Kalwei, H.Koller, J.A m .C hem .Soc., 123, 2925-2926 (2001)
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Figure 6.1: a) The structure o f H -ZSM 5 presents a geometry o f intersecting channels. b,c) 
Hydration dim inishes the acidic activity o f the zeolites
6.2 M aterials
Na-ZSM5 (Degussa, S i /A l  =  14) was ion-exchanged with N H +  and then evacuated 
overnight at room tem perature. Then the sample was heated at a rate of 2 K /m in  to 
a final tem perature of 723 K , and activated for 12 hours. During the heating process, two 
stops were made for two hours each a 353 K  and 433 K . The obtained H-ZSM5 sample 
was sealed under vacuum and reopened in a dry box under argon gas to fill the rotors. The 
efficiency of this treatm ent was checked in a 1H  MAS NMR experiment yielding three lines 
at 1.8, 4.0 and 6.4 ppm , without any indication of the presence of water. During MAS 
NMR experiments the rotors were spun using dry nitrogen gas, and static experiments 
were performed under a dry gas stream.
6.3 R esu lts and discussions
Figure 6.2 shows the Hahn echo (n/2  — t  — n, v1 =  180 k H z )  spectrum of dehydrated 
H -ZSM5 obtained at 14.1 T . The full width of the spectrum amounts to 80 k H z  assigned 
to an A l resonance with a C qcc ~  16 M H z  and a low asymmetry parameter. On top 
of the broad line, a narrower component is visible indicating the presence of aluminum 
in a less-distorted environment. This component can originate from partially rehydrated 
sites, extra-framework aluminum or from sites charge-compensated by residual N a + or 
extra framework Al-species. These observations are in line with those of Freude et al. and 
Hunger and Horvath (3).
Combining the technical developments in solid-state NMR spectroscopy (high exter­
nal magnetic fields and fast MAS probeheads) with recently developed pulse techniques 
as discussed in the previous chapters of this thesis, the awaited breakthrough in high­
resolution solid-state 27Al NMR of zeolitic acid sites can be achieved. This work utilizes
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Figure 6.2: 27Al Static Hahn-echo spectrum o f dehydrated H -ZSM 5 obtained at 14.1T . 
Som e rehydration took place despite precautions.
a sufficiently high magnetic field strength (B0 =  14.1 T ) and fast magic-angle spinning 
(27 k H z )  in combination with the multiple-quantum (MQ) MAS experiment th a t allows 
the separation of isotropic and anisotropic quadrupolar information in two-dimensional 
spectra of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei (4). Unfortunately, the efficiency of the pulsed 
MQMAS experiment depends strongly on the ratio of the quadrupolar frequency and the 
r.f.-field strength v q /v 1 (4). Using an r.f.-field strength of 270 k H z ,  Alemany et al.(5) could 
observe the Al-resonance with C qcc =  15.3 M H z  in the mineral Andalusite, albeit with 
very weak intensity and distorted line shape. The recently developed double-frequency 
sweep (DFS) method improves the multiple- to single- quantum  conversion substantially 
(6). Using this method the Andalusite could readily be detected with an undistorted line 
shape using significantly less r.f.-power (chapter 4 and 5). Figure 6.3 clearly demonstrates 
th a t different aluminum environments in activated zeolite catalysts, such as dehydrated 
H-ZSM5, can be studied using DFS-enhanced 27A l MQMAS spectroscopy at high field 
and fast spinning. A well-resolved spectrum is obtained, allowing the distinction of three 
different A l resonances with a hint of a fourth one.
In MQMAS spectra, after appropriate shearing, the F1 projection consists of 
isotropic lines, with their respective anisotropic quadrupolar features in the F 2-dimension. 
The position of the center of gravity of these F 2-slices is identical to the position of the 
center of gravity in a normal MAS spectrum, given by the sum of the isotropic chemical 
shift and the quadrupolar induced shift, 5 =  5iso +  5qis. Scaling the F 1 sweep width by 
a factor 12/17 (for I  =  5/2) after shearing, the position of the lines in the F 1-dimension 
is given by 5 =  5iso — (10/ 17)5qis (7). This allows us to extract 5iso and the quadrupolar 
interaction product Pq  =  Cqcc(1 +  nQ/3 )1/2 from the spectra and assign the lines. The 
data  determined from the 3QMAS spectrum of figure 6.3 are summarized in Table 1.
W ith the analysis of the spectrum an unambiguous assignment of the resonances is 
possible. Line 1 clearly belongs to an octahedrally coordinated aluminum, indicating tha t 
some dealumination has taken place during the preparation or dehydration process. This
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Figure 6.3: 27Al DFS-enhanced 3Q M A S spectrum o f dehydrated H -ZSM 5 obtained at 
14.1 T  and 27 k H z  M AS. A n  octahedral (1) and two tetrahedral (3,4) lines can clearly be 
distinguished. There is an indication o f a tiny am ount o f pentacoordinated A l (2). The 
N M R  parameters o f the lines are sum m arized in Table 1.
would also explain the presence of line 2, a ttributed  to a tiny amount of penta-coordinated 
aluminum. Although this line is only just above the noise, it was reproduced in two con­
secutive experiments. The spectrum is dominated by the resonances of two tetrahedral 
sites with similar chemical shifts but experiencing different quadrupolar interactions. Line 
4, experiencing an average Pq =  16.4 M H z  and n close to 0, is attributed to the Br0nsted 
acidic site. By taking the 3Q-excitation and the 3Q— >1Q conversion efficiency into ac­
count this line represents about 80% of the aluminum. The second tetrahedral line (line 3) 
with an average Pq =  7.3 M H z  is a ttributed  to framework aluminum charge compensated 
by ions other than H  + . Considering the observed dealumination, these ions can be extra­
lattice alumina species, in line with observations in zeolite H-USY (9), or residual N a+ 
ions. Finally, H 3O+ ions formed due to rehydration can play a role. That, despite pre­
cautions, some rehydration takes place becomes clear from inspecting the F\-projection of 
the tetrahedral region of two subsequent MQMAS experiments (figure 6.4). The intensity 
of line 3 has increased with respect to the intensity of line 4. This was confirmed by static 
echo experiments. It should be mentioned th a t the “narrow” line 3 is still much broader 
than  the tetrahedral resonance in a fully hydrated H-ZSM5 were the isotropic line width 
is dominated by a distribution in chemical shift a ttributed  to a variation of the T  — O — T  
angles for the different crystallographic T -sites (10). Figure 6.5 shows the 3QMAS spectra 
of a fully hydrated H-ZSM5. As was confirmed by our own observations, this to tal shift 
distribution covers a range of approximately 8 ppm . The PQ-value in hydrated H-ZSM5
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Figure 6.4: F l-projection o f the tetrahedral region o f two subsequent M Q M A S spectra o f 
dehydrated H-ZSM 5. In  the bottom spectrum the effect o f rehydration is visible as a relative 
increase o f the narrow (right) line with respect to the broad line attributed to the B r0nsted  
sites.
Line diso(ppm) Pq ( M H z ) Rel. Intensity
1 9 4.5 4%
2 41 5 l2%
3 57 7.3 15%
4 55 16.4 79%
Table 6.1: Average isotropic chemical shift and quadrupole interaction product and relative 
line in tensities extracted from  the M Q M A S spectrum o f figure 6.3. (The relative In tensity  
is corrected fo r  the 3Q excitation and 3Q — ► 1Q D FS-conversion efficiency as calculated 
with S IM P SO N  sim ulation package (8))
amounts to only 1.7 M H z  (11). It should be mentioned tha t using a 5QMAS experiment 
on hydrated H-ZSM5, Sarv et al. identified two resolved peaks belonging to the te trahe­
dral framework. By comparing the intensities of these two sites with the intensities of the 
corresponding two S i-T  sites shown by the 29Si MAS experiment they conclude th a t A l 
atoms have randomly substituted the S i  atoms in the tetrahedral framework. Furthermore 
from the value of the isotropic chemical shift of the two peaks they were able to determine 
the average T-O-T bond angles of (150 ±  1)° and (155 ±  1)° of the two tetrahedral Al sites.
For the dehydrated H-ZSM5, the isotropic line width of both tetrahedral resonances 
is rather broad, a full width at half height (FWHH) of 14 ppm  and 27 ppm  is found for 
line 3 and 4, respectively. An analysis of the individual F2-slices of the spectrum reveals 
th a t this broadening is dominated by a distribution in quadrupolar interaction. For both 
sites the PQ-value covers a range of about 4 M H z . For line 3 this distribution is probably 
due to a variation in counterions, whereas for line 4 it is a ttributed  to the variation in 
the geometry of the charge distribution for the different crystallographic sites. In fact the 
analysis of the spectrum hints at a correlation between Pq and isotropic shift which would
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Figure 6.5: 3Q M A S spectra o f hydrated H -ZSM 5 gives only a tetrahedral line
support this explanation. Despite the large distribution in quadrupole coupling constant 
for line 4, its asymmetry param eter is close to zero (~  0.1), w ithout large distribution. This 
implies a close to cylindrical symmetry for all sites. The range of isotropic chemical shifts 
encountered for both sites is of the same magnitude as th a t found in a fully hydrated sam­
ple. It is remarkable to observe th a t dehydration does not significantly affect the isotropic 
chemical shift. Apparently, the expected distortions (11) of the A l — O bonds do not af­
fect the isotropic shift. Possibly, the chemical shift anisotropy is affected by these changes.
6.4 C onclusions
High-field, DFS-enhanced MQMAS NMR spectroscopy of dehydrated zeolites makes it 
possible to resolve different framework, including the Br0nsted acidic sites, and non­
framework aluminum species. It makes detailed information about their chemical shift 
and local symmetry available. This opens the possibility to study structure-function rela­
tionships of activated zeolites which deserve further investigations.
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Chapter 7
A N uclear M agnetic R esonance Study of 
A m orphous and C rystalline  
L anthanum -A lum inates1
A b s tra c t
Lanthanum-Aluminates of the composition (1 — x ) A l 2O 3 • x L a 20 3(0 < x  < 0.7) were pre­
pared by sol-gel synthesis. Subsequent heat-treatm ent tem peratures ranging from 200 oC  
to 1200 oC  were applied. The resulting samples were characterized by X-ray powder 
diffraction and 27A l MAS NMR. The most complex spectra were analyzed by MQMAS 
NMR in order to get insight in the number of sites and the possible distribution of the 
NMR parameters in the amorphous samples. Analysis of the MQMAS spectra, taking the 
efficiency of this experiment for different sites into account, helped to resolve ambiguities 
in the MAS spectra, which could otherwise not be deconvoluted in a unique way. The ana­
lyzes show that, except for the sample with the lowest La (x =  0.083) concentration, hardly 
any penta-coordinated aluminum is observed over the whole tem perature treatm ent range. 
For all samples the concentration of six-coordinated aluminum decreases as the heating 
tem perature increases until the point where crystallization occurs. The concentration of 
four-fold coordinated aluminum shows the opposite behavior. When crystallization oc­
curs, a remarkable transformation between four- and six- coordinated aluminum takes 
place. Crystallization of the samples occurs at lower tem peratures for samples with high 
amounts of lanthanum. At low La content crystallization is shifted to higher tem peratures 
and thus the lower Al (four and five) coordinations are maintained over a larger tem pera­
ture range. Storage of the samples in a water-saturated atmosphere leads to a conversion 
of four- to six- coordinated aluminum. This shows th a t the low coordinated Al atoms are 
accessible to water molecules and must therefore be situated at the surface.
7.1 Introduction
Porous mixed oxides based on aluminum oxide are widely used in heterogeneous cataly­
sis. For specific applications such as automobile converter catalyst (1) it is im portant to 
preserve the porosity and surface area at high tem perature, even at tem peratures above 
800 oC. The stabilizing effect of rare earths (1), particularly lanthanum (2,3), on the
xD.Iuga, S.Simon, E.de Boer, A.P.M.Kentgens,J.P hys.C hem .B , 103, 7591-7598, (1999)
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Y-alumina phase is well known. The mechanism by which these rare earths shift the tran ­
sition from y  to a-alum ina at higher tem perature is still under discussion, however. The 
existing studies are limited to low levels of doping (4-7). So far, only two stable crystalline 
phases are identified in the A l2O 3 — L a 2O 3 system, these were studied using NMR by 
Dupree et al. (8). Their overall composition is 11Al2O3 — L a 2O3 - a hexagonal compound 
with a P-alumina or magnetoplumbite type structure, and L a A lO 3 - a cubic perovskite 
phase (9,10). Some variation in stoichiometry has been reported, however (11). A recent 
27A l and 17O NMR study of the sol-gel synthesis of L a A lO 3 revealed th a t the various com­
ponents only react to form the perovskite at tem peratures exceeding 800 oC  (12). In the 
11Al2O3 — L a 2O 3 phase aluminum is mainly tetra- and hexa- coordinated with oxygens, 
whereas only hexa-coordinated aluminum is encountered in the perovskite L a A lO 3 (8).
The predominantly used synthesis method for porous oxides with high surface area 
is the sol-gel technique (13). Starting from solution, heat treatm ent produces amorphous 
xerogels and finally crystalline oxides. The tem perature and duration of the heat trea t­
ment control the porosity and crystallinity of these samples.
The local order in different types of aluminates and its evolution during the synthesis 
process and the heat-treatm ent procedure can be studied by 27Al Magic-Angle Spinning 
(MAS) Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). An im portant feature of 27Al solid state 
NMR is the dependence of the isotropic chemical shift (óiso) on local Al coordination: 
AlO4 (~  80 to 45 ppm ) and AlO6 (~  20 to —20 ppm ). Usually the range of ~  45 to 
20 ppm  is taken to identify the A lO 5 polyhedra (14). The range of experimental values 
is wider (~  52 to 14 ppm ), however (15). Moreover, depending on the local symmetry 
the resonances are broadened and shifted (Sqis) by the second order quadrupolar interac­
tion. This can hamper an unambiguous assignment and analysis of the spectra. A new 
method, Multiple Quantum  (MQ)-MAS NMR, (16,17), immediately gained great popular­
ity in NMR research of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei, can overcome resolution problems 
and is thus a great help in the analysis and assignment of spectral components. Fryd- 
man and Harwood (16) realized tha t the angular dependence of the <  + m | <— ► | — m  > 
multiple-quantum transitions have a form similar to th a t of the central transition but with 
different zero-, second-, and fourth- rank coefficients. Under MAS, the second-rank terms 
are averaged. Thus the frequency spectrum of <  + m | <— ► | — m  > multiple-quantum tran ­
sition has the same (but scaled) shape as the central <  + 1 /2 1 <— ► | — 1/2 >  transition. 
This makes it possible to correlate multiple- and single- quantum  transitions in a two­
dimensional experiment, leading to well-resolved spectra with an isotropic dimension free 
of anisotropic quadrupolar broadening. Multiple-quantum transitions cannot be detected 
directly by acquisition, they can be detected indirectly in a two-dimensional experiment 
consisting of an excitation pulse, an evolution period, and a conversion pulse followed by 
the detection period. The first pulse excites many transitions in the quadrupolar spin sys­
tem  and therefore its phase is cycled in such a way to pick out the desired MQ-coherence. 
The second pulse converts 2m-quantum coherence to single-quantum coherence and the 
normal central transition signal is acquired. Many improvements of this basic sequence 
have been proposed in order to obtain pure-phase spectra (18-21) and gain sensitivity 
(22-26). MQMAS has been applied successfully for various nuclei in both crystalline and 
amorphous materials.
In this paper we report X-ray diffraction, 27Al MAS and MQMAS NMR studies of 
amorphous and crystalline lanthanum-aluminates prepared via sol-gel synthesis. The com-
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Figure 7.1: Heat treatem ent diagram.
position and preparation tem peratures were varied over a broad range. The most complex 
spectra were analyzed by MQMAS NMR in order to get insight in the number of sites 
and the possible distribution of the NMR param eters in the amorphous samples. These 
results were used as starting point for a quantitative analysis of the MAS spectra.
7.2 E xperim ental section
Lanthanum-aluminate samples with composition (1 — x ) A l 20 3 • x L a 20 3(0 < x  < 0.7) 
were prepared by therm al decomposition of aluminum and lanthanum  nitrate mixtures 
sustained by the simultaneous oxidation of glycerol. After dissolving the components in 
a small amount of distilled water a clear solution was obtained at room tem perature. By 
heating these solutions at 95 oC  for circa 1.5 h viscous gels were formed. Continuing the 
heat treatm ent at this tem perature resulted in spongy, bulky, solid samples.
MAS NMR measurements were carried out on samples heated in air for 30 m in  at 
various tem peratures (figure 7.1) in a cylindrical furnace. To keep hydration effects to a 
minimum, after each heating stage the samples were placed in airtight glass bottles and 
just before the beginning of the NMR measurements, rapidly transferred to the spinners. 
The samples are denoted A lL a x — Ty where x  is the lanthanum  fraction in the sample 
and y refers to the treatm ent tem perature Tt (y =  Tt / 100). The MAS NMR measure­
ments were carried out at room tem perature on a Bruker AM-500 spectrometer equipped 
with a solid state accessory, using a home built probe head with a 5 m m  Jakobsen MAS 
assembly. Usually a 1 ^ s  excitation pulse (v\ ~  35 k H z )  was applied and spinning 
speeds up to 18 k H z  were employed, adequate to ensure a quantitative interpretation of 
the data  (27,28). Spectra are referenced with respect to an external A l ( N 0 3)3 solution 
[Al(H20)6+]. The z-filtered MQMAS NMR spectra (18) were obtained on a Chemagnetics 
CMX-400 spectrometer in a 2.5 m m  CP-MAS probehead using spinning speeds of 29 k H z
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Figure 7.2: X R D  patterns o f the samples A lL a 0083, A lL a 0.375,A lL a 0.5, and A lL a 07 after 
heat treatm ent at different temperatures. The symbols identify the reflections that could be 
assignet to the following phases: (o)Al l l L a O l8, (•) A lL a O 3, ( A ) P  — A l 2O3, (x )L a 2O3
and an r.f.-field strength of 180 k H z .  MAS and MQMAS spectra were simulated using 
a program developed in MATLAB taking distributions in NMR param eters into account. 
Powder averages were performed by simultaneously incrementing the Euler angles (29,30).
The X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded at room tem perature with a Dron-type 
3 X-ray powder diffractometer using C r K a  radiation.
7.3 R esu lts and discussions
X R D  C h a ra c te r iz a t io n . After heat treatm ent at low tem peratures the samples are 
amorphous. The stability of the amorphous phase at high tem peratures depends strongly 
on the lanthanum  content. As the lanthanum  content increases the tem perature at which 
samples become crystalline decreases. The X-ray diffraction patterns for the crystalline 
samples are shown in figure 7.2. The sample A lLa0.o83 is poorly crystalline even after
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Figure 7.3: 27 A l M A S  N M R  spectra o f A lL a 0. 083, AlLao.375, AlLao.5 and A lLao .7 obtained 
at 11.7 T . The spectra were recorded at room temperature after heat treatm ent at increasing 
temperatures. Spinning sidebands are indicated by *. Two spectra were recorded in a S i 3N 4 
rotor that contained an A l im purity (o).
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heat treatm ent at 1200 oC , whereas in the A lL a 0,7 sample a significant amount of fairly 
crystalline material is detected after heat treatm ent at 600 oC .
The crystalline phases identified in the A lL a 00083 — T12 sample are a distorted lan­
thanum  hexa-aluminate structure (Al11 L aO 18, marked by o in the figure 7.2) and the 
perovskite A lL a O 3 (marked •). An interesting evolution is observed for the A lL a 0.375 
sample, where the A lL a O 3 phase (•) is gradually developing at the expense of P-alumina 
(P — A l2O3 (A)) showing th a t the excess aluminum is incorporated in the perovskite phase. 
Therefore the A l : La  ratio in this structure must change and be different from 1 : 1. For 
the A lL a 0.5 sample only the A lL a O 3 perovskite phase develops, in accordance with the fact 
th a t A l and La  are present in the synthesis mixture in 1 : 1 ratio. In case of the A lL a 0.7 
sample crystalline L a 2O3 (marked x) is observed even at low tem peratures. Subsequently 
a well-crystallized L a A lO 3 phase (•) develops, in accordance with the observations by 
Bastow et al. (12). Judging from the line width, the crystallinity of this phase seems 
higher compared to the A lL a 0.5 sample.
27A l M A S  N M R  S p ec tro sco p y . In order to characterize the A l coordination and
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the development of order in the amorphous phases, 27A l MAS NMR was used. Figure 7.3 
shows the 27A l MAS NMR spectra for all solid samples as a function of heat treatm ent 
tem perature starting at 200 oC . Below 200 oC  the NMR spectra show only one single peak 
at about 8 ppm  corresponding to six-coordinated aluminum. This coordination is brought 
about by H 2O molecules in solution, H 2O and H O -  ions in viscous gels, and O H -  and 
O 2- in the case of xerogels (13). For all samples the MAS spectra show the development of 
two new peaks, around 70 ppm  and 35 ppm , in the first stages of tem perature treatm ent. 
The peaks between 0 — 20 ppm  and 45 — 80 ppm  can be straightforwardly assigned to 
six- and four- coordinated aluminum, respectively. The assignment of the signal intensity 
in the region between 20 and 45 ppm  is somewhat ambiguous from MAS spectra alone. 
Generally resonances in this region are attributed to five-fold coordinated aluminum (14). 
An argument in favor of this reasoning is a previous study of aluminum-borates (31), 
where during the heat treatm ent the unresolved peak from this region in the amorphous 
samples transformed into the resonances of well-defined penta-coordinated aluminum sites 
in crystalline A l 18B 4O33 (A 9B 2) (32). On the other hand, the signal intensity in the 
20 — 45 ppm  region may also be due to distorted four-fold coordinated aluminum sites. 
Ray and Samoson observed this in a DOR study of zeolites (33). In a recent MQMAS 
study of alumino-silicate sol-gel materials it was unambiguously dem onstrated th a t most 
of the intensity in the 20 — 45 ppm  region of the MAS spectrum originated from distorted 
fourfold-coordinated sites (34). Therefore, it is imperative to apply MQMAS to a number 
of key samples to assign the MAS spectra of the amorphous lanthanum-aluminates, as will 
be described in the next section.
At elevated tem peratures the MAS spectra of all samples revert to mainly one res­
onance of a six-coordinated aluminum. In these spectra also a set of spinning sidebands 
(marked *) appear, originating from the <  ± 1 /2 1 <— ► | ±  3/2 >  satellite transitions. This 
is a further indication th a t the Al surroundings are better ordered and we are dealing 
with crystalline materials in this case. Especially for the A lL a 0.7 — T 12 sample both these 
sidebands and the central transition line (at 12 ppm ) are narrow, pointing to a symmetric 
octahedral surrounding for Al, as would be expected for a well-defined perovskite struc­
ture. Apparently, having an excess of La  present helps to obtain this well-crystallized 
A lL a O 3 structure. Dupree et al. (8) also observed an octahedral resonance with a small 
quadrupolar coupling constant (0.12 M H z )  for A lL a O 3. In their case this pure phase was 
obtained for a A lL a 0 5 sample treated at 1775 oC . For A lL a 0 5 — T 12 and A lL a 0 375 — T 12 
we observe some line broadening of the central transition, together with a tiny amount of 
fourfold-coordinated aluminum. This indicates th a t some disorder is still present in the 
crystalline phase. This might be caused by the suggested non-stoichiometry of the phases 
and/or the presence of some residual amorphous material. The A lL a 0083 — T 12 sample 
has the broadest lines of the samples treated at 1200 oC . It shows the presence of four- 
and six- coordinated aluminum in accordance with the observations of Dupree et al. (8) 
for A l 11 L aO 18. Also a tiny amount of five-coordinated A l (Siso =  38 ppm ) is observed in 
this spectrum. Five-coordinated A l can be present in the lanthanum hexa-aluminate if it 
has the magnetoplumbite structure, although the X-ray data are not entirely conclusive 
in this respect (11). Recently we were able to observe the resonance of five-coordinated 
A l in S r A l 12O 19 with a magnetoplumbite type structure. This was observed at an unusu­
ally low isotropic shift of 18 ppm  (15). For the present sample we can not exclude the 
possibility of the presence of some residual amorphous material causing the resonance of
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Figure 7.4: Stacked (a) and contour (b) representation o f the 27 A l M Q M A S N M R  spectrum  
o f A lL a 0.083 — T6 clearly showing the presence o f three lines assigned to four-, five- and 
six- coordinated A l. In  A lL a 0.375 — T6 only two resonances o f tetrahedral and octahedral A l 
are observed. (c) Sim ulations o f the spectra assuming a Gaussian distribution in isotropic 
chemical shift and quadrupole coupling constant. The solid line indicates the isotropic 
chemical shift line. The dashed line shows the direction o f the anisotropic quadrupolar line 
broadening and the dotted-dashed line indicates the direction o f the quadrupolar induced 
shift
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Figure 7.5: The powder averaged, overall efficiency o f the M Q M A S experiment fo r  spin  
I  =  5/2 as a function  o f the ratio o f the quadrupole coupling constant and the r.f.-field  
strength (Cqcc/v \ ) ,  assuming a 180o excitation and a 60o conversion pulse.
five-coordinated Al.
27A l M Q -M A S  N M R  S p ec tro sco p y . As was mentioned in the previous section, 
a conclusive assignment of the overlapping MAS spectra is not possible. Therefore, MQ­
MAS NMR spectra were recorded for the samples treated at 600 oC . As is shown in figure 
7.4, the AlLao.os3 — T6 sample generates 3 resonances indicating th a t the sample contains 
significant amounts of four-, five- and six- coordinated aluminum. For the other T 6 samples 
the resonance of five-coordinated A l is almost absent, as is also shown for A lL a 0375 — T6 
in figure 7.4. Only for the A lL a 0.0s3 sample significant amounts of fivefold coordinated 
aluminum are detected.
Besides resolving the spectrum in clearly separated lines, the MQMAS experiment 
can give us information about the distribution in NMR param eters experienced by the 
various sites through the analysis of the line shapes (35,36). In the unsheared spectra 
presented here, the resonances are situated on the line v\ =  3v2 in the absence of a 
quadrupolar interaction. The spectra are therefore plotted in such a way th a t this line is 
the diagonal of the 2D spectra. In the presence of a quadrupolar interaction the center 
of gravity of the resonance is shifted from the diagonal by the quadrupolar induced shift 
(Sq is) in the direction =  (3 /4)v2, indicated in the spectra by a dotted-dashed line. 
Furthermore the lines are broadened by the second-order quadrupolar interaction along 
the direction v  =  (19/12)v2, indicated by a dashed line in the spectra. In case of amor­
phous systems a distribution in the NMR param eters exists and the lines will be smeared 
out in the two-dimensional spectrum. E.g. if the lines are dominated by a distribution in
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Figure 7.6: The results o f deconvolution o f the M A S  N M R  spectra fo r  a) A lL a 00)83 — T6 
and b) A lL a 0375 — T6 using the parameters obtained from  the sim ulation o f the M Q M A S  
spectra.
isotropic chemical shift, the lines will be broadened in the direction parallel to the diag­
onal, whereas they will bent away from the diagonal if a wide distribution in quadrupole 
interaction exists (35).
To model these distributions, two im portant points have to be taken into account: 
(1) the non-uniform effect of the excitation and conversion pulse for sites experiencing dif­
ferent quadrupolar interactions, and (2) the shape of the distribution function for the NMR 
parameters. The effect of the excitation and conversion pulse was calculated by numerically 
diagonalizing the Hamiltonian containing the r.f.-field term  and the first order quadrupolar 
interaction, and evolving the density m atrix for the employed pulse sequence as has been 
described in several publications (17,37,38). For the experimental conditions used in the 
present study, the overall efficiency of the MQMAS experiment in powdered samples, is 
depicted in figure 7.5 as a function of the ratio of the quadrupolar coupling constant and 
the r.f.-field strength (Cqcc/v \) .  Clearly the efficiency is strongly non-uniform; the signal 
intensities of sites with very small (Cqcc/v \  ~  0) or very large (Cqcc/v \  > 100) quadrupolar 
interactions will be significantly attenuated in the MQMAS experiment. Therefore it is 
beneficial to use large r.f.-field strengths to avoid the attenuation of the signal of sites with 
large Cqcc. Obviously, in modeling the effect of a distribution in NMR parameters, the 
various sites in the distribution have to be weighted according to figure 7.5.
In the ideal case the existing distributions in the NMR param eters should be ex­
tracted from the spectra using a so-called inverse approach without putting in model 
information. Zwanziger suggested such an approach for DAS spectra (39). Considering 
the complexity of this procedure, no satisfactory algorithm has been developed for MQ- 
MAS spectra yet. So far, distributions in quadrupolar interactions were modelled with 
simple Gaussian distributions in Cqcc and the asymmetry param eter n, or Gaussian dis­
tributions in the principal values of the electric-field-gradient tensor (40,41). However, 
no physical interpretation for such distributions is available. Structural variations in the
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materials, i.e. in bond angles and distances dictate the actual shape of the distributions. 
A more sophisticated method was introduced by Czjzek et al. (42,43). This was recently 
applied in the analysis of MAS NMR spectra (44). A further point th a t has to be consid­
ered is the distribution in chemical shift and its possible correlation with the quadrupolar 
distribution. One can conclude tha t the extraction and interpretation of distributions in 
the NMR parameters of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei is to a large extent “terra  incog­
nita” . In the present study we have chosen to simulate the MQMAS spectra with simple 
Gaussian distributions in the NMR parameters with the sole purpose to find a satisfactory 
description of the line shapes for the individual sites which can subsequently be used for 
a quantitative analysis of the normal MAS spectra. Using the MAS spectra alone this is 
not possible because of the strong overlap of the lines. As can be judged from figure 7.4 
and figure 7.6 it is possible to find a set of param eters th a t gives a satisfactory description 
of both the MQMAS and the MAS line shapes.
Q u a n ti ta t iv e  an a ly s is  o f th e  M A S  sp e c tra . As we got a good description of the 
line shapes for both MQMAS and MAS spectra, using Gaussian distributions in isotropic 
chemical shift (Siso) and quadrupolar coupling constant (Cqcc), all MAS spectra were an­
alyzed in this way to get the signal intensities for the individual sites. The results of this 
analysis are shown in figure 7.7. From this figure the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1) Except for the sample A lL a 0xm  the concentration of penta-coordinated aluminum is 
low over the whole tem perature range. 2) The concentration of six-coordinated aluminum 
decreases as the heating tem perature increases until the point where crystallization occurs.
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Figure 7.8: The average isotropic chemical shift o f four(o)-, five(-k)- and six(*)- coordinated 
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the M A S  spectra. The bars indicate the width o f the distribution.
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The concentration of four-fold coordinated aluminum shows the opposite behavior. When 
crystallization occurs, a remarkable transform ation between four- and six- coordinated 
aluminum takes place. 3) Crystallization of the samples takes place at lower tem peratures 
for samples with high amounts of lanthanum. At low La  content crystallization is shifted 
to higher tem peratures and thus the lower A l (four and five) coordinations are maintained 
over a larger tem perature range.
The average isotropic chemical shift of four-(o), five-(^) and six-(*)coordinated alu­
minum obtained from the simulation of the MAS spectra are depicted in figure 7.8. The 
width of the distributions is also shown. The chemical shift values are in all cases in 
the normal ranges expected for the respective coordinations. The rather large widths in 
distribution for the amorphous samples indicate th a t there is considerable variation in 
the first and second coordination sphere of the aluminum atoms. This large width, in 
combination with the accuracy of the analysis, makes it impossible to draw definite con­
clusions about changes in the A l surroundings as a function of the treatm ent tem perature. 
The only obvious and expected change is the sudden drop in the width of the distribution 
upon crystallization, as the coordinations spheres are obviously much better defined in the 
crystalline phases. However, as was already remarked, even in the crystalline T i2 samples, 
some disorder remains which is attributed to stoichiometry variations encountered in these 
phases.
H y d ra tio n  effects. The amorphous samples treated at intermediate tem peratures 
proved to be sensitive to hydration, similar to the previously studied amorphous aluminum-
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Figure 7.9: (a) 27A l M A S  N M R  spectrum o f a freshly prepared A lL a 0.7 — T4 sample. 
(b) A fter  exposure o f the sample to a water-saturated atmosphere m ost o f the sites are 
converted to an octahedral coordination. Subsequent re-treatm ent at 400oC  (c) followed  
by a rehydration (d) shows that this process is m ostly reversible except fo r  the am ount o f 
five-coordinated A l indicating that some irreversible reconstruction o f the surface has taken  
place.
borates (31). This effect is illustrated in figure 7.9 for A lL a 07 — T4. In the freshly prepared 
sample (figure 7.9a) a considerable fraction of the aluminum is present in fourfold coor­
dinated sites. After exposing the sample to a moist atmosphere, a conversion from four- 
to six- coordinated aluminum is observed (figure 7.9b). This shows th a t the low coordi­
nated A l atoms are accessible to water molecules which are used to achieve octahedral 
coordination. This effect appears to be mostly reversible as a renewed heating of the 
sample at 400 0C  recovers the original situation (figure 7.9c). Subsequent rehydration 
again leads to a shift toward hexa-coordination (figure 7.9d). It should be noted, however, 
th a t now the amount of five-coordinated Al has decreased indicating th a t also some irre­
versible reordering of the surface has taken place. These experiments show th a t species 
with low coordination numbers, which are most interesting from a catalytic point of view, 
are situated mainly at the surface of the material.
7.4 C onclusions
The NMR results on amorphous and crystalline aluminum-lanthanates prepared by the 
sol-gel procedure reveal th a t in dry gels, obtained after heat treatm ent at 200 oC , we 
have almost exclusively aluminum hexa-coordinated with hydroxyl groups. After heat 
treatm ent at tem peratures between 400 and 600 oC , porous, amorphous samples are ob­
tained with the majority of the A l sites in a tetrahedral coordination. For the samples 
with the lowest La content also a large amount of five-coordinated aluminum is present. 
In these samples crystallization occurs at higher tem peratures as compared to the sam-
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ples containing high amounts of Lanthanum. The hydration effect demonstrates tha t 
these low-coordinated species are accessible to water molecules which are absorbed at the 
surface and thus increase the coordination number so th a t mainly six-coordinated A l is ob­
served. Samples with a great number of lowly coordinated A l sites situated at the surface 
over an extended tem perature interval should be interesting from a catalytic point of view.
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Sum m ary
Exploiting adiabatic passages of the spin transitions, this thesis reports sensitivity en­
hancements of the MAS and MQMAS experiments on half-integer quadrupolar nuclei. A 
deep understanding of these phenomena allows one to manipulate population and coher­
ences of the spin system in a profitable way th a t results in sensitivity enhancement of 
the MAS and MQMAS experiments. Having an increased sensitivity, these experiments 
are able to unravel structural information which were thus far inaccessible. This thesis 
successfully reports the first high-resolution 27A l MQMAS spectra of a Br0nsted acidic 
sites in the H-ZSM5 zeolite.
The first chapter provides an introduction in the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance phe­
nomena. This chapter presents the quadrupolar interaction and the mathem atical tools 
used in the later chapters. The MAS and MQMAS experiments whose sensitivity enhance­
ments are reported by the next chapters are introduced.
In chapter 2 the processes governing frequency sweeping are described. During such 
experiments the irradiation frequency sweeps through the different resonance frequencies 
of the spin system. Such passages can invert spin transitions if they are adiabatic. An 
analytical description of the adiabatic passages reveals th a t the efficiency of this process is 
measured by the adiabaticity parameter. This chapter introduces the concept of Double 
Frequency Sweeps (DFS) generated by a time dependent amplitude modulation of the 
r.f.-pulses. During a DFS, two satellite transitions can be simultaneously inverted via 
adiabatic passages. This results in an increased intensity for the central transition. An 
experimental analysis performed on single crystals proves tha t, in static samples, DFSs 
can invert the spin transitions in a fully adiabatic manner. Further it is shown tha t a 
constant off-resonance irradiation of a spinning sample can produce similar effects due to 
the variation of the quadrupolar frequency during spinning. Experiments on static and 
slowly rotating single-crystals are used to described the adiabatic phenomena induced by 
time dependent amplitude modulation of the r.f.-field o r/and  sample spinning.
Chapter 3 provides a detailed analysis of the adiabatic passages induced by DFSs on 
I  =  3/2 and I  =  5/2, single crystals and powder samples. It demonstrates th a t for powder 
samples adiabatic conditions can not be met for all orientations and therefore the intensity 
gain of the central transition spectra is smaller. In this chapter it is further shown th a t a 
DFS can induce multiple to single quantum  coherence transfer in a similar manner com­
pared to the inversion of level populations. It is dem onstrated th a t the sensitivity of the 
MQMAS experiment is enhanced by several factors if DFSs are used to transfer the multi­
ple quantum  coherence to the single quantum coherence. Examples of such enhancements 
are provided for 3QMAS experiment on 3/2 spin systems and for 3QMAS and 5QMAS 
experiments on 5/2 spin systems. This sensitivity enhancement opens the possibility for 
the MQMAS experiment to measure half-integer quadrupolar nuclei experiencing large
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electric field gradients as is demonstrated for the mineral Andalusite.
C hapter 4 analyzes the hard-pulse excitation of the multiple-quantum coherence. It 
is dem onstrated th a t the hard pulse mainly creates the 3Q coherence from the | ±  3/2 > 
energy levels. Therefore, spin 5/2 inversion of the external satellite transition prior to the 
hard pulse excitation can increase the amount of 3Q coherence up to 67%. In practice, in 
spinning powder samples, inversion of the satellite transitions for all orientation in powder 
can not be achieved. But double frequency sweeps can be employed to manipulate the 
external satellite transition prior to the hard pulse excitation of the 3Q coherence, such 
th a t the excitation process is enhanced by 25% in practical cases for powders.
C hapter 5 describes the behavior of the powder samples under double frequency 
sweeps irradiation and magic angle spinning. It is dem onstrated tha t in MAS experi­
ments, during DFS irradiation lasting for several rotor periods all the crystallites in pow­
der undergo several partial adiabatic inversions of the satellite transitions. The end results 
depends on the adiabaticity param eters of each individual zero crossing and it is different 
for different orientations in the powder. However, the DFS can be optimized such tha t 
an even distribution of gain factors ranging from 1 to 2I  is obtained. It this case the 
polarization of the central transition is enhanced by a factor of 2 for 3/2 spin systems and 
a factor of 2.5 for 5/2 spin systems. A statistical approach is used to demonstrate tha t 
although different orientations are differently affected by the irradiation the line shapes of 
the enhanced spectra are not distorted. This chapter demonstrates th a t a complete satu­
ration of the satellite transitions can be achieved if the irradiation is longer than  the T 2p 
so th a t during irradiation all coherences decay. In this case all the orientations experience 
the same gain factor, but the final overall result is similar to the much shorter sweeps 
which induce an even distribution in gain factors.
C hapter 6 exploits the sensitivity enhancements of the MQMAS experiments re­
ported in the previous chapters and shows the first 27A l MQMAS spectra on dehydrated 
H-ZSM5 Zeolite. This zeolite has a huge porosity and has favorable catalytic properties. 
The Al atoms associated with the Br0nsted acidic sites experience a huge quadrupole 
interaction ranging around 16 M H z ,  so far solid state NMR investigations of such sites 
were not successful. It is demonstrated th a t a DFS enhanced MQMAS experiment can be 
successfully employed for the structural studies of such compounds.
C hapter 7 demonstrates the capability of solid state NMR to investigate disordered 
and crystalline samples. It provides a complete study of the local order and its evolution 
during synthesis and heat treatm ent of sol-gel processed Lanthanum aluminates. MAS 
spectra are used to resolve the different coordination of aluminum for the different sam­
ples. The ambiguities in the deconvolution of MAS spectra are resolved with MQMAS 
experiments performed on a few key samples. In this study the disorder in the non­
crystalline samples is simulated with a gaussian distribution in the chemical shift and 
quadrupole coupling constant. The local order evolution can be monitored by following 
the evolution of NMR param eters with heat-treatm ent tem perature.
Sam envatting
Atoomkernen hebben intrinsieke magnetische eigenschappen, ze gedragen zich in bepaald 
opzicht als kleine staafmagneetjes. Deze eigenschappen worden omschreven als de spin 
van een atoomkern. Het gedrag van deze kernspins in grote externe magneetvelden wordt 
bestudeerd met een techniek die NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) ofwel kernspinreso­
nantie wordt genoemd. Met deze techniek kan men de radiogolven opvangen die door de 
kernen worden opgewekt in een spoeltje als ze rondtollen in een extern magneetveld. De 
precieze frequentie van die radiogolven bevat gedetailleerde informatie over de structuur en 
beweeglijkheid van de moleculen en/of materialen waarin de atoomkern zich bevindt. Als 
gevolg hiervan heeft NMR zich ontwikkeld to t een van de belangrijkste analysetechnieken 
in het chemisch onderzoek. Ook in de medische wereld komen we NMR veelvuldig voor 
met name als afbeeldingtechniek onder de naam MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging).
Hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift introduceert de wiskundige beschrijving van de 
interacties van de kernspins met hun omgeving. Deze interacties bepalen de resonantiefre- 
quenties van de kernspins die de informatie-inhoud van de spectra bepalen. In vloeistoffen 
meet men door de snelle tuimelingen van de moleculen een gemiddelde frequentie. In vaste 
stoffen hangen de resonantiefrequenties af van de orientatie van een bepaalde molecuul of 
materiaaldeeltje in het magneetveld. Dit heeft to t gevolg dat men voor poeders waarin alle 
mogelijke orientaties voorkomen zeer brede en daardoor vaak niet-informatieve frequen­
tieverdelingen meet. Door gebruik te maken van speciale technieken zoals “Magic Angle 
Spinning” (MAS) kan men echter weer goed opgeloste “vloeistofachtige” spectra verkrij­
gen. MAS betekent dat het monster met hoge snelheid om een as die een hoek van 54.7o 
graden maakt met het externe magneetveld wordt geroteerd.
De laatste jaren heeft NMR van zogenaamde quadrupoolkernen in vaste stoffen een 
grote vlucht genomen. Het bijzondere van quadrupoolkernen, die alomtegenwoordig zijn 
in vele interessante materialen, is dat ze niet bolsymmetrisch zijn. Als gevolg daarvan 
hebben ze behalve een magnetische interactie met het externe magneetveld ook een elek­
trostatische interactie met de omringende ladingsverdeling in het materiaal. Dit betekent 
dat extra structurele informatie uit de spectra van quadrupoolkernen is te halen, maar 
helaas leidt het ook to t een verlaging van het oplossend vermogen van de spectra omdat 
MAS niet in staat is de anisotropie van de bijbehorende quadrupoolinteracties uit te mid­
delen. Wil men toch hoge resolutie NMR spectra van quadrupoolkernen verkrijgen dan 
kan dat door middel van een nieuw tweedimensionaal NMR experiment dat midden jaren 
negentig werd geintroduceerd: Multiple Quantum  Magic Angle Spinning (MQMAS). In 
dit experiment wordt MAS gecombineerd met radiofrequente pulsen die “meer quantum ” 
overgangen veroorzaken in het spinsysteem. Dit is een krachtig experiment met als enig 
nadeel een lage gevoeligheid (in zijn algemeenheid toch al een probleem van NMR) om­
dat de r.f.-pulsen die gebruikt worden erg inefficient zijn in het creeren en omzetten van
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multiple-quantum coherenties. Het verhogen van de gevoeligheid van MAS en MQMAS ex­
perimenten aan quadrupoolkernen, gebruikmakend van nieuwe radiofrequente technieken, 
is het centrale them a van dit proefschrift.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt het effect van frequentiesweeps op het spinsysteem beschreven. 
In een enkelvoudige frequentiesweep wordt de frequentie van de radiogolven waarmee het 
spinsysteem wordt bestraald gevarieerd van ver boven to t ver beneden de resonantiefre- 
quentie van een spinsysteem. Als de frequentieverandering rustig genoeg gebeurt (men 
spreekt van adiabatisch) kan men de populaties van het spinsysteem inverteren op dezelfde 
manier als een resonante 180o puls dat zou kunnen. Het voordeel van de frequentiesweep 
is dat men een verdeling spinsystemen met verschillende resonantiefrequenties in een keer 
kan inverteren. Een analytische beschrijving van frequentiesweeps laat zien dat deze zich 
laten beschrijven met een enkele adiabaticiteitsparam eter die de efficientie van de sweep 
bepaald. Door de amplitude van de radiogolven te moduleren kan men effectief twee fre- 
quentiesweeps simultaan opwekken, dit noemen we een dubbele frequentiesweep. Hiermee 
is het bijvoorbeeld mogelijk om de satellietovergangen van een quadrupool spinsysteem 
simultaan te inverteren. Dit leidt to t een verhoogd populatieverschil tussen de centrale 
spinniveaus en dus to t een verhoogde intensiteit van de centrale overgang die doorgaans 
wordt bestudeerd. MAS maakt de resonantiefrequentie van de satellietlijnen tijdsafhanke­
lijk. Dit effect kan men gebruiken om in combinatie met het instralen met een vaste offset 
frequentie adiabatische passages van de satellietlijnen te bewerkstelligen. Dit soort effecten 
zijn zorgvuldig bestudeerd aan de hand van langzaam om de magische hoek roterende 
een-kristallen. Behalve het induceren van populatie inversies kan men met een DFS ook 
coherenties converteren van triple- naar single- quantum  en omgekeerd.
Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een gedetailleerde analyse van de adiabatische passages die een 
DFS induceert in een-kristallen en poeders met spin 3/2 en spin 5/2 kernspins. Uit de 
analyse blijkt dat men in een poeder de adiabatische condities niet voor alle poederdeeltjes 
kan vervullen. Dit limiteert de maximale signaalwinst die haalbaar is in een MAS experi­
ment. Niettemin is de netto gevoeligheid in een poeder nog steeds minstens het dubbele van 
die van een regulier NMR experiment. Daarnaast wordt in dit hoofdstuk beschreven hoe 
een DFS in een MQMAS experiment kan worden opgenomen om voor efficiente triple- naar 
single- quantum  conversie te zorgen. Hierdoor wordt de gevoeligheid van het experiment 
met factoren verhoogd. Dit wordt aangetoond aan de hand van 3QMAS experimenten aan 
spin 3/2 kernen en 3QMAS en 5QMAS experimenten aan spin 5/2 systemen. Bovendien 
kan men met lagere r.f.-vermogens toe. Dit maakt het mogelijk om MQMAS experimenten 
toe te passen op kernen met zeer grote quadrupoolinteracties zoals wordt aangetoond voor 
het mineraal Andalusiet.
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de excitatie van multiple-quantum coherenties bestudeerd. Er 
wordt aangetoond dat excitatie van 3-quantum coherenties d.m.v. korte harde pulsen met 
name gebruik maakt van de populaties van de | +  3/2 >  en | — 3/2 >  energieniveaus. 
Dit betekent dat men in spin 5/2 (en hoger) systemen door het inverteren van de externe 
satellieten met een DFS de intensiteit van de 3Q-excitatie maximaal 67% zou kunnen ver­
hogen. In roterende poeders blijkt deze signaal winst experimenteel op 25% uit te komen.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt gedetailleerder naar de wisselwerking tussen magic angle spin­
ning en frequentiesweeping in poeders gekeken. In een MAS experiment ondergaat een 
spinsysteem gedurende een DFS die enkele rotorperiodes duurt diverse gedeeltelijk adi­
abatische passages van de satellietovergangen. Het eindresultaat hangt af van de adia-
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baticiteit van elk van die passages en dit is verschillend voor elke orientatie in het poeder. 
De DFS kan echter geoptimaliseerd worden zodat er een egale verdeling van signaalwinsten 
varierend van 1 to t 21 optreedt voor de verschillende poederdeeltjes. De gemiddelde sig- 
naalwinst komt dan uit op I  + 1 /2  over gehele poeder. Een grafische analyse laat zien dat 
er geen direct verband bestaat tussen orientatie en signaalwinst. Dit is een random verdel­
ing over de bol. Dit heeft als prettig gevolg dat de lijnvormen van de geoptimaliseerde 
spectra, waarbij specifieke orientaties corresponderen met specifieke resonantiefrequenties, 
niet worden verstoord. Een uniform effect voor ieder poederdeeltje wordt alleen verkregen 
als de frequentiesweeps langer zijn dan de T 2 van het spinsysteem. In dat geval worden 
de satellietovergangen verzadigd (hun populaties worden gelijk). Voor de signaalwinst of- 
vorm van de spectra heeft dit echter geen effect.
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt expliciet gebruik gemaakt van de signaalwinst in het MQMAS 
experiment beschreven in de voorgaande hoofdstukken voor de bestudering van het ze­
oliet H-ZSM5. Zeolieten zijn poreuze aluminosilicaten die in vele toepassingen worden 
gebruikt. In de chemische industrie wordt vooral gebruik gemaakt van de katalytische 
eigenschappen van de materialen. De aluminiumatomen die betrokken zijn bij de vorming 
van de Br0nstedtzure sites in het zeoliet hebben echter een enorme quadrupoolinteractie 
en konden daardoor to t op heden niet met NMR worden waargenomen. Hier wordt echter 
gedemonstreerd dat dit door de combinatie van hoge magneetvelden met DFS geopti­
maliseerde DFS NMR technieken wel mogelijk wordt. Dit opent de weg naar directe 
studies tussen structuur en katalytische functionaliteit van zeolieten.
Hoofdstuk 7 laat de voordelen van de beschreven vaste stof NMR experimenten zien 
voor de bestudering van zowel kristallijne als wanordelijke systemen. Er is een complete 
studie gemaakt van de lokale orde gedurende sol-gel synthese en tem peratuurbehandeling 
van lanthaanalum inaten met verschillende samenstelling. 27 A l  MAS spectra zijn gebruikt 
om de verschillende 4—, 5— of 6— voudige coördinaties van het aluminium te achterhalen. 
Om dat de MAS spectra niet op ondubbelzinnige wijze zijn te deconvolueren zijn MQ- 
MAS spectra opgenomen van een aantal sleutelverbindingen. De analyse van deze spec­
tra  laat een bepaling van de quadrupoolparam eters van de verschillende sites toe. Deze 
zijn vervolgens gebruikt om alle MAS spectra quantitatief te analyseren. De wanorde 
in de glasachtige samples kon op deze manier worden gequantificeerd middels Gaussische 
verdelingen in de chemische verschuiving en quadrupoolkoppelingsconstante van het alu­
minium. Deze verdelingen werden gevolgd als functie van de temperatuurbehandeling. 
Opmerkelijk is de abrupte overgang van een hoofdzakelijk 4—voudige naar een 6—voudige 
coordinatie van het aluminium tijdens de kristallisatie van de samples.
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